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Abstract

In the field of computational modelling of fluid-structure interaction problems, two 
main families of methodologies have been used in practice: body fitted (boundary 
fitted) approaches [1,2] and immersed type methods [3]. Methods within each family 
have both strengths and weaknesses. Within the body fitted methodologies, the 
main disadvantage is the computational cost related to the underlying fluid mesh 
update or the need to use expensive re-meshing algorithms, a factor particularly 
important in the case of three-dimensional simulations.

As an alternative to boundary fitted methods, the Immersed Boundary Method 
(IBM) [3] was introduced by Peskin in 1972 for the solution of heart valve problems, 
where the computation of the fluid structure interaction problem is performed on 
a background Eulerian Cartesian grid and a body force is added to the fluid to 
account for the presence of any immersed solid. There have been several exten
sions of this initial immersed methodology since its inception. As an example, one 
of its extensions is the Immersed Structural Potential Method (ISPM) [4,5]. This 
method overcomes some of the shortcomings of the IBM, enabling the consideration 
of continuum deformable solids or the reduction in the number of interpolation and 
spreading operations. The ISPM was originally developed with focus on the solu
tion of single-phase fluid-structure interaction problems, with particular emphasis 
in haemodynamic applications [4,5].

Immersed methods have not yet been fully exploited in the context of hydro
dynamics applications. Solving hydrodynamic problems, such as the interaction 
between air, water and offshore structures, is dominated by the use of body fitted 
methods [6] or some specific immersed methodologies based on the discrete forcing 
approach [7], including the Cartesian grid method [8], the ghost cell method [9] and 
the direct forcing method [10,11].

The objective of this thesis is to further extend the application range of im
mersed computational approaches in the context of the hydrodynamics and present 
a novel general framework for the simulation of fluid-structure interaction problems 
involving rigid bodies, flexible solids and multiphase flows. The proposed method 
aims to overcome shortcomings such as the restriction of having to deal with similar 
density ratios among different phases or the restriction to solve single-phase flows. 
The new framework will be capable of coping with large density ratios, multiphase 
flows and will be focussed on hydrodynamic problems. The two main challenges to 
be addressed are:



- The representation, evolution and compatibility of the multiple fluid-solid in
terface.

- The proposition of a unified framework containing multiphase flows, flexible 
structures and rigid bodies with possibly large density ratios.

First, a new variation of the original IBM is presented by rearranging the gov
erning equations which define the behaviour of the multiple physics involved. The 
formulation is compatible with the ‘one-fluid’ equation [12] for two phase flows and 
can deal with large density ratios with the help of an anisotropic Poisson solver [12].

Second, deformable structures and fluid are modelled in an identical manner 
except for the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor. The challenging part is 
the calculation of the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress in the structure, which is 
expressed as a function of the deformation gradient tensor. The technique followed 
in this thesis is that of the original ISPM [4,5], but re-expressed in terms of the 
Cauchy stress tensor.

Any immersed rigid body is considered as an incompressible non-viscous con
tinuum body with an equivalent internal force field which constraints the velocity 
field to satisfy the rigid body motion condition. The ‘rigid body’ spatial velocity 
is evaluated by means of a linear least squares projection of the background fluid 
velocity, whilst the immersed force field emerges as a result of the linear momen
tum conservation equation. This formulation is convenient for arbitrary rigid shapes 
and for different cases of rigid body motion: uniform translational velocity, rotation 
around a fixed point and the most general translation-rotation.

A characteristic or indicator function, defined for each interacting continuum 
phase, evolves passively with the velocity field. Generally, there are two families of 
algorithms for the description of the interfaces, namely, Eulerian grid based meth
ods (interface-capturing) and Lagrangian particle/mesh based methods (interface 
tracking). In this thesis, the interface capturing Level Set method [13] is used to 
capture the fluid-fluid interface, due to its advantages to deal with possible topologi
cal changes. In addition, an interface tracking Lagrangian based meshless technique 
is used for the fluid-structure interface due to its benefits at ensuring mass preser
vation.

Prom the fluid discretisation point of view, the discretisation is based on the stan
dard Marker-and-Cell method [14] in conjunction with a fractional step approach 
for the pressure/velocity decoupling. The thesis presents a wide range of applica
tions for multiphase flows interacting with a variety of structures (i.e. rigid and 
deformable). Several numerical examples are presented in order to demonstrate the 
robustness and applicability of the new methodology.
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“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new”.
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C h a p te r  1 

In tro d u c tio n

1.1 M otivation

Ships, offshore infrastructures, wind and hydropower related civil engineering con
structions and oil and gas platforms are typical coastal engineering systems. The 
design, maintenance and protection of this infrastructure is now widely recognised 
as critically important at national and worldwide levels. The above considerations 
provide a strong motivation for the research presented in this work (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Photographs of coastal areas, by Liang Yang.

In the past few decades, a wealth of numerical methods have been developed to 
gain a deeper insight into these complex engineering problems. Out of the different 
stages of the design/engineering process, computational modelling is frequently used 
for prediction and validation. In the coastal and marine engineering fields, where 
experimental studies are usually expensive or not even possible, development of

3
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sound and robust numerical methods is essential.
Such problems often involve air, seawater, sediments and oil interacting with 

the surrounding naval or civil engineering structures. Due to the complex physical 
interaction, establishing a mathematical model and obtaining its numerical solution 
is not a trivial task. This thesis aims to offer an efficient and unified computational 
framework to solve some of these complex multi-physics phenomena.

1.2 Scope o f the thesis
In the field of fluid mechanics, potential flow equations, Euler equations and Navier- 
Stokes equations are normally used as the basis for the description of typical flow 
phenomena [21]. Among these equations, the Navies-Stokes equations are regarded 
as the most difficult to solve, and the others can be considered as simplifications [2 2 ]. 
In the past few decades, there has been huge advancement in the development of 
numerical methods for the solution of flow equations, including advanced Finite 
Difference based methods [23], vortex and cell centred Finite Volume based meth
ods [24], stabilised Finite Element based methods [25] and Discontinuous Galerkin 
based methods [26], to name but a few. However, there are still some important top
ics which require further investigation, such as the modelling of multi-phase flows, 
turbulence or the interaction with immersed structures [27]. Prior to moving into 
these topics, it is necessary to limit the scope of this work.

The objective of this thesis is the study of multi-phase flows and their interaction 
with possible surrounding solids. These problems are extremely important and 
commonplace in coastal and marine engineering applications, specifically

- Multiphase flow interaction . 1

- Fluid-Structure Interaction.

- Fluid and rigid-body interaction.

It is NOT the purpose of this thesis to discuss

- Nanoscale phenomena (atoms or molecules): The starting point of this work 
is based on the use of the continuum mechanics assumption, stating that a 
continuum body can be sub-divided into infinitesimal elements [28].

- Turbulence: Although many engineering problems of interest involve turbulent 
phenomena, popular turbulence modelling techniques [29] such as boundary 
layer modelling [30], Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) [31], Large 
Eddy Simulation (LES) [32] or Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) [33] will not 
be discussed in this thesis.

1 The multiphase flow denotes a mixture of multiple fluids that can be miscible or immiscible. 
The multiphase flow investigated in this work concerns only an idealised case, where all fluids are 
strictly immiscible and are separated by clear interfaces.
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- Shock waves and discontinuities: There are no pressure waves generated under 
the assumption that the continuum model under consideration is incompress
ible.

- New discretisation techniques: There are many new discretisation techniques 
which have been established in recent years, such as high order Discontinu
ous Galerkin methods [34], Variational Multiscale methods [35] or Spectral 
methods [36], which will not be pursued in this thesis. The discretisation, used 
herein is based on the well-established Marker-And-Cell method [37], for its 
simplicity and stable nature due to the staggered interpolation of the velocity 
and pressure fields.

1.3 Literature review
Over the past few decades and with greater emphasis in the last few years, the com
putational mechanics research community has devoted great effort to the modelling 
of multiphase flows, Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) phenomena and fluid-rigid 
body coupling problems. In the following, some relevant bibliographic references 
are presented and organised by topics of interest.

1.3.1 M ultiphase flows: the ‘one-fluid’ m odel and the de
scription of the interface

In the simplest case of immiscible fluids, the most common used multiphase model 
is the so-called ‘one-fluid’ formulation [38].

The computational modelling of a multi-phase flow is carried out in a similar 
way to that of the single-phase flow, apart from the consideration of the interface 
evolution, which is considered dependent on the flow velocity field. Therefore, the 
interface kinematics problem and the so-called physical dynamics (momentum con
servation equation) can be studied as separate yet coupled processes. In this manner, 
the difficult part of the ‘one-fluid’ formulation rests in the modelling of the interface 
kinematics.

Generally speaking, there are two possible descriptions of the surface kinematics, 
based on a material description or based on a spatial description. In other words, 
the interface can be ‘tracked’ via an explicit conforming mesh or be ‘captured’ with 
an implicit marker function. The most popular implicit descriptions of the interfaces 
are established by the Volume Of Fluid (VOF) method [39-41], the Level Set method 
[42] and the Phase Field method [43]. In the case of using an explicit description, 
a conforming mesh is usually employed to follow the interface in conjunction with 
an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation accompanied possibly with 
a re-meshing algorithm [44]. Alternatively, the interface can be described as the 
boundary of an immersed body defined by a cloud of interpolation points or particles, 
as in the case of the front tracking method [45-47] or the hybrid method [48-52].
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It is worth emphasising that the front tracking method [45], the Volume Of Fluid 
method [53], the Level Set method [54] and the Phase Field method [55] have all 
been adopted by the computer science and computer graphics communities, where 
the main applications have been in the film and virtual reality industries. However, 
computer graphics interests tend to focus on the generation of plausible graphics, 
yet not necessarily in the accurate modelling of the physical phenomena.

1.3.2 Fluid-Structure Interaction: body fitted vs immersed  
m ethods

In the field of Fluid-Structure Interaction2  problems, two families of methodologies 
have been used in practice: body fitted approaches [1,2,56] and immersed methods 
[3]. Methods within each family have some strengths and weaknesses. Within the 
group of body fitted methodologies, the main disadvantage is the computational 
cost related to the update of the mesh and the possible need to resort to re-meshing 
algorithms, a factor particularly critical in the case of three-dimensional simulations.

The Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) was first introduced by Peskin [3] in 
1972 to simulate the deformation of heart valves. The distinguishing feature of this 
method is the fact that the simulation is carried out on a fixed Eulerian Cartesian 
grid, which does not conform to the current geometry of that of the deformed im
mersed structure. A solid-to-fluid interpolated body force is added to the fluid to 
account for the presence of any immersed deformable solid. Figure 1.2 shows an 
immersed type methodology compared against a body fitted ALE approach (with 
and without re-meshing).

I
J

{

!

Figure 1 .2 : Comparison of different FSI methodologies. From left to right: 1.) 
Initial undeformed reference state. 2.) Body fitted approach. 3.) Body fitted (with 
re-meshing) approach. 4.) Immersed approach.

Early versions of the IBM were limited to the case of immersed solids made up 
of fibres satisfying the generalised Hooke’s law [57-60]. The original method was 
defined on the basis of the Finite Difference Method, and an approximation of the 
Dirac delta distribution was used to map information between the Eulerian fluid 
and the Lagrangian immersed solid.

2The ‘structure’ referred herein is a flexible solid.
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The mathematical formulation of the IBM has been constantly evolving since 
its inception. The IBM was first extended to allow for the consideration of any 
immersed hyperelastic material by means of the introduction of a strain energy 
functional [61]. The immersed structure was then generalised to the case of any 
continuum derived from a potential energy functional [62]. The material properties 
of the continuum can be those of a viscoelastic structure [62], fluid [63] or dry 
foam [64]. In addition, adaptive re-meshing [65] was also introduced to improve the 
accuracy of the technique.

It is worth noticing that one of the extensions to the original IBM is the Immerse 
Structural Potential Method (ISPM) [4,5,66] by A. J. Gil et al., introduced for the 
solution of single-phase FSI problems interacting with highly deformable structures 
in the context of haemodynamic applications. Prom a continuum modelling point of 
view, the structure is modelled as a deviatoric strain energy functional and from a 
spatial discretisation point of view, as a collection of integration points. A structure 
preserving time integration scheme is used without the need to resort to a moving 
computational mesh in order to evaluate the deformation gradient of the immersed 
structure, yielding improved accuracy and stability over previous immersed based 
methodologies.

1.3.3 Fluid and rigid body interaction: the Eulerian rigid 
body approach

The modelling of an immersed rigid body as a deformable case of a very stiff solid 
can lead to numerical instabilities or even an ill-posed problem [67]. As a result, 
it is advisable to carry out the modelling of a flexible body and a rigid body by 
employing different approaches. In the majority of engineering applications, rigid 
bodies tend to be modelled via classical Lagrangian mechanics [1,68].

The first two immersed methodologies that model a computational region subject 
to a velocity constraint are the Distributed Lagrange-Multiplier/Fictitious-Domain 
(DLM) method of Patankar [69] and the Stress-Distributed Lagrange-Multiplier 
(Stress-DLM) of Glowinski [70]. Both of these methods considered the rigid body 
to be of the same density as that of the underlying fluid. Glowinski [70] proposes 
that within the rigid body region, the space varying velocity field u  must satisfy 
the constraint u ( x )  =  u c +  U3 x [x — x c), where u c and x c are the velocity and 
location of the centre of gravity of the rigid body and u; is the angular velocity. 
Alternatively, Patankar [69] considers that the deformation rate tensor describing 
the kinematics of the rigid body is zero. By using the deformation rate constraint, 
the emerging Lagrangian multiplier does not involve angular or translational veloc
ity and it has the same structure as that of a stress tensor; hence the name of the 
method (stress-DLM) [71]. In general, these two DLM methods are solved in a weak 
manner with the help of an iterative Uzawa algorithm [69,70], showing to be very 
time consuming.

To avoid the need for a Lagrange multiplier formulation, Patankar [72] proposed
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an alternative method for the direct approximation of the rigid velocity field. A 
projection procedure is introduced in order to ensure the conservation of linear and 
angular momenta.

In the computer graphics community, Carlson [73] adopted this idea and called 
it the ‘rigid fluid method’. However, this approach cannot deal with the consid
eration of light solids. In the computational physics community, the direct-forcing 
immersed boundary (DF/IB) [74] method and the direct-forcing fictitious domain 
(DF/FD) [75] method can also be regarded as particular cases of this general family 
of methods. In references [76,77], inertia effects are treated implicitly by solving an 
anisotropic Poisson equation and the immersed rigid body force (i.e. Lagrange multi
plier) is constructed in a very similar way to that of the direct forcing method [78,79]. 
The general advantage of these methods is the consideration of the rigid body dy
namics in an Eulerian way, analogous to a fluid, facilitating the modelling of rigid 
and fluid coupling problems by means of the two-phase flow approach described 
above.

1.3.4 L im itations and gaps o f the existing techniques

From the above literature review, there are several limitations and gaps in the 
current methodologies which will be the focus of this thesis, specifically:

- The solution of problems involving multiphase flows, immersed structures and 
immersed rigid bodies is a complex problem, which still requires further at
tention.

- The evolution of multi-interface problems with immersed structures and mul
tiple phases is still an open problem. Most of the existing research work thus 
far is based on two-phase flows using a level set function.

- In the case of FSI problems, immersed computational techniques suffer when 
having to deal efficiently with large density ratio problems, as typically en
countered in hydrodynamic engineering applications.

- The consideration of an Eulerian based method for the modelling of rigid 
bodies immersed in fluid is still an open problem.

1.4 Contribution of this thesis to  the state of the  
art in this field of science

To overcome the above limitations and solve some relevant FSI problems, a general 
immersed methodology is proposed in this thesis. This includes:

- A unified computational framework for the multi-physics problem. The pro
posed immersed methodology is capable of solving multi-phase fluids inter
acting with immersed deformable structures and rigid bodies on a continuum
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level, unlike most of other immersed based methods, where the methodology 
is based on the use of specific interpolating kernel functions. As a result, the 
choice of the indicator function for the immersed structure, rigid body and 
fluid phases is completely arbitrary.

- Identification of the different phases. The characteristic or indicator function, 
which is evaluated for each interacting phase, moves passively with the velocity 
field. In this work, the level set method [13] is preferred in order to capture the 
fluid interface, which is advantageous when dealing with topological changes. 
Moreover, Lagrangian particles or integration points are used to describe the 
motion of the immersed rigid/flexible body facilitating the preservation of 
mass. However, as mentioned earlier, this choice is not mandatory, namely, 
tracking the fluid interface by using particles or capturing the solid interface 
via an Eulerian based method can also be an alternative.

- The deformable solid governing equations are written in an Eulerian form, 
compatible with the classical Navies-Stokes equations used to describe the 
viscous fluid domain. The update of the deformation gradient tensor from 
the spatial velocity gradient field prevents the appearance of locking, which is 
a problem often encountered in the context of incompressible problems when 
using low order approximations.

- The rigid body momentum equation is modelled along with the Navier-Stokes 
equations and supplemented with a rigid motion constraint. It is well known 
that the incompressibility condition requires the velocity to belong to a Solenoidal 
Vector Field (SVF). Alternatively, the rigid body condition can be understood 
to yield the velocity field to be a Helicoidal Velocity Field (HVF) [21].

- A rigid projection operator is proposed for the rigid motion constraint by 
using a linear least square approach, where the immersed rigid body forces 
are evaluated explicitly. Therefore, the rigid body coupling can be easily 
implemented in a single-phase fluid solver. Large density ratio problems are 
overcome via the fractional step method by solving an anisotropic Poisson 
equation.

1.5 Layout of the thesis
In order to elaborate the objectives indicated in the previous section, the main body 
of this thesis is broken down into four parts with the following chapters:

•  Part II: General form ulation

• Chapter 2 introduces the classical Eulerian conservation laws (conservation 
of linear momentum, conservation of the mass) for a single-phase continuum.
It also presents constitutive models for a Newtonian flow and a hyperelastic
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deformable solid. In addition, it discusses the rigid case as a degenerate limit 
of a deformable solid, named ‘rigid continuum’.

Chapter 3 proposes a unified framework for a multiphase continuum. It starts 
by describing the classical boundary fitted formulation for a two-phase contin
uum with the necessary interface conditions. Then it provides a ‘one-phase5 

model by introducing an indicator function. The proposed ‘one-phase5 model 
is capable of dealing with multiple fluids, structures and rigid bodies inter
acting in a ‘one-phase5 description. In order to treat the interface problem, 
this chapter presents some of the available techniques for the description of 
interfaces, namely as Eulerian (capturing) Level Set method and Lagrangian 
(tracking) Particle Method. The chapter concludes with a multiple Level Set 
method proposed for multiple phase problems.

Part III: N um erical techniques

Chapter 4 discusses the details of the numerical discretisation of the multiphase 
flow governing equations. A very efficient low order finite volume scheme 
set in a Cartesian staggered mesh is chosen for the spatial discretisation. A 
well established fractional step method is considered for the fluid-pressure 
decoupling. The consideration of surface tension effects is also discussed in 
this chapter for the modelling of bubble dynamics.

Chapter 5 presents the discrete representation of the deformable immersed 
solid. The numerical techniques are adopted from the Immersed Structural 
Potential Method, but reinterpreted in a fully Eulerian manner.

Chapter 6  presents first an iterative procedure for the solution of immersed 
rigid bodies, consistent with the field introduced by a deformable solid. The 
chapter then describes a linear least squares method for the projection of 
the velocity of the rigid body. The novel method is capable of dealing with 
arbitrary rigid body motions.

Part IV: N um erical exam ples

Chapter 7 presents some interesting numerical examples, ranging from two- 
phase bubble dynamics to the classical dam break problem. It also includes 
three-phase problems, which are not commonly solved by using level sets.

Chapter 8  presents some hydrodynamics problems which involve air, water 
and immersed structures, illustrating the capability of the proposed method. 
The solution of these problems using a boundary fitted method would be 
prohibitively expensive in terms of computational cost, or even not possible in 
the case of using the classical Immersed Boundary Method.
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• Chapter 9 presents some numerical examples for rigid structures interacting 
with water and air, often encountered in ship and coastal engineering applica
tions. It starts by presenting a fixed rigid body, then moves to the considera
tion of the modelling of a rigid body driven by an external velocity field.

The guideline to the overall organisation of this thesis is summarised on the 
following chart.
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Figure 1.3: Structure and content of this thesis.
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C h a p te r  2 

G overning  equations

2.1 K inem atics of a continuum

This section presents the fundamentals of the finite deformation of a continuum, 
tha t is, the study of the motion w ithout reference to its cause.

2.1.1 M o tio n

Let us consider the motion of a continuum from its reference or m aterial configura
tion Q 0 C R 3, with boundary <912o, into its spatial or current configuration 12 C M3 
at time f, with boundary O i l ,  by means of a mapping function \Eq defined as

x ( t . )  =  9 (  (2.1)

where x  =  [x i,x 2,X3 ]7 represent the current position of a particle initially at X  =

da = H d A

dv =  J d V

Time =  t
d V

d X

HA

Time =  0

Figure 2.1: The general motion of a system.

{ X u X i , X 3}t  (see Figure 2.1). For a given value of time t ,  the above equations Eq.

15
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(2 .1 ) represents the mapping between the undeformed and deformed configurations.

2.1.2 M aterial and spatial description

A careful distinction has to be made between the description that can be chosen 
to make precise the deformation of the continuum. In simple words, the material 
description is used to describe relevant physical magnitudes in terms of where the 
continuum was before the deformation whilst the spatial description is employed to 
describe them in terms of where the continuum is during the deformation. Alter
natively, these are often referred to as Lagrangian (material) and Eulerian (spatial) 
descriptions.

Fluid mechanicians almost exclusively work in terms of a spatial description, 
because it is not convenient to describe the behaviour of a material particle. Solid 
mechanicians will, in general, at some stage of a formulation, have to consider the 
constitutive behaviour of the material particles, which requires a material descrip
tion. However, there are not unbreakable laws. In this thesis, a fully spatial de
scription will be used for both solid and fluid phases. In addition, the velocity of a 
particle is defined as the time derivative of the mapping function as

u ( X , t )  — . (2-2)

Observe that the velocity is a spatial vector despite the fact that the equation has 
been expressed in terms of the m aterial coordinates of the particle X - .  By inverting 
Eq. (2.1) the velocity can be expressed as function of the spatial position x  and 
time as

u (x , t )  =  u (1i r_1(£C, £), t). (2.3)

Given a general scalar, vector or tensor quantity / ,  expressed in material coor
dinates X ,  the time derivative of f ( X , t )  is denoted henceforth by This
expression measures the change in /  associated with a specific particle initially lo
cated at X , and it is known as the material time derivative of / .  Using the chain 
rule, the material derivative ~~ can be expressed as

df ( X , t )  d f ( x , t ) d f ( x , t ) d & ( X , t )  d f ( x , t ) ,n
- n r -  =  + — w ~  =  ~ ~ d T - + ( v / ) “ - ( 2 - 4 )

The first term on the last right hand side of Eq. (2.4) is called the ‘local time 
derivative’, whilst the second term is referred to as the ‘convective derivative’.

2.1.3 Deform ation gradient

A key quantity in defining the deformation of a continuum is the deformation gra
dient tensor F,  which is defined as the material gradient of the spatial position
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as,
^  _  d x ( X , t )  , .

o X = d x ’ ( 5)

where Vo denotes the gradient with respect to the material configuration. This
two-point deformation gradient tensor maps a differential elemental material vector
d X  into the corresponding spatial vector dx as

dx  =  F d X .  (2.6)

Analogously, volume elements in the reference and current configurations are related 
through the determinant of F,  denoted as J. That is,

dv = JdV, J  =  det.F. (2.7)

The two-point cofactor tensor of F,  denoted by H , express the relation between an 
area vector in the reference domain, dA  =  N d A , and an area vector in the spatial 
domain, da = n  da, as

da = H d A , H  = JF ~ T. (2.8)

2.1.4 Strain

As a general measure of deformation, consider the change in the scalar product of the 
two elemental vectors d X  i and d X 2 as they deform to d x i and dx2. This change 
involves both the stretching and variation in the enclosed angle between the two 
vectors. The spatial scalar product dx\  • d x2 can be found in terms of the material 
vectors d X  i • d X 2 as

d x i • dx 2 =  d X i  • C d X 2, (2.9)

where C  is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, which is given in terms of 
the deformation gradient F  as

C  = F t F.  (2.10)

Note that as in Eq. (2.9) the tensor C  operates on material vectors and C  is 
called a material tensor quantity. Alternatively, the initial material scalar product 
d X i  • d X 2 can be obtained in terms of the spatial vector d x i and dx2 via the left 
Cauchy-Green or Finger tensor b as

d X i  • d X 2 =  dx\  • b~ldx2, (2-11)

where b is the spatial tensor defined as

b = F F T. (2 .12)
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The Lagrangian strain tensor E  and the Almansi strain tensor e are defined as [28],

E = ± ( C - I ) ;  e =  (2.13)

where I  is the identity tensor. The strain or deformation rate tensor d gives the
rate of extension per unit of current length of a spatial line element as

d =  \  (V u  +  (V u)T) . (2.14)

In terms of the language of pull back and push forward operations [28], the 
material and spatial strain measures defined above (2.13) can be related. The push- 
forward and pull-back operations can be written as

Push forward
e =  F~TE F (2.15)

Pull backward
E  = F Te F  (2.16)

When dealing with incompressible and nearly incompressible materials it is nec
essary to separate the volumetric contribution from the distortional components of 
the deformation. Such a separation ensures that the distortional component, namely 
F,  does not imply any change in volume. Noting that the determinant of the defor
mation gradient gives the volume ratio, det(JP) =  1 , then the above condition can 
be achieved as follows

F  = J~1/3F.  (2.17)

2.1.5 Rigid body m otion

In this section, we briefly review the principles of Classical Mechanics for the de
scription of a rigid body. An object which does not have any internal degree freedom 
is called a ‘rigid body’ [2 1 ]. An alternative definition can be that of a collection of 
N  points constrained so that the distance between the points remains fixed. As a 
result, for any pair of points Xi and Xj within the rigid body

\\xi — Xj\\2 = constant. (2.18)

Alternatively, the motion of a rigid body in three (two) dimensions can be defined 
by means of six (three) degrees of freedom: 3 (2) translations + 3(1) rotations. The 
position of the whole body is usually represented by the position of the centre of
mass x c and the rotation 0 , as seen in Figure 2.2. Eq. (2.18) leads to several
necessary and sufficient conditions for the velocity field u(x,t) .  Eq. (2.18) holds if 
and only if

(2.19)
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AI

T im e  =  t

Tim e  =  0

Figure 2.2: The motion of a rigid body

Alternatively, above Eq. (2.19) can be re-written as one of the following options: 
O ption 1. the velocity must satisfy

( X i  -  x j )  • ( u ( x i )  -  u (x j )) =  0. (2.2.0)

O ption 2. the velocity held must satisfy

u ( x )  =  u c +  u) x ( x  — x c ). (2-21)

where x c is the position of the centre of mass. u c =  u ( x c ) is the velocity of the centre 
of mass and uo =  [cji, T is the angular velocity of the rigid body motion.

O ption 3. not necessarily knowing the centre of mass, the rigid body motion 
Eq. (2.21) can also be w ritten as

u ( x )  =  x x  +  u rb. (2.22)

where the constant u rb =  [urb, \ ,  u rb,2 , ^r6,3]r  is defined as u rb =  u c — cj x x c . I11 

index notation, the above Eq. (2.22) can be w ritten as follows

U \  — —U)3X2~\-i02X3~fu r b , l :> u 2 =  ^3^1 —̂ 1^3 +  ̂ r6,2; u 3 =  — ̂ 2^1 +^1^2+^rfe,3- (2.23)

As it can be observed, the above equations (2.22) and (2.23) are fully spatial, hence, 
there is no Lagrangian property associated to the rigid body description, but only 
two unknown spatial vectors, namely u) and u rb. This description for the velocity 
field u  is referred in the literature as a Helicoidal Vector Field (HVF) [21].

O ption 4. strain  rate tensor d should be equal to zero

d = 1 (V ti+  (V ti)r ) = 0 . (2.24)
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Above options 1  to 4 are all necessary and sufficient conditions to describe the 
velocity field of a rigid body [21]. In addition, there are two interesting corollaries 
that can be inferred from the velocity field description of a rigid body.

First, this velocity field is a divergence free field V • u  = 0. Second, the velocity 
field is a linear function with respect to its spatial coordinates x. The latter condition 
will inspire the use of a linear least squares method for the projection of an arbitrary 
vector velocity field.

2.2 Dynam ics of a continuum

2.2.1 Conservation of mass

Using the hypothesis of mass conservation, the mass of an arbitrary spatial volume 
must be preserved, leading to the following equation in integral form

0 = s / / (a:’4)dv. (2.25)

where p is the mass density per unit of deformed volume. Application of the 
Reynolds transport theorem yields

d_
d t  .in

f p(x, t) dv =-^- f p(x , t )JdV
Jn J q 0

=/JQi

- /
=/J n

■ I

d p(x,t)  ^ dJ
~ W ~ J  +  .

dp(x , t )

dV

dt 
dp(x,t)  

dt 
dp{x,t) 

dt

+■ Vp(£C, t) • u  ) J  + p(x, t ) J V  ■ u dV (2.26)

+  Vp(aj, t) ■ u  + p(x, t) V • u dv

V - (p(x,t)u) dv.

As a result, the local form of the conservation of mass (in the absence of jump 
conditions) is

+ V . G *M )«) =  0. (2.27)

Equation (2.27) is known as the mass-conservation equation or continuity equation. 
For incompressible materials, the density p is constant in space and time, and the 
conservation law for the mass equation (2.27) then simplifies to1

V  • u  =  0. (2.28)

1In the case of using a Lagrangian description, an alternative expression for the incompressibility 
constraint is J =  1.
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This description for the velocity field u  is referred in the literature as a Solenoidal 
Vector Field (SVF) [21]. The conservation of mass becomes then a purely kinematic 
constraint.

2.2.2 Cauchy stress tensor

Consider a general deformable body at its current configuration. In order to develop 
the concept of stress, it is necessary to study the action of forces applied on the 
element area A a of unit normal n  in the neighbourhood of a spatial point p. If the 
resultant force on this area is A p , the traction vector t  corresponding to the normal 
n  at p  is defined as

t in )  =  lim (2.29)
v ' A a—>o A a

where the relationship between t  and n  must be such that it satisfies Newton’s third 
law of action and reaction, which is expressed as

t ( —n ) =  —t(n). (2.30)

The traction vector t  is related to the Cauchy stress tensor cr through the spatial 
unit outward normal n  as follows

3

t(n) = a n ,  a  — 0  ej. (2.31)
*1.7 = 1

The Cauchy stress tensor cr is a spatial (Eulerian) tensor [28], with a dyadic repre
sentation in terms of three Cartesian vectors {ei, 6 2 , 6 3 } as presented in the above
Eq. (2.31).

2.2.3 Conservation o f linear m om entum

The conservation of linear momentum for an arbitrary spatial volume can be ex
pressed in integral form as

t  da (2.32)

where in Eq. (2.32), t  — a n  is the traction vector and g represents the gravitational 
acceleration. Decomposition of the stress tensor a  into its volumetric —p i  (where 
p represents the pressure) and deviatoric a'  components leads to

—  f  p u d v  =  [  p g  dv- \ -  j  
m Jo Jo. J aa
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By making use of the Gauss divergence theorem, the above Eq. (2.33) can be 
rewritten as follows

— f  pu dv — f  pg dv — f  Vp dv + f  V  • cr' dv. (2.34)
dt  Jn J q Jq Jq

Following a similar procedure to that of Eq. (2.26) for the left hand side of Eq. 
(2.34), we obtain

-7 - f  pu dv =^~ f  p uJ  dV
dt

/JQ

f2o

d(puJ)  
dt

dV

_ du dp d J \
Jp—— h J u —  + p u —  dV

dt dt dt J (2.35)

=  J  Jp^  + J u ( j ?  + V p - u  ) +  J u p V  ■ u  dV

jJQ

zero due to the conservation of mass

du
dt

+  (Vw)« dv.

If the conservation of mass is not substituted into the above equation (2,35), an 
alternative formula for the conservation of linear momentum is

d~ (p u )  + V  • (pu® u) dv. (2.36)

By realising that the above equation (2.34) holds for any spatial domain £2, the 
following local forms of the conservation of the linear momentum equation can be 
obtained2

du
m  +  { V u ) u

= pg — Vp + V  • cr'

d
— (pu) +  V  • (pu <S> u) — pg Vp + V • cr'.

(2.37a)

(2.37b)

Eq. (2.37a) and (2.37b) are referred as the non-conservative and conservative forms 
of the linear momentum equation, respectively.

2In some of the literature available, the convective term in Eq. (2.37a) can alternatively be 
written as (u • V )u  =  (V u)u.
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2.2.4 Conservation o f angular m om entum

Let us consider the rotational equilibrium of a general body under the action of 
traction and body forces. This implies

d_
d t

/ (x x pu) dv  — / (x x pg) d v +  {x x crn) da  (2.38)
Jn Jn Jan

Let £  be the third-order alternating tensor, where Sijk =  1 if the permutation 
of {z,j, k} is even, £^k =  — 1 if the permutation is odd and 0 if any indices are 
repeated. The cross product x between two vectors a and b to render a vector c 
defined as c* = (a x b)i = Sijkajbk■ The left hand side of equation (2.38) yields

d r ...................... d[ (x x (pu))i dv =  f (x x (pu))iJ dV 
Jq dt jQ0

f  d f   ̂ '=  J  (x x — {pu))i dv +  J  (x x V • {pu (g> u))i dv

/ (x x  crn)i da = Zijk^jOkini da 
JdQ JdQ

I y. £ijkXjOki dv

r  r (2'40)— I -)- I 8tJktrkj dv
Jn dxi  Jn

= /  {x x V • cr)i dv +  I {£ : crT)i dv.
Jn Jn

Substitution of Eq. (2.39) and (2.40) into Eq. (2.38), yields after consideration of 
the linear momentum equation3

/Jn
£  : cr dv  =  0. (2-41)

n

Or in index notation:
032 — 023

£  . CT1 = = 0. (2.42)

This clearly implies the symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor cr, namely cr = a T.

0'i3 — 0 3 1  

_ (721 — 0"i2 _

2.2.5 Principle of virtual work

Let Su denote an arbitrary velocity field defined in the current position of the 
continuum. The virtual work, 5W , can be expressed by multiplying the linear

3 A  : B  =  AijBij  is defined as the inner product between two second order tensors A  and tensor
B.
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momentum equation with the corresponding conjugate virtual velocity field

— pg — V • cr j • Su dv — 0. (2.43)SW  =  / \p  
Jn

du '
m  +  ( V u ) u

Application of the Gauss theorem in the above Eq. (2.43) yields

S W =  p 
Jn

du
m  +  ( V u ) u

Su dv  — t  • Su da  + cr : V S u  dv — / pg • Su dv.  
Jan Jn Jn

(2.44)
Finally, expressing the virtual velocity gradient in terms of the symmetric virtual 
rate of the deformation Sd = \ { V S u  + 'VSuT), the spatial virtual work equation 
with dynamic, internal and external virtual work contributions can be expressed as

SW = I p 
'n

du
w +  ( V u ) u

Su dv  + / cr \ Sd dv — / pg • Su dv  -f / t  • Su da
'an

swdyr S W ext
(2.45)

As seen in Eq. (2.45), the summation of the dynamic, internal and external 
virtual work contribution equals to zero

SW = SWdyn + SWint -  SWext = 0. (2.46)

2.2.6 Other stress measures

From Eq. (2.44) it can be deduced that pairs such as cr and d are said to be 
work conjugate with respect to the current deformed volume, as their inner product 
yields work per unit of current volume. For completeness, alternative work conjugate 
pairs of stresses and strain rates are presented when dealing with work per unit of 
undeformed volume. The Kirchhoff stress tensor, first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are listed below with their corresponding 
strain conjugate measures.

Kirchhoff stress tensor

The internal virtual work can be expressed in term of the Kirchhoff stress tensor r  
as

SWint = f r : S d d V -  r  = Jcr. (2.47)
J  Oo
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First Piola-K irchhoff stress tensor

The internal virtual work can be expressed in term of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor P  as

s w int =  [  P : 5 F  dV4; P  =  J<tF~t . (2.48)
J Oo

Second Piola-K irchhoff stress tensor

The internal virtual work can be expressed in term of the second Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress tensor S  as

SW** = f  S : S E d V \  S  = F ~ 'P  =  JF~1crF-T. (2.49)
J  fio

In this thesis, the Cauchy stress tensor will be preferred for the derivation of 
formulas. The other alternative stress measures will mainly be used for comparison 
purposes.

2.3 C onstitutive equations

In order to close the coupled system of momentum and mass conservation equations, 
a constitutive law has to be considered. In the following section, two constitutive 
models are considered, namely a Newtonian fluid and a hyperelastic solid.

2.3.1 Fluid constitutive equation

For a large class of fluids, the stress-strain constitutive law can be written in the 
form

<r =  /(V u ) .  (2.50)

A Newtonian viscous fluid is a special case for which the stress-strain law is linear 
as

cr = //(V it +  (V it)T) +  cJ, (2.51)

where (i is the dynamics viscosity coefficient and c is a positive material parameter.
For thermodynamical reasons, c is of the form |/ /V  ■ u  — p, where p =  f tr<r is 

the pressure5. In addition, for an incompressible continuum, the velocity field must 
be solenoidal V  • it =  0, which implies that V  • (V it)T =  V (V  • it) =  0. This leads 
to the simplification of the divergence of deviatoric part of stress tensor as

V  • cr' =  V  • (<r +  pi)  =  //Ait, (2.52)

4The term F  represents the material time derivative of F,  where F —
5The pressure p is considered to be positive when in compression and negative when in tension, 

as it is standard in the context of fluid dynamics.
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where A = V  • V  is the Laplacian operator. With the expression of cr' in Eq. (2.52) 
and the consideration of appropriate Diriclilet and Neumann boundary conditions 
in dQo and respectively6, the complete mass and linear momentum system
can be summarised as follows

at +  ( V u ) u
= — Vp + V • a r +  pg in 0  x [0, T] (2.53a)

V • u  =  0 in 0  x [0, T] (2.53b)
V -c r ' = fiAu in x [0, T\ (2.53c)

u  — u on dOjj x [0, T\ (2.53d)
crn — t on dOw x [0. T] (2.53e)

U  =  U q in 01 x 0 (2.53f)

which represents the strong form of the problem governed by the so-called Navier- 
Stokes equations in Eulerian setting.

2.3.2 Solid constitutive equations

Recall that the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and Cauchy stress tensor are related
via7

Most of the classical textbooks in solid mechanics start deriving constitutive models 
from the consideration of Piola-Kirchhoff stresses. In this thesis, \vg will break this 
common practice.

For an incompressible neo-Hookean (NH) model, the deviatoric part of the 
Cauchy stress tensor is expressed as

o ’ =  GJ~5/3 6 - 1  tr(6) J (2.55)

where G represents the shear modulus of the material. For a hyperelastic model, 
a Helmholtz free energy functional exists, and is defined per unit of undeformed 
volume. This strain (or stored) energy functional can be conveniently decomposed 
into the summation of deviatoric ?//(J ~ ^ 3F) and volumetric components ipv{J) as

(2.56)

The definition of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor

p - s  m
6 80 d U 80,n = 80, and 80& n 80^  =  0.
7This equation can elegantly be proven by means of a pull-back operation as fgQ an da =

Isn„ " H N  dA =  dA■
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leads to
P  = P '  + P v; P' =

dip’
P v =

dipv
(2.58)

dF  ’ ‘
The volumetric stress term can be further simplified by introducing the pressure p.

P « = w d i = p J F _T. m j )
dJ  d F dJ

(2.59)

The simplest model considered here is the nearly incompressible neo-Hookean (NH) 
material. Its deviatoric and volumetric parts are given by

V  = \  G [J~2'3(F ■ F) ~ 3]; r  =  !« (J ~ l)2. (2.60)

Here, n is the bulk modulus and G is the shear modulus already defined. Substitution 
of Eq. (2.60) into Eq. (2.58), yields

P ’ =  g j ~2/3 F - - ( F :  F )F ~ t 
3 ’

(2.61)

and by applying the relation between the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the 
Cauchy stress tensor in Eq. (2.54), we have

cr' =  GJ~5/3 b ~ ^ tr(6)J (2.62)

Alternatively, the Cauchy stress tensor can be directly derived from a strain energy 
functional. Note that the time derivative of b is

b =  F F t  +  F F T = lb + blT; I =  V u  (2.63)

and therefore the internal energy rate per unit of undeformed volume ip is given by

(2.64)

Combining this equation with the fact the cr is work conjugate to I with respect to 
the current volume and J~lrtp = o’ : I, we obtain

d'tp
J(T =  2l ^ b ob

(2.65)

leading again to the same expression for the deviatoric component of the Cauchy 
stress

1
<t' =  G J - 5/3 6 -  -tr(6 ) J (2.66)

With the expression of o'  at hand, the complete set of mass and linear momentum
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system can be formulated as

ULL
m  + { V u ) u

= —Vp + V  a '  -\- pg in x [0, T] (2.67a)

V  • u  =  0 in Q x [0, T] (2.67b)

V o - ' =  V - G J - 5̂ { b -  ltr(6 )J] in x [0, T] (2.67c)

u  = u on dflj-j x [0. 7'] (2.67d)
a n  =  t on 8Qn x [0; 7’j (2.67e)

U  — U q in x 0 (2.67f)

which is the strong form of the governing equations for a neo-Hookean material 
presented in a spatial description.

2.3.3 Rigid continuum

In this section, the rigid body is unconventionally modelled as a continuum and 
named ‘rigid continuum’. The rigid continuum is a continuum like a fluid or solid, 
but with no requirement for constitutive modelling. Because of the rigid motion de
scription, the system is closed. The linear momentum equation for a rigid continuum 
is the same as for a fluid or a structure. In the author’s opinion, the deviatoric part 
of the Cauchy stress behaviour changes from hyperbolic (shear wave propagation)
to elliptic character when passing from the deformable to the rigid regime. The
kinematic options 1 to 4, defined previously in section 2.1.5, are all necessary and
sufficient conditions to describe a rigid body motion.

W eak form o f the rigid continuum

The weak formulation Eq. (2.45) holds for any continuum, including the rigid con
tinuum. The Cauchy stress tensor cr and the deformation rate tensor d are al
ways work conjugate and their inner product yields work per unit current volume 

a  : Sd dv. These work pairs also include: the Kirchhoff stress tensor and the rate 
of deformation tensor with respect to the initial volume: r  : Sd dV, the first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the deformation gradient tensor with respect to 
the initial volume: P  : 5F dV and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and
the material strain rate tensor with respect to the initial volume: JQq S  : SE dV. 
In this thesis, the formulation is preferred in spatial coordinates, but a similar weak 
form can be written in other stress measures.

For any rigid body motion, the internal virtual work is zero, which is also con
sistent with the velocity constraint option 4 stated in section 2.1.5. For this reason,
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we have the weak formulation for the rigid continuum as

[  —̂ I-(Vii ) u  • Su dv  + f  cr : Sd dv — (  pg • Su dv  — (  t - 5u d a  = 0,
Jn I ut  J Jn Jn Jan

(2.68a)

j  Scr : d dv  =  0. (2.68b)
Jn

The satisfaction of the rigid body kinematics constraints leads to a symmetric tensor 
valued Lagrange multiplier field, which can be seen as the Cauchy stress tensor.8

However, by enforcing any other constraints featuring in Section 2.1.5 through 
a Lagrangian multiplier approach, a weak formulation can be written and solved 
66,69,80]. In the author’s opinion, these alternative constraints could also generate 
a traction vector/Cauchy tensor liked value, but may not have such strong physical 
interpretation.

Strong form o f the rigid continuum

The strong form can be derived from the weak formulation (2.68) above presented. 
The initial/boundary value problem of the rigid continuum is defined as follows

uu,
m  + ( V u ) u

= V  ■ cr -h pg in Q x  [0, T] (2.70a)

d(u =  I  (V u  +  (V u )r ) =  0 in Q x [0, T] (2.70b)

u  = u on cftio x [0, T ] (2.70c)
crn = t on dCln x [0, T ] (2.70d)

u  — u 0 in f ix  0 (2.70e)

The first equation represents the conservation of momentum of the rigid continuum, 
and the second equation enforces the rigid kinematics. This system of equations 
define a constrained equilibrium problem, of a similar structure to the unsteady 
Stokes equations, which can be solved with a well-established saddle point problem 
solver [81]. The unknown variables of the rigid continuum equations are represented 
by the Cauchy stress tensor and the velocity, which is consistent with a deformable

8A similar virtual field appear on the general incompressible continuum. With the incompress
ible constraints, the virtual work will be

/Jn
d i i

m + (Vu)“ 8u dv — p (V  • Su) dv +  / cr' : Sd dv — / pg • Su dv — / t - S u d a  — 0,
Jn  Jn  Jn  Jan

(2.69a)

/ Sp (V  • u) dv =  0. 
Jn

(2.69b)

The pressure term acts as the Lagrange multiplier terms and no constitutive modelling is required 
br the pressure component of the stress.
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solid.

A lternative constraint via H V F projection

The Eq. (2.70b) can be replaced by an alternative rigid constraint. Let us introduce 
a rigid velocity field projection operator P(w), which projects any arbitrary velocity 
field into a Helicoidal Vector Field (HVF). Regardless of the kinematic constraint 
formulation, the rigid motion kinematic constraint becomes

u  — P(u) =  0. (2.71)

A lternative expression o f th e  Cauchy stress tensor

The Eq. (2.70) is a saddle point problem and the Cauchy stress tensor and the 
strain rate tensor are fully coupled. As a result, there is no explicit formulation 
for the Cauchy stress tensor in terms of the deformation field. Substitution of the 
above new kinematic constrain Eq. (2.71) into the spatial derivative of the linear 
momentum equation (2.70a), after separating the pressure and deviatoric part of 
the stress tensor yieldings

m  +  { V u ) u
= —Vp + V  • cr' -F pg

V  • u  =  0

V  • </ =  p

u  — u

dP(u)
d t

+  ( V P ( u ) ) P ( u ) + V p -  pg

in H x [0, T] 

in f ix  [0, T] 

iii 0  x [0, T]

on dilo x [0, T\
crn = t  on dilu x [0, T]

u  = u 0 in Cl x 0
(2.72)

The above system of equations (2.72) is the new set of equilibrium equations for 
the rigid body in spatial coordinates. The formulation introduces the divergence of 
Cauchy stress explicitly and avoids the use to evaulate Lagrange multipliers.

Note that the pressure is separated from the Cauchy stress tensor and only the 
deviatoric part is considered. The rigid body velocity field constraint is more strict 
than the incompressibility condition. In other words, if a velocity field is a HVF, 
then |( V u  +  ('Vu)T) = 0, which will guarantee the divergence free vector field 
V  • u  =  0. As the rigid continuum is incompressible, this leads to a pressure field 
for the rigid body.

2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the balance equations for the general incompressible single-phase 
continuum have been studied. All the balance equations are introduced in spatial
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configuration, and the differences among the governing equations lie on the diver
gence of each material’s deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor V  • cr'. For 
notational convenience, this term can be defined as /  = V  • cr', where

f  =  f iAu

f  = V

f  = P

G J_5/3[b — i  tr(6)J]

<9P(u)
dt + (V P(u))P(«) +  Vp -  pg

fluid (2.73a)

solid (2.73b)

rigid (2.73c)

Let us finally revisit the formulations of the general continuum equations introduced 
in this chapter.

Integral form o f linear m om entum  equation

If we combine Eqs. (2.53) (2.67) and (2.72), the conservation law for a general 
continuum in an integral form can be written as

du  \  

at + {Vu)u

where f  is defined in Eq. (2.73).

dv  — I pg dv — /  Vp dv  + f  dv,  (2.74) 
' o Jn Jn

W eak form of balance equations

In general, numerical methods, such as the Finite Element Method, Finite Volume 
Method or particle based methods, can be established in terms of a weak form. For 
this purpose, let Su denote an arbitrary virtual velocity field imposed on the current 
configuration of the body. The virtual work in spatial configuration is then

0 = SW(V,Su)  = [  p 
Jn

du
m  +  ( V u ) u

• Su dv  — [  ( /  -  Vp)
Jn

• Su

SWdyn

— / pq • Su dv .
Jn

6 W ext

fiyyint
(2.75)

The variational form or the integral form is preferred in this thesis for describing a 
continuum.

Strong form of balance equations

The initial/boundary-value problem of an incompressible continuum is defined as 
to find the velocity u  and the stress tensor cr (which consists of pressure p and the 
deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor cr') as follows
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m + { V u ) u
= - V p  - f  + pg in Q x [0. T] (2.76a)

V  • u  =  0 in 0  x [0. T] (2.76b)
u  =  u on 9Qd x [0. T] (2.76c)

a n  =  t on dtlft x [0 , T] (2.76d)
U  — U q in x 0 (2.76e)

The strong form of the balance equations is used in both boundary fitted methods 
and immersed boundary methods in order to describe the Fluid-Structure Interac
tion problem. In addition, relevant constitutive laws as presented in Eq.(2.73) are 
needed in order to close the system.



Chapter 3

Unified ‘one-phase’ form ulation for 
fluid-structure interaction

This chapter will describe the set of conservation laws required to describe the 
multiphase fluid-structure problem as a unified phase. A conservation law states 
that a particular property of a physical system does not change as the system evolves 
over time [82]. Conservation laws include conservation of mass, conservation of linear 
momentum, conservation of angular momentum, conservation of energy, etc. These 
conservation equations can be written in a unified form as

^  + V ■ F(4>) = 0, (3.1)

where 0 is the property being preserved and F is its flux vector. In addition, Eq.
(3.1) is complemented by the following jump conditions across the interface defined 
by the normal vector n

c i  = M - n ,  (3.2)

where c is the normal component of the velocity of the jump, and the jump of the 
variable 0  across the interface is defined as [0 ] =  0 i — 0 2  , where 0 1 and 0 2  are the 
variable values on each side of the interface.

3.1 M ulti-phase governing equations

3.1.1 Interface condition

In addition to the equations presented in the previous chapter, for the Fluid-Structure 
Interaction or Fluid-Fluid Interaction problems, additional jump conditions need to
be considered on the interfaces. Let us consider a two material system filling the
domain fii, f22 at time t with an interface T. Let us define the velocity on as Ui, 
that on Q2 as iz2 and the interface T moves with a normal velocity cn, which is the 
speed of propagation of the discontinuity, as shown in Figure 3.1.

33
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c n

Figure 3.1: Interface conservation condition

K inem atic interface condition  The conservation of mass equation is

+ v  • (pu) = 0. (3.3)

Assuming there is no mass change on the interface (mersible, cavitation, fracture, 
etc), then we have the jump condition on the interface

c Ip} = [pu] • n ;  pi { u i - n - c ) =  p2(u2 •n - c ). (3.4)

For incompressibility, the density jump [p] = 0, thus

[u] • n  = 0; Uj ■ n  = u 2 n  on T. (3.5)

To satisfy the jump condition on the interface, there is no restriction on the tan
gential velocity components. However, in most of the cases, a non-slip condition 
is imposed, which will be assumed throughout the rest of the thesis. Then the 
kinematic interface condition is

[u] = 0 ; U\ =  u 2 on T. (3.6)

D ynam ic interface condition The conservation of linear momentum is

+ V • [pu <g> u  -  cr) = pg (3.7)

with jump condition

c [pu} = [pu <g> u  — cr] n  on T. (3.8)

In case of incompressibility, using the kinematic interface conditions Eq. (3.6), the 
dynamic interface condition on the interface becomes

[a} n  =  0; cr\n = cr2n  on T. (3.9)

Eq. (3.9) is called the dynamic interface condition.
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The boundary fitted method is the most commonly used technique to model fluid- 
structure interaction problems. If the boundary is explicitly expressed as T, the 
boundary equilibrium can be directly enforced [6,83]. In the boundary fitted de
scription, there is a list of equations to be solved for the two-phase system.

Let us consider a system comprising in incompressible fluid and solid, occupying
the domains and r2s, respectively, at time i, with interface T. The following
differential form of the balance equations emerge as 1

duf
Pf dt =  V p +  V  -crf + pf g in Qf, (3.10a)

P s ^  =  - V p + V - c r ' s +  psg in Qs, (3.10b)

< g II o in Qf, (3.10c)

<1 II o in f2s, (3.10d)

3II3 on r, (3.10e)
t s — cr sti, t j  — cr jTi, t s — t  j on r. (3. lOf)

Eqs. (3.10a) and (3.10b) represent the conservation law of the linear momentum for 
the fluid and structure, respectively; Eqs. (3.10c) and (3.10d) are the conservation 
law of the mass for fluid and structure, and Eqs. (3.10e) and (3.10f) are the kinematic 
and dynamic boundary conditions, respectively.

This set of Eqs. (3.10) can be solved iteratively or monolithically [84]. If the 
solid and fluid subproblem are solved iteratively, an efficiently transmission of the 
variables on the interface is helpful for a better convergence. To achieve this, two 
Robin-Robin boundary conditions are usually employed, {uf — u s)-\-ai^{ts—tf)  = 0 , 
where 0 < aq^ < oo [85].

Note that in traditional boundary fitted formulations, primary variables for de
scribing a solid are the displacement field and stress tensor [84] while the primary 
variables for describing a rigid body are the velocity field and external force [2 ], 
rather than the velocity field and stress tensor in Eqs. (3.10). It can be observed 
that the velocity/stress based formulation is convenient for the numerical computa
tion. In order to reach to an equilibrium between the interfaces, numerical compu
tation of the velocity (time derivative of the displacement) and the traction (spatial 
derivative of the force) will lose one order of the accuracy. However, the Eqs. (3.10) 
do not have this problem.

1The additional interface kinematic equations will be discussed in Section 3.3.
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3.2 U nified  4on e-p h ase’ framework

3.2.1 Form ulation

In this section, the fundamental equations of this thesis will be presented, namely the 
unified ‘one-phase' formulation. Let us consider a system with multiple incompress-

x  =  V ( X ,  t

cr j  n  — 0

Time =  t

Time =  0

Figure 3.2: ‘one-phase’ deformation mapping

ible materials. Let a  =  l , . . . ,n  indicate fluid, solid or rigid body phases, occupying 
spatial subdomains Qa, such th a t U”=1U0 =  Q  and n ”= 1fia =  0 , i.e. they fill an 
arbitrary domain Q .

The conservation equation for the linear momentum for this n —phase system 
can be expressed in a single integral equation for an arbitrary domain i f2

p ( x )
'n

d i i
—  +  (V u)it dv  — — /  V ; ;  dv +  /  f { x ) d v +  /  p { x ) g d v  (3.11) 

Jn Jn Jn

where p ( x )  =  J 2  P a X a  and f ( x )  =  E  v  ' ^ ( X a ) -  In these expressions, Xa  is the
a a

indicator function for a phase a, which is defined as

t \ /  1 if X  e  /q 10x
x°{x) = { o if a  • ( 3 - 1 2 )

W ith the indicator function presented, the interface is identified via the sharp change 
from one value to the other. As discussed in the previous chapter, the divergence 
of the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor (in the various possible cases) is

2The integral formulation is used to avoid defining the discontinuous indicator function as a 
distribution.
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defined as

f i A u fluid
solid

P  + (v p (u ))p (“ ) + V j > - p g  rigid
(3.13)

The mass conservation equation of the n —phase system is the same as that of the 
single-phase system in integral form for an arbitrary domain Q as

arbitrary domain Q. This formulation is named ‘one-phase’ because the governing 
equations are similar to those of the single phase N-S equations. In a nutshell, the 
formulation has the following properties

- This formulation can be understood as a re-expression of the multi-phase equa
tions into a single ‘one-phase’ equation presented in integral form. The use of 
the integral formulation is preferred is because the stress and velocity on the 
interface may not be smooth to have derivative formulation and it is preferred 
not to introduce the indicator function as a generalised function or a distri
bution. The advantages of this treatment is that it allows the use of existing 
N-S solvers for the solution of the multiple phase coupled problem.

- The formulation relies on an indicator function, in contrast with the Immersed 
Boundary Method (IBM), which is based on the Dirac delta distribution. In 
fact, the indicator function can be constructed in different ways, and one of 
them is to re-express it via the Dirac delta distribution.

Numerical methods are often established in terms of a weak form3. Let Su and 5p 
denote a virtual velocity and pressure fields established on the current configuration 
of the domain. Then, Eqs. (3.11) and (3.14) can be written as

immersed solid force from an energy potential in Section 5.1.4. Although the FVM

worthwhile to point out that FVMs can be re-interpreted as residual based methods where the 
virtual velocity field is considered piecewise constant element wise [86,87].

Eqs. (3.11)-(3.14) gather the proposed ‘one-phase’ formulation which holds for any

This formulation will be mainly used for an alternative derivation of the discrete

3Finite Element based methods are built upon a weak form, while Finite Volume Methods are 
based on the divergence theorem, which convert a volume integral into a surface integral. It is
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is preferred and used later on, the proposed framework is not limited to this dis
cretisation technique.

3.2.2 Specified applications

The proposed unified ‘one-phase’ formulation is capable of dealing with the multiple 
phase coupled problem. In order to compare with other existing methods, a series 
of well-established problems are discussed individually.

Tw o-phase flow problem

For the two-phase flow problem, using the fluid constitutive model, the unified ‘one- 
phase’ formulation (3.11) becomes

f p(x)
J n

du
dt

( V u ) u dv = — /  V p d v +  /  t i ( x ) A u d v +  /  p (x ) 9  dv (3.16) 
Jn Jn Jn

where p(x)  =  £  PaXa- The above equation can be identified with the so-called
a

‘one-fluid’ equation [47,8 8 ] of the two-phase flow problem, except ignoring surface 
tension effects4. In this model, the two phases are treated as a single fluid with 
variable material properties that change abruptly at the phase interfaces, without 
resorting to jump conditions. An extra kinematic interface problem needs to be 
solved, which will be discussed in Section 3.3.

Fluid-Structure Interaction problem: from the IBM  to  the ‘one-phase’ 
form ulation

For Fluid-Structure Interaction problems, the unified ‘one-phase’ formulation (3.11) 
remains the same except for the forcing term which is defined as

f - T 7  rr' -  I MAU “  (117\
T \  V - (G J - 5/ 3 (6 - | t r ( 6 )/))  in f2„ 1 ' '

which is related to the pioneering Immersed Boundary Method [3,57,58]. Immersed 
Boundary Methods are based on the use of the Dirac delta distribution. The Dirac 
delta distribution5 can be defined as zero everywhere except at 0 , written as

4To account for the surface tension, it is necessary to add an extra term to the equation, which 
will be introduced in Section 4.2.3.

5 A comprehensive definition of the Dirac delta distribution can be found in [89].
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which also satisfies

[  S(x) dv =  1 ; f  f ( x )S ( xo -  x) dv = f ( x 0). (3.19)
Jn Jn

In the Immersed Boundary Method [3,57,58], an approximation of the Dirac delta 
distribution is used to evaluate the values over irregular domains. Using this tech
nique, the IBM does not require body/boundary fitted meshes. Consider an incom
pressible solid material fls immersed in the fluid Qf  at time t where C  fl/. Then 
the conservation of linear momentum equation can be formulated as

Pf -  + ( V u ) u  =  - V p  +  V ’Vf  + f  + pfg in Qf (3.20a)

/(® , t) =  S ( f ( x s, t)) =  f  f ( x s, t)S(x -  x s) dv
J ns

in fls (3.20b)

u ( x s,t) =  Z(u(x, t ))  =  / u(x,  t)S(xs — x) dv in Q (3.20c)
n

Eq. (3.20a) matches the single phase Navier-Stokes linear momentum equation, 
with an extra body force f  which represents the presence of any deformable solid. 
The function f  depends on the constitutive model. In the case of a hyperelastic 
material, this can be derived from a strain energy potential [62].

During the early development of the IBM, the governing linear momentum equa
tion was written as Eq. (3.20). However, as can be observed in Eq. (3.20), the 
Dirac delta distribution is only used for the interpolation Z(u(x, t ))  and spreading 
S ( f ( x s,t)) rather than for continuum modelling of f .  In fact, the structure force 
f  can be expressed without the Dirac delta distribution. Following the work in [4], 
the immersed body force f  can be written as

d u
f ( x ,  t) = ~(p3 -  pf )—  +  V • (cr's -  cr'f ) +  (pa -  pf )g, in fls. (3.21)

Eq. (3.21) is the fundamental governing equation of the IBM for FSI problems. From 
Eq.(3.21), we can observe that the immersed solid force consists of the following 
two parts. One part is comprised of the difference between structure and fluid 
constitutive stresses

/ * (*i i) =  V  • (cr's — cr'f). (3.22)

For most FSI problems, / 1 limits the use of explicit time stepping schemes, partic
ularly for the case of large shear modulus of immeresed structures. Another part is 
the inertia difference due to non-matching densities

Au
f 2(x,t)  =  ~{ps -  p})—  +  (p, -  Pf )g.  (3.23)

The original IBM was originally developed for haemodynamic problems, where the
term f 2 is always small or zero. For hydrodynamic applications, however, the lim
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it at ion of explicit time-stepping caused by large density ratios renders the original 
IBM unstable in practice.

cc = V ( X , t )

X \

Im m ersed B oundary M ethod

Figure 3.3: Comparison of the Immersed Boundary Methods and the unified ‘one- 
phase’ framework for the Fluid-Structure Interaction problem.

Figure 3.3 highlights the differences between the IBM and the unified ‘one-phase’ 
framework. As shown in the figure, the fluid domain 0/- in the IBM occupies the 
whole domain, which means the solid is ‘carried- by the fluid. In contrast, the fluid 
and solid domain occupies their own domain in the proposed ‘one-phase- method. 
This indicates tha t the FSI coupling in the IBM happens in the whole solid do
main (which consist of constitutive and inertia differences) whilst in the ‘one-phase’ 
formulation, the FSI coupling happens on the (smeared) interfact1. This makes it 
comparable with boundary fitted based methods where the coupling effect occurs 
on the (sharp) interface.

In addition, the IBM calculates the stress measures (Kirchhoff stress, first Piola- 
Kirchhoff stress, second Piola-Kirchhoff stress) in the material configuration, and 
then performs a push forward operation into the spatial configuration. In the pro
posed method, the formulation is completely Eulerian (by making solely use of the 
Cauchy stress). Table 3.1 lists several key points summarising the main aspects of 
these techniques.

Classical IBM Unified ‘one-phase’ formulation
M athem atical basis Dirac delta  d istribu tion  6 Indicator function \
Techniques Interpolation  and spreading Integration
Coupling region W hole s tru c tu re  dom ain On the interface
Im m ersed force “ (As -  P f ) w  +  (As -  Pf ) 9 , 

V  • (t's and — V  ■ cr'f
Jon, a 'n da

Coordinates Fluid: spatial: structure: m ate
rial

Fully spatial

Density ra tio C onstrained to  be near 1 for the 
explicit m ethod

A rbitrary

Table 3.1: Comparisons of the classical Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) and the 
current unified ‘one-phase’ formulation.

X \

Unified 'one-phase' framework
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Fluid  and rigid body  coupling problem

Let us consider the Fluid-Structure Interaction problem between a fluid and a rigid 
body. Then the unified ‘one-phase’ formulation (3.11) remains the same except for 
the forcing term  which is defined as

f  =  V • cr' =
//A n

+ (v p (u ))p («;
in Q f

P dt +  V p  -  p g in a
(3.24)

where Q r and Q j  represent the rigid body region and the fluid region, respectively. 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the differences between the proposed methodology and alter
native techniques. In classical rigid body coupling formulations, the coupling can be 
achieved through a sharp interface (boundary fitted method) or a smoothed inter
face (immersed boundary method). But regardless of which technique is utilised, the 
rigid body description is obtained by solving Classical rigid Mechanics equations, 
namely

M-
d u (

~ d i
= Mg  + /<

d w
J —— ho; x J uj =  t (

d t

(3.25a)

(3.25b)

where M  denote the external force, the external torque, the moment of
inertia tensor and the mass, respectively.

The coupling force in the classical modelling appears through the torque t c and 
the external force f c , whilst in the proposed method, the coupling is achieved via 
the balanced traction vector on the interface.

u  =  u c -I- uj x ( x  — x r) in

^ 2

Immersed boundary or boundary fitted
Xi

Unified 'one-phase' framework

Figure 3.4: Illustration of Lagrangian Mechanics coupling and unified ‘one-phase’ 
framework for the fluid and rigid body Interaction problem

<rrn

Note th a t for the rigid-fluid coupling problem, the treatm ent of the rigid body 
as a different phase of fluid can be found in the literature, often referred to as Dis
tributed Lagrangian m ethod [69,90], rigid-fluid m ethod [73], direct-forcing fictitious-
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domain [75], etc. These methods share some algorithmic similarities by considering 
some form of artificial body force in order to constraint the velocity field on the 
discrete level to be th a t of a rigid body, but none of these methods have an explicit 
expression of the immersed force on a continuum level.

Conclusions

Table 3.2 compares the proposed unified 'one-phase' formulation with boundary 
fitted m ethods [1.2,56], the classical Immersed Boundary Method [57—60] and the 
Immersed Structure Potential M ethod [4, 5] for the general m ultiphase coupling 
problem.

3.3 D escrip tion  o f th e  interface

This section is fundamentally independent of previous sections of this thesis and 
deals with the description and evolution of the interface. The section begins with 
description of the kinematics of the interface, where two different approaches are 
well established: Lagrangian tracking [45-47] and Eulerian capturing [39-42]. This 
section describes the Level Set Method approach [42] in detail, and finally, it provides 
a multiple level set approach for the description of multiple interfaces.

Many natural phenomena are examples of evolving interfaces, where there is a 
clear interface between one phase and another, as shown in Figure 3.5. The ability 
to describe the interface accurately is the cornerstone of studying these phenomena. 
Generally speaking, the interface can be described explicitly or implicitly [88,91]. In

Figure 3.5: Photographs of interfaces, photo courtesy of Andrew Davidhazy.

explicit methods, the interface is explicitly described via a param etric representa
tion [91]. For example, most Com puter Aided Design (CAD) programs represent in
terfaces explicitly through the use of Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) [92].
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BFM Classical IBM/ ISPM Unified ‘one-phase’
Methodology Use of interface condi

tion to transfer infor
mation.

Rely on a Dirac delta 
distribution 5 for inter
polation and spread
ing.

Based on indicator 
function x-

Working co Fluid is often in spatial Mixed Eulerian- Fully Eulerian configu
ordinates coordinates and struc

ture is often in mate
rial coordinates.

Lagrangian ration.

Density ratio Easy for large density Only capable to deal Arbitrary density ratio
capability ratio problems, but en

counter added mass ef
fects for similar densi
ties.

with density ratios 
near to 1 with explicit 
time-stepping.

problems with explicit 
time-stepping.

Interface de Sharp interface with Dirac delta distribu Indicator function,
scription conforming meshes. tion. which can be con

structed from Dirac 
delta distribution, 
Level Set function, 
VOF, etc.

Coupling re
gion

On the sharp interface In the whole solid do
main.

On the smoothed inter
face.

Immersed
structure
force

None Kirchoff stress; iner
tia term; fluid viscous 
term.

Cauchy stress.

Computational Expensive especially in 
cost 3D.

Inexpensive. Inexpensive.

Multiphase
flow

ALE/re-meshing None. Capable.

FSI ALE/re-meshing. Capable Capable.
Rigid body 
coupling

ALE /  re-meshing for 
the fluid; Lagrangian 
rigid body dynamics 
for the rigid body.

None. Capable.

Applications Wide arrange of en
gineering applications, 
but it is not suitable 
for cardiac dynamics 
simulation which in
volve large deforma
tion and same density 
ratio.

Ideal for cardiac dy
namics, but limited 
to one-phase, similar 
density ratio and de
formable solids.

All range of ap
plications, bubble- 
dynamics, cardiac 
dynamics and hydro
dynamics problems.

Table 3.2: Comparisons of the boundary fitted method, classical Immersed Bound
ary Method and Immersed Structural Potential Method with the current Unified 
‘one-phase’ formulation. For notational convenience, some abbreviations are intro
duced: BFM - boundary fitted methods; classical IBM - classical Immersed Bound
ary Methods; ISPM - Immersed Structural Potential Method.

Specifically, an interface as a two-dimensional manifold embedded in R3 and de
fined parametrically via a mapping r(ri ,  r2 ) : R 2 —>• R3  as

r t = { X  G R3 I X  = X ( r ,  t), r  G R2}. (3.26)
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Alternatively, implicit methods often describe the interface using a contour-based 
algorithm, as typically used in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)/computed to
mography (CT) scans [93]. The interface is implicitly defined by a marker function

3.3.1 Lagrangian treatm ent of an interface

One straightforward way of representing interfaces is by means of the use of La
grangian particles [45-47]. The Lagrangian description makes it easy to preserve 
the mass and convect the particles. The convection of a particle is achieved by 
integrating in time the ordinary differential equation

where u ( x s) is the velocity associated with each particle.

3.3.2 Eulerian treatm ent o f an interface

There are two main families of Eulerian methods [8 8 ]: the continuous Level Set 
Method (LSM) and the discontinuous Volume Of Fluid (VOF) method. The differ
ence lies in how the marker function 0 is defined and convected. The marker function 
can be regarded as a signed distance function in the case of Level Set Method or a 
volume fraction in the case of Volume Of Fluid method, lb  enhance the understand
ing of the implicit marker function, some examples in the one-dimensional setting 
are shown below.

Level Set M ethod

The basic Level Set Method was developed by Osher and Sethian [94] and further 
developed by Sussman, Smereka, and Osher [13] for multiphase flow simulations. 
The function (f) is defined as a signed distance function, and the contour <j> = 0 
defines the interface (See Figure 3.6).

<t>-

(3.27)

(3.28)

<j>(x) =  sgn d(®,rt), 

where d(x,Tt) denotes the distance to Tt.

(3.29)

Volum e O f Fluid

The volume fraction </> is defined to be a piecewise constant function from 0 to 1. 
The interface can be postprcessed as the contour corresponding to a value 0.5 after
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(f)(x) i i signed distance function

phase xv phase 2  y '  phase 1

i i i\ l  I I 1 y  | ►
X

Figure 3.6: One-dimensional illustration of the Level Set Method.

application of a reconstruction procedure f { x ) 6. In one dimension, Figure 3.7 shows 
a fraction volume (j) representing the interface.

Tt = { x e R 3 | f(</>(x1t)) = 0.5}. (3.30)

The Level Set Method is used in this work because of its advantages over others.

Ĵ k  phase 1  p phase 2  phase 1

F=P =P ^ i— i— i— i— r
x

Figure 3.7: One-dimensional illustration of the Volume-Of-Fluid method.

In particular, it is easy to compute the normal n  and curvature n of the interface 
from

V *- ;  —  V - f ^ V  (3.31)77 —_____________iiv0H’ ■■ ’ viiv0iiy
Another advantage of the Level Set Method is that topological changes are auto
matically handled, as shown in Figure 3.8. On the left, the two contours represent 
two distinct circular blobs, but on the right the blobs have been merged into one.

The zero Level Set of a continuous function <j>(x, t), x  G M2 ,3  represents an inter
face T C M2,3. Hence, the evolution equation of an interface moving in a medium 
with velocity u , is defined in an Eulerian setting in non-conservative form as

dt dt
+ u(x,  t) ■ V 0 (aj, t) = 0 . (3.32)

Reconstruction of the interface from the discontinuous volume fraction is important for the 
post-processing and the evaluation of the curvature on the interface. These techniques include 
SLIC [95], PLIC [41], etc.
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Figure 3.8: Level Set representation of an interface. The interface consists of two 
distinct circles on the left, but on the right the circles are closer and form one 
interface. The Level Set function is constructed as a distance function.

As the fluid is incompressible V  ■ u ( x . t )  =  0. above Eq. (3.32) can be re-written as

). =  do{x t) ^  u x̂  t j + <j>(x,t)V • u(x, t )
dt dt (3 3 3 )

= ^  + V  • {<t>{x,t)u(x,t)) =  0 .
d t

The above Level Set equations can be convected using any standard numerical 
method for the solution of hyperbolic equations [8 8 ].

3.3 .3  M u lt ip le  interfaces

Early work on the Level Set method dealt exclusively with two-phase problems 
[96,97]. If a two-phase m aterial system Si and S 2 with an interface T  is considered, 
as discussed earlier, the zero contour lines of the Level Set function are a convenient 
way to define the interface T. The sign of the Level Set can be used to identify each 
phase:

,/ X f > 0  x  G 121 fo
<t>(x C )\„  • (3.34)

(  <  U X  £  i ’2

Only a few researchers have considered the problem of multiple Level Sets for the 
representation of multiple regions [98,991. A multiphase material system S a with an 
interface T, for each subregion S a could be represented by

1 /  ̂\ ^ X  f l a t o o  r \

0“(x’t ) \ < o  K f l , '  ( 3 ' 3 d )

Assuming th a t the multiphase material system is immiscible, then for any (f>a { x )  <  0, 
it can be deduced th a t <f>b(x) >  0. for all b 7  ̂ a .  The evolution of the Level Set 
functions (j)a is the same as the single-Level Set in a non-conservative form

—  +  u  ■ V 0 a =  0 . (3.36)
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Multi-Level Set evolution often leads to contradictions at the intersection of several 
interfaces, where the conditions

u ” = 1  Da = Q; Qa n n b = 0 , Va /  b (3.37)

can be violated. A method will then be needed to recover the above conditions (3.37). 
The idea of the multi-Level Sets m ethod [98] is to  design a projection method to

region 2
v a c u u mregion

overlap

region 3

Figure 3.9: Each of the three regions is independently evolved in time, after which 
the interface locations do not agree. There are vacuums where all (pa are positive, 
and overlaps where more than  one (pa is negative.

correct the multiple Level Sets. Observe tha t for any region, the interface position 
:s determined by the two smallest Level Set components (f)a (negative) and <pb (pos
itive), other values which are larger than  (pb are not relevant to the interface7. The 
projection step can be summarised as follows

1 If (f)a is the smallest element, — \4>a \ is the only negative element whose magni
tude represents the distance to the interface.

2 If condition 1 holds and is the second smallest element, then

During the evolution of the multiple Level Sets, the correction is assumed for all 
phases tha t can be moved (often fluids). If a structure or rigid phase is presented 
by one Level Set function, the first step to take is fix the level set describing the 
structure or rigid phases.

Three Level Sets are initialised to represent three phases. As illustrated in Figure 
3.10(a), there is vacuum and overlap between these phases. Figure 3.10(b) shows 
die interfaces after the correction step, the interfaces move to the middle of the 
vacuum and overlap regions. Figure 3.10(c) shows the interfaces if the circle in the 
middle cannot be moved, which will be in the case of representing a solid or rigid 
body.

'T h e  observation is easy to  understand  because the Level Set value <p is a  signed distance 
function denoting the  distance to  the interface. A Level Set com ponent w ith a large value implies 
iliat it is far from the  interface.
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'
*

■ a

(a) In itial M ultiple Level Set (b) All can be moved (c) One phase fixed

Figure 3.10: Examples for the correction of the interface of multiple Level Sets
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Chapter 4 

Im m ersed m ultiphase fluid

In this chapter, we present the numerical method employed for the Direct Numerical 
Simulations (DNS) of the proposed unified ‘one-phase’ formulation, with a focus on 
Newtonian fluids. The term ‘DNS’ is used because there are no modelling issues 
beyond the continuum hypothesis [8 8 ].

Under the constitutive law of Newtonian fluids, the Cauchy stress tensor is lin
early related to the symmetric velocity gradient tensor. A Marker-And-Cell based 
discretisation technique [37] is utilised due to its relative simplicity and efficiency 
(section 4.1.1). Two convective terms feature on the equations, the velocity con
vective term (V u)ii and the Level Set convective term u  ■ V< ,̂ which are both 
discretised by means of a QUICK scheme [100]. In addition, to uncouple the veloc
ity and pressure field, a classical fractional step method is used (section 4.1.3) [101].

Compared with a typical single-phase N-S solver, two additional steps are re
quired. One is to solve the Level Set equation, which involves convection, reinitiali
sation (section 4.2.2) and the correction step for the interface of multiple fluids, and 
the other is the solution of an anisotropic Poisson equation due to the different/ non
constant density of the multiphase continuum. The overview of the algorithm is 
given in Section 4.3.

Note that there are two nonlinearities present in the system, namely the velocity 
convective term and the geometric nonlinearity introduced by the movement of the 
interface.

Integral form of balance equation

Recall the proposed unified ‘one-phase’ formulation (3.11)-(3.14). Together with the 
Level Set convection Eq. (3.33) and indicator function Eq. (3.12), the a-multiphase 
flow governing equations can be rewritten in an integral form, for an arbitrary 
leading to

51
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/Jn

f  — dv +  f  u (u  • n) da = [  Vw • n d a ------J — [  pnda H- [  qdv
Jn dt Jdn p{x)Jan p ( x ) J dn Jn

(4.1a)

'V ' u  dv = 0 (4-lb)

f  -rr^dv +  f  u(fta - n d a  = 0 (4-lc)
Jn Jan

where * .(* ) =  { J < J (4.1d)

M *) =  ^ P a X a ,  (4-le)
a

P(x)=J2PaXa  (4-If)
a

Eqs. (4.la-4, lb) represent the momentum and mass conservation laws. Eq. (4.1c) 
is the Level Set transport equation used to track the evolution of the interface corre
sponding to the a-phase. Eqs. (4.Id) (4. le) and (4. If) define the indicator function, 
the Level Set function and fluid physical properties throughout the entire compu
tational domain. Eq. (4.Id) is the exact indicator function, however, a smoothed 
indicator function will preferred for computational purposes. Notice that in above 
Eq.(4.1a), the fluid properties are assumed to be piecewise constant within every 
control volume fh

4.1 Navier-Stokes solver

4.1.1 Cartesian staggered mesh

Particularising for the case of a two dimensional Cartesian staggered mesh, let Q,uax 
and 0>vAy be the control volumes associated with the Cartesian components of the 
velocity uAx and vAy, respectively, with an arrangement similar to that of a Marker- 
And-Cell (MAC) grid1 see Figure 4.1. Although methods based on co-located grids 
have been developed [82], staggered grids schemes result in a very robust numerical 
method easy to implement. Here, Ax and Ay denote fluid cell edges perpendicular to 
the OX  and OY  Cartesian axes, respectively, and uAx and vAy their corresponding

1 Harlow & Welch [102] proposed the use of a special grid for incompressible flow computations. 
This specially defined grid decomposes the computational domain into cells with velocities defined 
on the cell faces and scalar pressure defined at cell centres. See [37] for a good review.
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Figure 4.1: The notation used for a standard staggered MAC mesh, (a) Control 
volume Q,uax for velocity u; (b) Control volume £Ivav for velocity v\ (c) Control 
volume for level set <f>.

normal edge velocities. In this cases, the conservation of linear momentum reads, 

f  ^ -udv  + f  F u - n  da — [  a • ex dv = 0, (4.2)
J n Axdt Jgn A J n Al

'IL 'E 1 1 ^ * 1

f  ^-v  dv + f  Fv • n  da — f  g • ey dv =  0 , (4.3)
Jn Ay™ JdQv*y JQ A-

where {ex, ey} is the standard Cartesian basis. Eqs. (4.2-4.3) represent the conser
vation of linear momentum variables p(x)u and p{x)v in a variational integral form 
with F u and Fv their corresponding interface fluxes, namely,

F a = u u + ^ p e ° - !M V u ' F v = v u + ^ r » - iM * v ' u=[^r(4-4)
The convective components of the numerical fluxes, that is uu  and vu,  are obtained 
using a stabilised convective approximation, such as SMART [103], HLPA [104] or 
QUICK [100], which minimise numerical diffusion, avoid the creation of spurious 
oscillations and reduce the total variation of the solution by accounting for the 
transportive nature of the fluid [82]. According to the above procedure, all the 
terms appearing in the formulation are evaluated as

Time derivative part of the Level Set field
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Time derivative part of the velocity field

f  d AnAx
J ' Ftu d v ^ \ n ^ \ — ; (4.6)

u A.x

I  d AvAy
J  m v do (4.7)
u vAy

where At, A(j) A x  and Ay  denote the a time step length At  =  tn+l — tn, Acf) =
(j)n+l — (pn, cell length in x —direction and cell length in y—direction.
The spatial discretisation of the stress component of the numerical fluxes at the 
interfaces between velocity control volumes are evaluated as

[  ( u t x — U Ax U Ax  — U w  |
• / Vw-n da ~  —Ay  I ---------------- — — —Ax  .
Jdn Ax V Ax  Ax  J V Ay Ay

UE — U x U x — Uyj  \  A / UNX — u x u x — u<

(4.8)
Ay A A A.y \  f  A.y A A Ay

VE y — V y V y — Vy J  \ A VN  — v  v  V ~ v sVw-n da ~  —Ay  ( A-_--------------— — ) —Ax
lvAy'&a A„ \ A x  Ax  \  Ay  Ay

(4.9)
Pressure term of Eq. (4.1a), see Figure 4.1

pex ■ n  da ~  Ax(pEx -  pfy), (4.10)
L

v A V

Gravity term of Eq. (4.1a)

dnuAx

[  pey - n d a ~ A y ( p Ey - p s y). (4.11)
Jdn

jJn
g - e x d v ~  \nuAx\gAx, (4.12)

/Jn
g - e y d v ~  \ n vAy\gAy (4.13)

vAV

where gAx and gyv are the external forces per unit of volume allocated to control 
volumes |£\ax| and |f2Wi4y|, respectively.

The integrals f dn u(u-n)da  and f dQ U(j)-nda are the two convective components. 
A different convection scheme has been employed for the Level Set f dQ ucf) • nda 
(Appendix B) and 1 -D stability and error analysis have been given in Appendix C.

4.1.2 D iscretisation o f convection term

For the fluid convection term, a central difference scheme was used for all spatial 
variables in the original MAC method [102]. However, for moderate Reynolds num
bers, this approach can render unphysical oscillations. Subsequent implementations
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used first-order upwind scheme, leading to excessive numerical dissipation [8 8 ]. To 
overcome these shortcomings, the high order upwind methods have been developed. 
A well known approach is the Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective Ki
netics (QUICK) scheme [100], where values at the cell edges are interpolated via 
upstream biased third order polynomials. A one-dimensional QUICK scheme is 
presented in detail in Appendix B.1 .2 .

The level set convection term, can be advected with any sufficiently accurate 
scheme standard in the context of hyperbolic problems. Here we choose to write 
these two convection terms using a QUICK scheme.

S tep  1  Obtain the velocity u w , ue , us, un at control volume edges

In control volume QAx

u f y  +  UA\  UA* + U Ax VA*W +  v Axe  v j f r  +  v£j.
Uw  =  -------   , Ue  = - Z------- , Vn  =  ---------~---------, Vs =  - 2

(4.14)

In control volume VLvv

Ay  , Ay Ay  . Ay Ay , A Ay . A
U N W  +  U S W .  U N E  +  U S E .  VN + y V  VS  +  V V

uw =  g ’ E = ------ 2 ------ ’ = ------ 2 ’ = ------ 2------'
(4.15)

In control volume

uw = 4 ;  uE -  *4; vn  =  *4; vs = v$. (4.16)

Step 2  Let p  be the quantities to be convected in the upwind direction using sec
ond order interpolation. The scheme uses a three-point upstream-weighted 
quadratic interpolation for cell face values. The face value of p  is obtained 
from a quadratic function passing through two bracketing nodes (on each side 
of the face) and a node on the upwind side.

In control volume VlAx

V l =  I  i

Vn  =

V s  =

(3uAi + 6ufy  - u w w ) if •uw > 0

(3«iy + 6uAx -~ u f ) i f 'Uw < 0

(3 uAx + 6uAx -- u % ) if u E > 0

(3 uExE: + 6ugx -  uAx) if ue < 0

(3 u^x + 6uAx -- u f ) if Vn > 0

(3 uAx + 6u^x --  U N XN ) if vn < 0

(3 uAx + 6uAx -~ uss ) if Us > 0

{ZuAx + 6uAx --  U NX ) if Us < 0

(4.17)
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In control volume Qvy

v  =  j  $ ( 3 v Ay +  6 v ^ y -  V w w )  if UW >  0
^ W [ i(3% ^ +  6yAy ~  ve v) if <  0

v = J U ^ v EV + ®vAy -  v w )  if ue  >  0

~  1  U 3v e e  +  Qvi y -  yAy) if UE < 0

V _  f  8 ^ VN V +  ^ y A y  ~  VS V) if y N  >  0
|  |( 3 u ^  +  6 u ^  -  vp*N) if vN <  0

„ f ^ ( 3 ^  +  6 u ix -  V g l )  if vs > 0
* s = {  l (3uAy+ 6 u A* - v ANy) i f v s < 0

In control volume (pA

<j>   f | ( 3 4>a +  H w  ~  f i ww)  ^  ^  ^

^ w  \  | ( 3 (p^ +  60$ -  (j>̂ ) if uw < 0

<t> =  /  I ( 3 ^  +  H e  ~  <t>w) if ue > 0
E I 8 ( H e e  d~ H e  ~  0 c )  if u e  <  0

4> =  f  \ ( H n  +  H e  -  0 s) i f v N > 0
N I  |(3 0 c  d~ H n  ~  0 v v ) if Ue  < 0

<t> = ( U H A +  H s  -  <Pss) if ^  > 0
(fs I  s(305 +  H e  -  0v) if us <  0

(4.18)

(4.19)

4.1.3 Fractional step

The coupled velocity and the pressure field can be solved using a monolithic ap
proach [105]. However, it is also possible and advantageous to segregate [105] the 
pressure and the velocity. The most well-known methods for this type of approach 
are fractional step methods, which were developed in an independent manner by 
Chorin [23] and Temam [101]. In this approach, the velocity is first advanced in 
time without accounting for the pressure gradient effect, resulting in a field that 
is in general not divergence free. The pressure is then solved using a Poisson type 
equation solver and the velocity field is finally corrected by adding the pressure 
gradient. Traditionally, the fractional step method consists of three stages if we 
perform time discretisation before spatial discretisation:

S tep  1 : Compute an intermediate velocity u* by advancing explicitly

/  U a U dv = — [  Conv(tzn+^) dv + [  V u n • n  da, (4.20)
Jn At Jn P{X) Jan

where superscript n denotes the variable at the beginning of a time step length
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At  and n + 1 denotes the new value at the end of step. In this particular case2, 
Conv(un+2 ) is the convective term computed using the Adams-Bashforth for
mula

Conv(u) n + 2 = -Conv(w)n — -Conv(tt)n_1. (4.21)

Step 2: Solve the Poisson pressure equation for pn+1 to satisfy the incompressibility 
condition:

= 0  
p(x)J u>

Step 3: Correct the velocity:

f u n+1 d v =  f u* d v -  f pn+'n  da (4.23)
Jn Jn P\X) Jan

As can be observed, the algorithm described above is completely explicit, and allows 
us to alleviate the numerical difficulties related to the saddle-point problem. In 
the first step of the method, the convective and viscous terms in the ‘one-phase’ 
equations are treated explicitly using the value of the previous time step.

The second step of the fractional step method deals with solving a non-constant 
diffusion Poisson Equation (4.22). The MAC discretisation is shown in Figure 4.2, 
where the pressure and density variables are defined at the centre of the cell. After
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Figure 4.2: The notation used for a standard staggered MAC grid: the pressure 
control volume.

discretisation with the MAC grid, the discretisation of Equation (4.22) is exactly

2 There are alternative ways to evaluate the convective term without increasing the nonlinearity 
of the scheme

with Neumann boundary condition on the domain boundaries n  •
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the same as the five-point Finite Difference stencil [8 8 ]

2 / P w ~ P A _  PA ~ P e \  , _ 2 _  ( Pn ~ P A _  PA ~ P s \
Ax2 \pfa + pA f4  + PA)  Ay2 + pA pj  + pA)  , 4  24.

= 1 f uw - u E v n -  vs\
At  \  Ax Ay )

Discretisation at each cell centre leads to a coupled linear system of equations for 
the unknown pressure. This system is defined via a positive semi-definite matrix 
that can be solved effectively using the Conjugate Gradient method. The implicit 
solver procedure is the most time consuming part of the overall algorithm. Estimate 
the 90% based on our numerical examples. From the implementation standpoint, 
the hypre [106] software library has been used to aid with the iterative solution of 
the large sparse system of equations.

In the case of dealing with multiple phases with the same density, the Poisson 
problem to be solved becomes isotropic [8 8 ]. The isotropic Poisson equation inspires 
the use of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based fast Poisson solver [107], well 
known for its outstanding computational speed.

4.2 Computational aspects

4.2.1 Indicator function

Following the work of Sussman [13], the approximation of an indicator function x 
can be calculated as

X(*) = <
|(1 + 0/e 4- sin(7T0 /e)/7r) if |0/e| < 1
0 if <f>/e < -1  , (4.25)
1 if 0 /e > 1

where e is a parameter that represents the smearing bandwidth. Thus, the ap
proximation of the indicator function changes from zero to one over the smearing 
interface, describing a smooth transition zone from one phase to the next. Once 
the indicator function has been constructed, the various material properties can be 
assigned. The indicator function is smeared out, so the corresponding density and 
viscosity field are smooth on the interface region.

In order to understand the above Eq. (4.25), let us consider the computational 
domain Q = [—1 .2 , 1 .2 ] x [—1 .2 , 1 .2 ] and domain £1 /, which has a shape of sphere, 
centred in [0,0] with a radius r = 1  immersed in O. The Level set function is written 
as

0(z, y) = x2 + y2 — 1. (4.26)

The Figure 4.3 illustrates the the approximation of the indicator function by the 
Level Set function.
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Approximated smoothed indicator function ! 
Level Set function ^
Indicator function

Figure 4.3: The approximation of the indicator function by the Level Set function. 
Up: The Level Set function and its indicator function. Down: Cross section of the 
approximated Indicator function.
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4.2 .2  Level S e t  r e in i t ia l is a t io n

The evolution of the Level Sets Eq. (1.1c) often distorts the Level Set function so 
th a t its slope is either too flat or too steep near the interface and hence, loses the 
property of a signed distance function, that is ||V</>|| =  1 . A small perturbation of 
the Level Sets may change the interface location. To recover the distance property, 
the Level Set often needs to be rebuilt. This process is called reinitialisation. The in
terface T is defined by the Level Set function (ft : R' 1 —> R, T =  { x  G M'y | ( f t { x)  — ()}, 
where d  =  2.3. The reinitialisation process involves constructing ift. The following 
three conditions are satisfied. Find a scalar field if) such that

( 1 ) T =  { x  € | ( p ( x )  — ' i p (x )  =  ()};

(2) ||V '0 || =  1; (4.27)

(3) sgn(^) =  sgn ((ft).

Condition 1 ensures th a t the interface does not change after reinitialisation. Condi
tion 2 and 3 requires th a t ift is a signed distance function.

Sussman [13] introduced a reinitialisation equation which turns any Level Set 
function into a signed distance function, which is first order accurate. Then some 
second-order or higher order reinitialisation method was proposed in the literature 
[108-110]. The reinitialisation equation are given by

+  sg n (0 )( ||V 0 || -  1) =  0  (4.28)

where r  is a pseudo tim e variable. If the equation converges within the pseudo time
step, then (ft will be a signed distance function. Unfortunately, the direct solution of

0

- 2 J

- 3
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4.5 5 5.5 64

Figure 4.4: ID test showing how the zero Level Set has moved. The solid line is the 
initial Level Set, dash line is the re reinitialised Level Set.
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the reinitialisation Eq. (4.28) will move the interface, as shown in Figure 4.4. The 
solid line is the initial Level Set, dash line results after for direct solution of Eq.
(4.28).

Fix the interface during the reinitialisation

To preserve the interface, two different regions should be defined and treated sepa
rately, as shown in Figure 4.5. The reinitialisation procedure is only performed in

ointerface region #far field region interface T

Figure 4.5: Computational domain partitioned in two regions: interface region 
(white) and far-field region (black).

the far-field region £lfar (black), because the interface region (white) defines the 
interface T. In order to preserve the reinitialisation condition 2, computation of the 
signed distance function in the interface region is required.

In a one-dimensional setting, Russo and Smereka [111] introduced an approxi
mation of the interface location as

" ■ = m s -  (1M >

where =  \(f)°i + 1  -
In a two dimensional setting, if i j  < 0 or fajfa+ij  < 0 or 1 < 0 or

(t>ij(/>iij + 1 < 0  (change of sign of the level set indicates the presence of the interface 
region), the quantity Dij  represents the distance of node (i,j)  from the interface,
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which can be computed by

Ditj = ■ -  = .  (4.30)
2Ax j ^  V 2 A y 1

Num erical exam ple on reinitialisation

Let us consider the following Level Set function 0(x, y) by perturbation of a signed 
distance function

4>(x, y) = f (x,  y) f ^  -  1 J  (4.31)

where f (x , y )  =  e +  (x — X q ) 2 +  (y — yo) 2 and a  =  4. b =  2, e  =  0.1, x 0 =  3.5, 
yo = 2. This choice of (f){x, y) means that the initial condition has both small and 
large gradients near its zero Level Set.

Before the reinitialisation, the Level Set function is not a distance function, as 
observed from the contour lines in Figure 4.6(a). After reinitialisation, the Level 
Set function becomes a distance function in Figure 4.6(b). On the implementation,

5

4

3

2

1

0

■1
•2

•3

-4

•5 •5
-5 -4 -3 -2 0•1 1 2 3 4 5 -5

(a) Initial state (b) Final state

Figure 4.6: Two dimensional reinitialisation test.

the narrow band Level Set is followed, which is introduced by Adalsteinsson and 
Sethian [1 1 2 ] by updating the band of the active Level Set area.

4.2.3 Surface tension

Up to now, the two-phase flow system is solved without consideration of surface 
tension effects on the interfaces. However, accurate computation of surface tension 
effects is, perhaps, one of the most critical aspects in the numerical simulation of 
small scale multiphase problems. In methods based on the ‘one-phase’ formulation, 
the surface tension is usually added as a body force concentrated in a band around 
the interface at the discrete level. Normally, the band is 2  — 4 computational cells
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in width and arranged in such a way that the force has a maximum on the interface

surface tension by the mean curvature flow to avoid strict time step s [113] [114] 
and has been since then used by the graphics community [115].

Surface tension can also be applied discontinuously on the interface, typically 
as a boundary condition on the pressure in the pressure projection step (Immersed 
Interface Method [116]). In this thesis, we will pursue the first method and, hence, 
we will model surface tension as a body force.

In this thesis, the presence of surface tension results in an unbalanced force acting 
on the interface defined as

where k, is the surface curvature, n  is the unit vector normal across the interface,

and decays rapidly with distance from it. Sussman introduced an idea of modelling

/  =  7 (4.32)

8  is the Dirac delta distribution and 7  is the surface tension coefficient (physical 
property). The unit vector normal to interface is calculated as

V(j)
(4.33)

n  i i w i r

whereas curvature is calculated as

(4.34)

As in the original work of Sussman [13], the traditional choice for 8 ((f>) in the Level 
Set formulation has been the Cosine delta function defined on the nodes as

if |^ /el < 1

if \(f>/e\ > 1
(4.35)

4.3 Algorithm
In this section, a complete numerical algorithm for the multiphase flow solver is 
summarised.
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A lgorithm  4.1 : M u l t i p h a s e  F l u id  S o l v e r

^  1 . Initialise the Level Set function 4>a as a signed distance function, fluid velocity^ 
u , density p  and viscosity p ( x )  and indicator function Xa

• Loop over time step n

1. Compute the surface tension term if necessary (Eq. 4.32)

2. Compute the intermediate velocity

f  u * ~ u " d v  =  -  f  Conv(u"+i) d v  +  f  V u" ■ n  d a
Jn Ai Jn P ( X )  Jm

3. Compute the new pressure to satisfy the incompressibility constraint with 
Neumann boundary condition n  • =  0-

f v . ( U f J l ) d v = f T ^ l dv
Jn \  p ( x )  J Jn At

4. Apply velocity correction

f  u n + l  d v  =  [  u *  d v  [  (p n + 1 I ) • n  d a
Jn Jn P \ X )  Jdn

5. Compute the Level Set convection equation (section 4.1.1)

f  ^ f d v +  f  (tin+10") • n da = 0
J n  d t  J dn

6 . Reinitialisation of the Level Set (section 4.2.2)

0r H-sgn(0)(||V0|| -  1) = 0

7. Update the density p ( x ) nJrl and viscosity p ( x ) n+1 t°  the next time step

M * ) n + 1  =  X ^ ° X " +1; P ( x ) n+1 =  ^ 2 p a X a +1
a a ^



Chapter 5

Im m ersed deformable solid

Once established the multiphase fluid solver in chapter 4, the difficulty for solving 
the FSI problem shifts to the evaluation of the immersed deformable structure’s 
Cauchy stress tensor <x. As discussed in chapter 2, the structure’s Cauchy stress is 
a function of the deformation gradient tensor F  =  However, the deformation 
gradient tensor involves the use of material spatial variables X .  To achieve this, a 
set of material points can be introduced to carry this information.

In order to link the spatial grid computation and the material points immersed 
information, the Dirac delta distribution is introduced for the ‘interpolation’ of 
information from grid to particles and ‘spreading’ of information in the reverse way. 
These two operations are called interpolation operation and spreading operation, 
respectively, which will be discussed in section 5.1.2.

The discrete immersed deformable solid force can be directly written from the 
Cauchy stress. Also, to be consistent with the Immersed Structure Potential Method 
[4,5] (which is the starting point of this thesis), the same expression is derived from 
a structure store energy potential, which is a similar procedure to that of deriving 
a stress measure [28].

It is worth noting that in the proposed framework, the coupling appears only 
on the smoothed interface between fluid and structure, whilst in other methods like 
the ISPM, the coupling is modelled in the whole structure domain. This change 
in the immersed methodology will remove two parts of the original ISPM force, 
the dynamic part due to the different density and the viscous part due to the fluid 
viscosity, which will allow for the explicit solution of problems with arbitrary density 
ratios, as discussed in section 3.2.2.

A robust fixed point iteration algorithm is used for solving the nonlinear coupled 
problem, which mainly consists of the interface and the structure’s nonlinearity. Here 
we simply ignore the fluid convection nonlinearity. The convection nonlinearity is a 
source of turbulent phenomena [29] which is not the main focus of this thesis.

65
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In teg ra l form  o f  th e  b a la n ce  eq u a tio n s

Let us review the governing equations discussed in Chapter 3. Consider the con
tinuum domain and a partition into disjoint sets Qi that represents each of the 
possible fluid phases, i.e. Q =  n  Qj = 0, i j. A regularised indicator
function Xa, is evaluated for each phase Qa- Such regularisations are constructed 
so that the partition of unity property that the true characteristic functions satisfy 
also holds, i.e. X a  = b  This identity allows us to consider the linear momentum 
conservation equation for a control volume as

[  pix) *j!p + i ^ u )u dv = -  f  V p d v +  [  f ( x)  dv + [  p(x)gdv  (5.1) 
J n  l o t  j  J n  Jq  Jn

where x  is the vector of regularised indicator functions, pix) is the (non-constant, 
space-varying) density of the fluid as a function of the regularised indicator vector 
X and f { x ) is the deviatoric component of the stress tensor of the corresponding 
continuum phase. In addition, to enforce incompressibility, the following constraint 
has to be satisfied V  • u  = 0. This chapter will mainly focus on the discretisation 
of the deviatoric Cauchy stress tensor /  =  V  • a'  in the structure domain.

5.1 Particle representation

In the proposed method, the fluid discretisation is performed on an underlying 
Eulerian mesh, whilst the structure is discretised by a cloud of particles or integration 
points. An interpolation-spreading procedure between the underlying grid and the 
particles must be constructed. Numerous mapping techniques are available in the 
literature, ranging from discretised versions of the Dirac delta distribution [3,57,58], 
ideal for background structured fluid meshes, to more sophisticated kernel functions, 
such as the Reproducing Kernel Particle Method (RKPM) delta functions [117], 
ideal for non-structured background fluid meshes. In this thesis, we will be focussed 
on using the Dirac delta distribution on structured fluid meshes. The Dirac delta 
distribution is only related with the underlying Eulerian mesh, and is irrelevant with 
the position of the particles.

5.1.1 Quadrature rules

Quadrature refers to the method for numerically approximating the value of an inte
gral f n f ix )  dv. In the ISPM [4,5], these particles are the quadrature points/integration 
points. For each particle, there is an associated quadrature weight. The integral is 
numerically evaluated as

j f i x )  dv ~  ^ W i f i x i ) , (5.2)
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where Wi is the quadrature weight and f(x{)  is the value at the quadrature point Xj. 
A simple procedure was employed for the construction of a low-order quadrature 
rule for an arbitrary immersed solid domain [4]. Given a solid domain in flj, a 
classical mesh is constructed with any of the many existing mesh generator computer 
packages [118], and the corresponding dual mesh is considered (see Fig. 5.1). Using 
this approach, the integration points are taken as the nodes of the original mesh, 
and the integration weights as the tributary areas/volumes of the corresponding 
dual element to that integration point.

area = weight

Integration pointMesh node

Figure 5.1: Construction of dual mesh and assignment of integration point position 
and weight. Left: Classical FEM unstructured triangular mesh. Right: correspond
ing dual mesh and weight

5.1.2 Interpolation-spreading operators

In this section, we will discuss the interpolation-spreading algorithmic procedure 
between the grid and the particles for the exchange of information. For illustration 
purposes, a collocated grid rather than a staggered grid is shown in Figure 5.2 and 
5.3.

Interpolation from grid to  particle

Consider /  representing a scalar function to be evaluated on the grid and particles. 
The value f ( x s) on a particle located at x s, as well as its gradient value V / ( x s), 
can be interpolated from the grid spatial information. A schematic diagram of the 
interpolation operation is shown in Figure 5.2. On a discrete level, the interpolation 
operator X can be written as

X ( f ( x s)) = [  f ( x ) 6 (xa -  x) dv ~  V '  f ( x Aj)5(xs -  x A>), (5.3a)
Aj

V l ( f ( x s) )=  [  f ( x ) V S { x s - x )  d v ~ y 2 f ( x Ai )V5 (x s - x Aj), (5.3b)
Aj

where Aj  denotes the grid edges and the x Aj is the position of the corresponding
A ,

node. The S(x — x  j ) denotes a suitable interpolating kernel function centred at
node A j .  The interpolation procedure is the summation over x  j . The equations 
(5.3) are used for evaluation of the velocity and its gradient on the particles.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram  of interpolation operation: the value on the particle 
x s (red) is approximated by the summation over the value 011 the grid x Aj (blue).

Spreading from partic le  to  grid

Let us consider a piecewise constant approximation for the grid value averaged by 
unite volume. From the quadrature rule (5.2)

/  ~  (5 .4 )
(Ip

A schematic diagram of the spreading operations is shown in Figure 5.3. Consider

x apS
x ap .

dp 1

a typicafsuppqjt r
o

Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of spreading operation: the value on the grid x A 

(red) is approximated by the summation over the value 011 the particle x ° v (blue).

a vector value /  spread from particle to grid. O11 the discrete level, the value f [ x )
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on grid x  and its divergence V  • f ( x )  can be obtained by

£ ( /(* ) )  =  [  f { x s)5(x -  x s) dv ~  V  ^ — f ( x ap)6 (x -  x ap), (5.5a) 
•in., „ liZltip

V - S ( f ( x ) ) =  [  f ( x 8) • V5(x  -  x 8) dv ^ Y ^ f {x ar) • VS(x  -  x ap), (5.5b)
JVs ap

where Wa is the weight of quadrature node ap and |fi| is the area of a grid cell.

5.1.3 Derivation of the im m ersed force from the Cauchy 
stress tensor

Applying Eq. (5.5b), the immersed structure force /  =  V  • crf can be evaluated 
using the spreading operator on a discrete level

W ap

Lp

a

|n|
WaFW ap

= 5 (V  ■ <tm») ~  Y ,  1 7 W < ap ■ ~ x A»). (5.6)

A key advancement in methodology, clearly visible in Eq. (5.6), is the direct 
integration of the deformable solid stresses from solid integration points to fluid 
cell edges, similarly to the Material Point Method (MPM) [119]. In this approach 
the structure will be treated exclusively as an assemblage or collection of particles 
ap with an associated weight. This is clearly in contrast to previous approaches 
that require classical FEM meshes (IFEM [120]). In the method presented here, 
there is no Lagrangian FEM mesh associated with the structure, and therefore, 
interpolation/spreading operators are not based upon classical FEM shape functions.

Specifically, in alternative immersed methodologies [1 2 0 , 1 2 1 ], first, the force field 
at the nodes a of a deformable solid Finite Element mesh is computed as a result 
of the spatial integration of the Cauchy stress tensor through the use of the spatial 
gradient of standard nodal Finite Element shape functions f a = f QS cr'sV N a(x) dV; 
second, this force field is spread to the fluid cell edges A  through the use of suitable 
kernel functions, that is, f A = f a$A(xa)- However, in the immersed method 
presented the force field at the fluid cell edges is obtained directly from the spatial 
integration of the Cauchy stress tensor through the use of the spatial gradient of the 
kernel functions as f A = f a .  <t 'sV 6 a (x ) dv. Therefore, the method in this thesis 
reduces the number of steps (thus, diffusion errors) needed to achieve the force field.
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5.1.4 A lternative derivation from an energy potential

In the previous section, the discrete immersed solid force is directly derived from 
the Cauchy stress. To be consistent with the Immersed Structural Potential Method 
(ISPM), the same formulation can be derived from a energy potential in the weak 
formulation. Within the framework of low order Finite Volume schemes, Q can be 
regarded as a control volume where the above vector equation can be re-interpreted 
according to an Eulerian variational formulation as the following weak form,

0  =  5VP(^,Jw) =  [  Su 
Jn

du
m  + { V u ) u

dv
~  -V—“
6Wdvn

+ f S u - V p d v -  I Su- p V 2u d v  + SWs^ , S u )  
Jn J nf (5.7)

S W ini

+ / Su • pg dv 
Jn -------v-------'

5 W ext

where Su is an arbitrary piecewise constant virtual velocity field with support = 
(J dfl and SWS is a energy potential from the structure.

In order to describe the constitutive behaviour of the structure and within the 
context of hyperelasticity, the Helmholtz’s free energy functional n s of the structure 
can be defined as follows,

n s( V ) =  [  y v ^ ) ^  (5.8)

where ips, also known as the stored strain energy density functional, is defined per 
unit of undeformed volume In fhe above formula (5.8), factor W ap represents 
the material or Lagrangian weight associated with a structure integration point 
or particle ap. It is important to emphasise that only the initial location of the 
integration points x ap and their Lagrangian weights are required to describe the 
structural domain, insofar as no interpolating/spreading operations will be carried 
out by using information related to the solid domain, which differs from the current 
existing immersed methodologies.

In order to ensure kinematic compatibility (i.e. non-slip condition in the case 
of a viscous fluid) between the fluid and structure phases, suitable interpolating 
kernel functions carefully chosen to satisfy appropriate reproducibility conditions 
are constructed in order to transfer kinematic information between the Eulerian 
fluid mesh and the structure integration points.

Thus, in the case of a two-dimensional problem, the structure velocity field vector 
u s = [ws, vs]T evaluated at a structure particle ap is interpolated from the Eulerian
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fluid mesh as follows,

u a P  = yapj T  . ^  =  ^  v a P  = ^  V A v $ A v  (Xap) (5.9)
A X Ay

where Ax and Ay denote fluid cell edges perpendicular to the ox and oy Cartesian 
axis respectively. Both 5Ax and 5Ay, defined as

SAx(x) = 5(x — x Ax), SAy(x) =  5(x — x Ay) (5.10)

stand for the kernel functions centred at fluid cell edges Ax (vertical edge, for horizon
tal velocity components) and Ay (horizontal edge, for vertical velocity components), 
respectively, where x Ax and x Ay is the midpoint of the corresponding mesh edge. 
Note that in what follows superindices (•)Ax and (•)Ay will be used when referring 
to fluid cell edges Ax and Ay, respectively. It is noteworthy to emphasise that as a 
result of the staggering of the Cartesian components of the fluid velocity field (a key 
aspect of MAC schemes), namely uAx in vertical edges and vAy in horizontal edges, 
the interpolation of the velocity field into the structural domain has also to be split 
into these Cartesian directions. A more compact formulation could be achieved if a 
non-staggering methodology had been adopted to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. 
For the subsequent development of the so-called internal virtual work or weak form, 
a virtual velocity field vector Su 8 = [5us $us]T evaluated at a structure particle ap 
can also be described as,

6 u “p = [Suap S v ^ f  ; Suap = ^  6 uA*6 A*(xap); Svap =  ^  i s A ^ ® 0”)
Ax Ay

(5.11)
where a consistent interpolating methodology is employed as in Eq. (5.9), to ensure 
conservation of the overall scheme. Thus, recalling energy principles, the internal 
virtual work formulated in the case of the structure domain is defined as the direc
tional derivative of the Helmholtz’s free energy functional with respect to a virtual 
velocity field vector as follows,

6 W ‘nt(V, 6 u ‘) =  Dn°(V)  [5us] (5.12)

and after substitution of Eq. (5.8) into (5.12), we arrive at

6 W U * , S u ° )  =  : DF[5u°] dV (5 -13 )
dp

By noticing the work-conjugacy property between the pair formed by the deforma
tion gradient tensor F  and the structure first Piola-KirchhofT stress tensor Ps, Eq.
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(5.13) can be re-written as follows

(# , 5us) = [  P s : DF[Sus] dV ~  V  W apP s’ap : DF[Suap}. (5.14)

Thus, linearisation of the deformation gradient tensor F  with respect to the virtual 
velocity vector 5uap leads to

DF[ 8 u ap] = V 0 (5ua" =  [V0 <5uap V 0 <5«A]T (5.15)

where Vo is the standard material gradient operator. After use of the expansion
(5.11), the last term in Eq. (5.15) can be formulated as follows

V 0<5tA= Y  ^ Ax'V0 SAx(xar)-, V0<5iA= Y  ^ ’^ ’ (1 “') (5.16)
A x e l xp A y e i ay p

After re-writing the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in the form P s = [Psx P sy]T, 
Eq. (5.14) can be reformulated in a continuum manner as

5W:nt{^ ,  5us) = j  {P’x - V 0 5us + P I  ■ VoSv*) dV (5.17)
Jn 0

or in terms of the collection of material particles ap as

6 W°nt(iH,Sus) ~  Y w<h> ( Y  SuAxP s/ " - V 0 5Ax{ x ^ ) +  Y  SvA’P sy'a” ■
aP \ A x e i x p A y e i y p

(5.18)
After interchanging the summation operators, a final re-arrangement of above for
mula (5.18) yields

6 W ‘nt( * , 6 u s) =  Y  5 uA*fxx + Y  SvAvf v y (5' 19)
A x e l 7  A x G ly P

where f  =
TfAx fAy

J x  J y represent the equivalent internal fluid-structure interaction 
forces that must be applied at the fluid cell edges Ax and Ay. These equivalent 
internal forces, in a Total Lagrangian Formulation (TLF) can be finally presented 
as

f A* =  [  P I  ■ V 0 SAx{xs)dV ~ Y WarPxap ■ Vo<5'4 *(a:ap),
Ja°.

f A> =  [  P s - V 0 5A*{xs) d V ^ Y wa'’P vdr- v ^ A,<yXar)- (5.20)

Alternatively, after a suitable push forward operation, above formulae (5.20) can
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be re-expressed according to an Updated Lagrangian Formulation (ULF) by the 
introduction of the Kirchhoff stress tensor t s — [ tJ tJ ]  and the spatial gradient 
operator V  as

f t  = I <  ■ V 6A*(x“) d V ~  ■ VSA*(xa?)
Ja°. ap

=  f  T s ■ V<5A'(x ‘)dV ~  Y ]  W a"Ts'a” ■ V6A‘ (xa”) (5.21)
Ja>.

where it must be recalled that the Kirchhoff stress tensor r s and the first Piola- 
Kirchhoff stress tensor P s are related as

_ p s p T .  T s , a p _  p s , a p p a p T  ^  2 2 j

The above total internal forces f£x and fyv have to be appropriately translated 
into forces per unit volume f .  This yields the following relationship

f A x _ ^  f A x  f A y  _  1  f A y /r oqA

Jx A x  A  y Jx ’ /y A x A y Jy ' 1 }

Within the ISPM, where the fluid is also regarded as incompressible and hence 
the velocity field is divergence free V  • u  =  0, the pressure parameter needed to 
enforce such a kinematic constraint is already obtained as part of the fractional step 
algorithm used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. Therefore, only deviatoric 
stress components need to be incorporated as part of the fluid-structure interaction 
forces in Eq. (5.20 or 5.21). By applying the Kirchhoff stress and Cauchy stress 
relation t  = Jcr yielding

f t  =  I <Tsx -V 6 A*(xs) d v ~ y 2 w a>(Tsx'a’’ - V 6 A*(xar)

f A* =  I a sy - V 5 A'(x s) dv ~ y 2 wap<Tya’’ ■ VS^ix*-’) (5.24)

as the Jacobian of the deformation remains one for the entire deformation.

5.1.5 Comparison w ith  ISPM

In the previous sections, we have written the discretised immersed structure forces, 
from the Cauchy stress tensor or directly from a energy potential. However, in the 
original ISPM, the following two additional forces are added while in the proposed 
method the following forces are not required.

The ISPM solves the Navier-Stokes equations for the overall domain. A Newto
nian viscous stress contribution is considered implicitly within the structure domain
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through the viscous term / iAu.  This term must clearly be removed as follows. 

f f i «, Ax _ _  j  T 'X . V 6 A* ( XS) d V  = - y W a-T'°-
Jn 5 a5 ap

Jflu, Ay =  _  j  T« . v ^ » (a ;s), dV = ~ y  W a- r (5.25)
Jn 2

In the proposed ‘one-phase’ formulation, this is not required because the fluid viscous 
part is only evaluated at the fluid domain.

In the ISPM, when studying real transient interaction phenomena, where the 
density of the fluid phase p and the solid phase ps differ, inertia forces must also be 
incorporated into the analysis in order to account for such a discrepancy. Thus, a
new inertia fluid structure interaction force term f me = f xne,A:r f™e'Ay 
added as follows,

should be

f r A> = J ^ ( p s- p ) ( g y- ^ p j 6 A' ( x s)d V  (5.26)

where g =  [gx gy]T represents a possible body force field per unit of undeformed 
volume (i.e. gravity effects). In the proposed ‘one-phase’ formulation, the inertia is 
treated implicitly by leaving the inertial contribution to be dealt with in an Eulerian 
manner by the fluid solver. Thus, the proposed method is able to deal with large 
density ratios.

5.2 Com putational aspects

5.2.1 Spline-based kernels

Since the inception of the IBM, it has been crucial to construct an approximation 
to the Dirac delta distribution. In the original IBM, Peskin introduced a cosine 
kernel [3] for simplicity. Then introduced Peskin-Roma kernel [122], and revisit to 
define some properties to construct the kernel [61], which includes the requirement 
for continuity, limited compact support, discrete reproducibility. The meshless re
producing kernel particle method was applied for improve the continuity [117]. Some 
numerical approximation a singular terms is analysed by Tornberg [123]. Recent a 
high order spline-based kernel is introduced for continuous in high derivative [5 ]. 
Different forms have been proposed in the literature, as shown in Figure 5.4.

There are two options to build a higher dimensional kernel. One is through 
r — ||a? — X ||2, another is by the tensor product. It is argued by the authors [5] that 
the tensorised high dimensional kernels owns better convergence property. Given
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of different kernels used in the Immersed Boundary Method 
and its variants

the arrangem ent of the structured fluid mesh, a tensor product approximation to 
the delta distribution has been considered

i—n

i=i

where A.ri is the mesh spacing in the i-th coordinate direction, n is the number of 
space dimensions and the one-dimensional approximation Sjt has been chosen as

S l O )  =  I *  ( | )  , (5.28)

where 4/ is a continuous function which can be given by any of the possible formulas

Figure 5.5: Comparison the techniques of constructing kernels from one dimension 
to higher dimensions, shown in 2D. Left: Peskin's kernel by radius. Right: kernel 
by tensor product.

beow [3,5,57,122]
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Peskin’s original kernel [3]

|(5  -  2|r| -  y /—7 +  4(3 — |r|)|r|)
^ ( r ) = S  | ( 3 - 2 | r |+  

0 ,

1 < |r| < 2 , 
|r| < 1  

otherwise
(5.29)

Approximation to Peskin’s original kernel [57]

f ( r ) H  [r i - 2’ (5.30)
0 . otherwise

Roma-Peskin’s kernel [1 2 2 ]

g(5 — 3|r| — y/ l  — 3(1 — |r|)2, 1  < \2 r\ < 3, 
y ( r ) = {  i ( l  +  V l - 3 r 2), \2 r\ < 1 (5.31)

0 , otherwise

Splined based kernel [5]

11 r 7  L r 6 - I - l r 4 - ^ r 2 +
756 18 36 fin T60

691
1260

17

\k(r) =  <
, 1 r 6 _  13 5 i 79 4 _  65 3 ,

1512 f “r  8 ' 24 72 72 1 ~  120
7 r 2 _  13 r  , 1447 

/ 72 2520
29

7560

0

 b_ 1 ZL _  i i  r 4 I jy
72 ' _r 40 ' 8 8 40 ' 8 . 280

0  < |r| < 1

1  < |r| < 2

2 < |r| < 3
3 < \r\ 

(5.32)

The main advantage of the splined based kernel is its higher differentiability 
(smoothness) whilst maintaining the reproducibility of first order [5]. The use of 
splined based kernel is beneficial when having to evaluate the stress which requires 
of the evaluation of the derivative of the kernel. Comparison of original kernel and 
the splined based kernel is shown in Figure 5.6. It is obvious that the splined kernel 
is smooth in the derivative whilst the original kernel of Peskin is not.

The splined based will remove the spurious oscillations present in the structure 
stress field in comparison with existing IBM kernels available in the literature [5]. 
These spurious oscillations emerge from the artificial lack of regularity introduced 
by the use of the standard IBM kernels.

5.2.2 Deform ation gradient tensor

A vital of the ingredient of the ISPM is the need to evaluate the deformation gra
dient tensor F  at any particle ap, namely F ap. In conventional immersed method
ologies [117,120], the deformation gradient tensor F  is obtained upon material dif
ferentiation of the spatial coordinates of the structure nodes, which leads to lower 
spatial resolution of structural stresses and the non-compliance with the kinematic
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of PeskhTs kernel and high order spline kernel and their 
derivative. Left, Peskin’s orignal kernel; right, spline-based kernel.

constraints, such as incompressibility behaviour, namely J  — 1 [5]. In order to 
overcome these shortcomings, the approach introduced in [5] is followed, where the 
following tensor system of kinematic differential equations is solved.

F  =  I F  =  ( d  +  w ) F , (5.33)

is tim e-integrated to obtain the deformation gradient tensor, where the velocity 
gradient tensor I is decomposed into its symmetric and skew-symmetric components, 
d  and w , respectively. If the above system had a constant coefficient tensor I. then 
the exact solution would be

F  =  e '(f- ,o)F 0, (5.34)

F o being the deformation gradient tensor at time t o .  This motivates us to consider 
the explicit time integration scheme,

F n+1 =  e A t l ' F " , 0, 1 , 2 , . . .  (5.35)

for the solution of (5.33), where the superscript n  is taken as evaluation at time t n . 

Clearly, the problem th a t remains is the com putation of e A t r .

Now let us introduce d n =  \  ( l n +  (Z,?)T  ̂ and w n =  f ( l "  — ( l n ) T ^j. It can be 
noted tha t d n and w n commute iff I" is normal, which is not true in general, and 
hence the spectral decomposition theorem cannot be applied to Z" [5].

In the ISPM, the authors introduced a com putationally inexpensive method that 
computes an approxim ation to this term  and has favourable conservation properties. 
The solution of the tensor system (5.33) can be summarised as follows,

(5.36)
where A; and Vi  are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of d ' \  respectively. Note
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that the computed approximation to eAH lias the property of maintaining J  =
1 exactly. Nonetheless, it is also interesting to notice that if the selected time 
integration operator in Eq. (5.33) does not respect the incompressible character of 
the deformation process and yields a Jacobian not equal to one. only the deviatoric 
component of the deformation F  — must be employed when computing the
structural stresses.

For a structure particle ap, the velocity gradient tensor is obtained by means of 
consistent interpolation from the background fluid mesh as follows.

l°x = t (5.37)
AxUilx*3 Aytzly1

where the gradient of the kernel functions in both Cartesian directions. {V<5A;r. V<my}. 
can be explicitly computed. The formula of SAx has been given in Eq. (5.28).

lar = [l°p l°p̂

5.2 .3  In d icator fu n ction

Applying Eq. (5.5a), the indicator function \  c a 1 1  constructed from spreading a 
constant function /  = 1 from the integration point x (lp to the grid

x(x)  = s ( f  =  i) ~  ~  x °'") (5.38)

Consider the same examples in Section 4.2.1, the whole domain fl = [ 1.2,1.2] x 
[—1 .2 , 1 .2 ] and a solid domain Q.s, which has a shape of sphere, centred in [0 . 0 ] with 
a radius r — 1 immersed in fl. The Indicator function can be constructed as shown 
in Figure 5.7 The |E!| remain constant because the fixed Eulerian grid do not move.

0.5

_

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.5-0.5 0

Figure 5.7: The approximation of the indicator function by the integration points. 
Up: Dual mesh, weight and integration point. Down: Cross section of the approxi
mated Indicator function.

The W ap does not change with time, because of the incompressible condition.
The indicator function x(x ) is advected with the velocity, because the integration 

point is moved passively with the background velocity in Eq. (3.27), which can be
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discretised as
x ap,n+1 =  x a p ,n +  _ A f  +  ( 5  39)

2

As a result, the indicator function updates every time step according to the x ap,n+1.

5.3 Algorithm
In this section, a flowchart of the overall fluid-structure interaction algorithm de
scribed in this chapter is included to illustrate the various steps of the methodology 
presented. By using a simple fixed point iterative scheme, the coupled fluid-structure 
interaction algorithm can be resolved to advance from time step n to n +  1 in an 
iterative fashion to ensure the complete coupling of the fluid and solid equations. By 
computing a residual norm based upon the difference between the fluid-structure in
teraction forces in two successive iterations k and k + 1 , namely \ \ f k+l~f k+1 \\/\\fn\\i 
a convergence criterion can be easily established in order to progress to the following 
iteration k + 2  (if not yet converged) or time step n +  2  (if convergence is accom
plished).

For a given time step n + 1 and provided a starting solution at iteration k , the 
following block of actions must be carried within iteration k + 1 :
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A lg o r ith m  5.1  : Im m er sed  F luid-S tr u c tu r e  Interactio n  solver

Fixed point iteration, while \ \ f ^ l  — f ^ +1 | | / | | / n || > t o l e r a n c e

- Compute solid immersed forces. Loop over the integration points

1. Interpolate the velocity from the Eulerian fluid mesh to the integra-
r  t T. . . .  i aVln + 1 ap,nH-1 ap,n+ltion points ap, namely u kp+1 =  , v kp+ l

Axeixp
* T + 1  = Z& 1 C v,n+1) = E  vAp’n+1SAy(xakp'n+1)

A (=/Qp

2. Interpolate the velocity gradient tensor at each interpolation point
•i jdrj.n-Tl f,ap,n+l »dp,Ti+l"'ap, namely lk”+l = \ l pk+l lv Pk + 1 as,

CmS = ( ,̂,0+1) = E û '"+1ViA*(*f'n+1)
Axeixpiav:Ci = ^ T K ',n+1) = E ^”'n+iv̂ (x̂ '"+i)
4 <=/aP

3. Compute at each particle ap the deformation gradient tensor F ^ ^ + 1  

by suitable integration of the velocity gradient tensor

= ) Fap̂n

4. Evaluate the deviatoric component of the Cauchy stress tensor c r ' ^ f ’n +  

by using an appropriate constitutive law T which can be summarised 
as,

/ s , ap , n + 1   -7-/ j-,ap,n+l , a p , n + l \
°Vh ^fc+ 1  ’ fc+ 1  )

5. Spreading of the Cauchy stress tensor a r£ A p , n + i  0 ^̂ .ajn ^ e  equiva

lent set of immersed structure force field = i f x k + i 1 1 f y k + 1 "1} 
at the Eulerian fluid mesh

f t l ' C  =  ( < £ n + 1 )  =  T.aPw ap ■B +1)

C k T  = A l1 (d T + r+1) = W  (a';tZ ? +1) ■ VSAy(xkp’

6 . Update the spatial position of the material integration points a p 

. J J .J + 1  =  x av ,n +  1 A t  ( „ £ n + l  +  ^

n+1

- Solve the Navier-Stokes equations, including the a fluid-structure inter
action forcing term /£+} =  { / ^ + 1+ 1  , / ^ + i +1}



Chapter 6

Im m ersed rigid body

As discussed in chapter 2 , the rigid continuum Cauchy stress tensor is strongly cou
pled with the velocity, which can only be solved with an implicit method. However, 
by introducing an projection operator P(u), the rigid immersed force has a explicit 
expression as

dP (u)
f  = P dt + (V P(u))P(u) + Vp -  pg.

Furthermore, an iterative procedure, similar to that of the immersed deformable 
solid force, can be introduced for solving the coupled system. The immersed rigid 
body force, equivalent to the divergence of the ‘rigid’ Cauchy stress tensor, can be 
interpreted as the constraint required to ensure that the continuum moves according 
to the motion of a rigid body.

In the proposed methodology, the most complex part is the numerical approxi
mation of the rigid velocity projection operator P(it) which takes an arbitrary vector 
field and projects it into a Helicoidal Vector Field (HVF). A HVF is an affine vec
tor field [21] with respect to spatial coordinates x.  This character inspires a linear 
weighted least squares projection method for the approximation. The weight in the 
unified ‘one-phase’ formulation is its corresponding approximated indicator function, 
which varies from 0  to 1 .

For ease of understanding, a complete algorithm describing the methodology is 
provided in section 6.3. Compared with the multiphase flow solver presented in 
Chapter 4, the additional cost lies in having to solve a least squares problem, which 
is relatively inexpensive in terms of computational cost. By using this method, 
the considered immersed rigid body motion can be adopt a variety of possibilities, 
namely fixed in space, only allowed rotation, or free rigid body motion.
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6.1 Iterative procedure for the immersed rigid body 
force

Let us consider a single-phase rigid continuum problem for simplicity. Recall Eq. 
(2.72), rigid continuum mass and linear momentum equations are formulated as

H  +  (V u )“
= - V p +  f  + pg 

V  • u  =  0

f  = P
dP(u)

dt + (VP(u))P(u) + Vp  -  pg

(6 .1 a)

(6 .1 b)

(6 .1 c)

A fixed-point iteration procedure is proposed for solving Eq. (6.1) as follows

• Velocity upda te . Eq. (6.1) is highly nonlinear. Its integration in time with 
a forward Euler method can remove some non-linearity leading to an update 
as

At
« K i =  «" -  —  +  Vp" -  pg -  f t 1). (6 .2)

Note that it is critical that f  is calculated at n + 1  in order to enforce correctly 
the rigid body motion.

• Force upda te . In order to update the immersed force vector note first that, 
assuming P(wn) =  u n, after some algebra, the immersed rigid body force 
becomes

f n+1 — n  Jk+l ~  P
p {uix\) -  P(u»)

At + V p n + (V P(un))P(wn) -  pg

1 1 1

P_
At

At

P(uJ+}) -  (ti" -  —  (p( W > "  — pg + Vpn -  f nk+L)) + — /

+ - V p n +  - ( V u n)un - g -  - f nk+L + - f nk

At n + 1' At • n+ 1

P
71 +  1lfc + l

Hence, on the proposed semi-discretised form, the rigidity force is updated itera
tively according to the term (P(wjj+J) — wa!+i)> which is very similar to the artifi
cial compressibility treatment to the pressure [124], The iteration will finish when 
l l / 2 +i -  /!t+1 |l/ll/£ll <  tolerance.
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A similar formulation proposed by Patankar can be found in [72,76,77,77,90], 
which can be viewed as a special case of projection operator P(u). Patankar argued 
that the projection requires a conservation of linear and angular momentum. This 
will inspire the projection P(u) =  uj x (x — x c) + u c, where the centre of mass, its 
velocity and its rotation are obtained by

M u c = / p u ^ d v ,

J(jj =  / P^kXi x (* — x c)dv, 
jQ,r

where M, J ,  p denote the mass, moment of inertia tensor and density of the rigid 
body. However, this projection operator requires the splitting of the spatial velocity 
into the velocity of the centre of mass u c and angular velocity cj, the computation 
of the integral over the domain Qr and the inversion of the inertia tensor J.

However, the requirement for the conservation of the linear momentum and an
gular momentum, in the author’s opinion, is imprudent for two reasons. First, the 
HVF projection is a kinematic operation, which can not involve in mass, inertia or 
general dynamics. Second, in the case of the forced rigid body motion, the require
ment of conservation of momentum can not hold. For example, an forced oscillation 
rigid body can continuously add momentum/energy into a fluid-rigid coupled sys
tem.

In this chapter, a generalised projection operator is proposed for the rigid body 
motion, purely from a kinematic point of view, avoiding velocity splitting, integra
tion and inversion of the inertia tensor. Moreover, the proposed operator is easier 
to implement.

6.2 Helicoidal Vector Field (HVF)

In this section, an efficient linear least squares method is proposed for the projection 
from an arbitrary vector field to HVF. Recall the constraint Eq. (2.23) in expanded 
form

m  =  - u 3y + u 2z +  UrbX, u2 = UJ3X  -  u j i z  + urbf2- u3 = -U J 2X  + l j iy +  u rb>3  (6.5)

U i  ' '  0 —UJ 3 LaJ 2 ’ x " V'rb, 1
U 2 = UJ3 0 - U J  i y + r̂b, 2
U3  . —UJ2 LJl 0 z _  Urb,! _

The rigid body velocity field is an affine vector, field with respect to the spatial 
coordinates x.  This inspires a least squares projection for obtaining u> and u rb in 
three dimension. In this thesis, we will focus on two dimensional cases and the 
unknown variable for rigid body velocity reduces to ui3 ,urbfi ,urb:2.

linear momentum (6.4a)

angular momentum (6.4b)
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6.2.1 M atrix representation

In chapters 4 and 5, the computational domain is discretised using the Marker-And- 
Cell method based on a staggered grid spatial discretisation. In this chapter, the 
same discretisation is followed. In 2—D a rigid body has three degrees of freedom 
and Eq. (6.5) can be written as a discretised matrix form

where the matrix representation of U, X and (3 are

(6 .6 )

U = X =
A x A

- X i  Vi
Ay Ay 

*3 X3

'  A  ' UJS
, 0  = f t - ^rb, 1

.  /^3 . _ ^ r6 ,2  _

(6.7)

and u f x, v f y is the discretised velocity component at position (xfx, y f x) and (x^y, y^y) 
x f x is the discretised indicator function x  i*1 the rigid body region evaluated at 
(x f x, x f v ), as shown in Figure 6.1. The subindex i, j  and k represent the degrees of 
freedom of an arbitrary velocity vector in x —direction, y —direction and the degrees 
of freedom for a rigid body, respectively.

Note the indicator function x  acfs as a weight to the system and varies from 0 
to 1 , where the weight is zero outside of rigid domain Qs.

_  L

I-

I-

I-

l-

Figure 6.1: The rigid body velocity in the MAC grid.

Inside the rigid body region, where the indicator function is 1, we have

X = - V i
Ax-

1 0  

0  1
(6 .8)
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6.2.2 Linear least squares projection

In Eqs. (6.7), the matrix X is a rectangular matrix with size of [i + j, 3]. Assuming 
there are more than two points to present the rigid region. Then, Eqs. (6.7) becomes 
an overdetermined system with three unknown coefficients. The unknown j3 can be 
solved in a linear least squares sense as

XJ X/3  =  Xr U (6.9)

Then, the least squares approximation of the rigid velocity field at discrete level Ur 
will be

u r =  X 0  =  X(XTX ) - 1XT U, (6.10)

P

where we define P =  X(XTX )-1 XT to be the projection operator from U to Ur . On 
the discretised level, the projection operator is given and it is only related to the 
rigid body position X.

In the case of a fixed rotation around a point (xo,yo) 5 the Eqs. (6.7) is reduced
to

X = ~ x t *  (.y?* -  yo) 
x f y { x f y -  x o)

(3 = u 3 (6 .11)

where (3 becomes a scalar value 0 0 3 , which is the angular velocity. The rigid velocity 
Ur is calculated in the same way as in Eq.(6.10).

In the case of a given velocity field Uo, the projection velocity Ur is the given 
velocity as

Ur =  U0. (6.12)

The formulation above permits the simulation of several 2-D motions including the 
fixed in space, only allowed rotation, or free rigid body motion. It can be observed 
that different rigid body motions leads to different constructions of the matrix X. 
Moreover, the proposed methodology is extendable for the multibody dynamics.

6.2.3 Exam ples of the HVF projection

Let us consider the case where the rigid body region has the shape of a Zalesak Disk1 

and moves in a medium with velocity given by u(x, y) =  (x 2 +  y\ —2 xy) which is a 
Solenoidal Vector Field (SVF) but not a Helicoidal Velocity Field (HVF). After a 
linear least square fitting, the resulting velocity field is shown in Figure 6.2. Two 
cases have been considered, free rigid motion and allowed rotation around the point 
(0.75, 0.75). The computational domain is (0,1) x (0,1) with a meshsize of 100 x 100.

xThe Zalesak Disk is often used for testing the level set method, which originally introduced by 
Zalesak [20]
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(a) Initial divergence (b) Initial velocity profile in x- (c) Initial velocity profile in y- di- 
free vector field diection rection

(d) Projected rigid ve- (e) Projected rigid velocity profile (f) Projected rigid velocity profile 
locitv field in x- direction in y- direction

(g) Allowed rotation (h) Allowed rotation with (i) Allowed rotation with
with (0.75,0.75). (0.75,0.75). Projected rigid (0.75.0.75) Projected rigid

velocity profile in x- direction velocity profile in y- direction

Figure 6 .2 : Least squares projection for a rigid body velocity from a divergence 
free field. The velocity field inside the region body has been changed. From the 
divergence free field (Solenoidal Vector Field) to a rigid body motion (Helicoidal 
Velocity Field).

6 .2 .4  In d icator fu n ction

The indicator function can be constructed from the Level Set function in Section 
(4.2.1) or the integration points in Section (5.2.3). However, we do not use the 
convection Eq. (3.32) for the convection of the Level Set. Instead, the Level Set is 
advected in a Lagrangian way. For example, the Level Set function for describing a
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sphere in two dimensions can be expressed as

(6.13)

where Xq and r are the centre of the sphere and radius of the sphere, respectively. 
To keep the shape of the rigid body, the centre of mass is moved passively with the 
velocity rather than the whole Level Set function as

(6.14)

At this stage, the Level Set function is limited to a simple geometry, such as a 
circle or rectangle, which has a theoretical description so that the Level Set function 
can be advected in a Lagrangian way.

6.3 Algorithm
In this section, a flowchart of the overall fluid rigid body interaction algorithm 
employed in this thesis is included to illustrate the various steps of the methodology 
presented here. By using a simple fixed point iterative scheme, the coupled fluid 
rigid body interaction algorithm can be resolved to advance from time step n to 
n +  1  in an iterative fashion to ensure the rigid body kinematics constraint is fully 
satisfied. By computing the residual norm based upon the difference between the 
rigid body immersed forces in two successive iteration k and A: +  1, namely ||/JJ+i — 
/ f c l l / l l / n |l> a convergence criterion can be easily established in order to progress to 
the following iteration k + 2  (if not yet converged) or time step n +  2  (if convergence 
is accomplished).

dccc 
d t =  u ( x  o)

</>(x) -  \\x -  X q  11 -  r
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A lg o r ith m  6 .1  : Im m er sed  fluid  and  rigid  body  interaction  Solver

• Initialise the fluid velocity uo, indicator function x  from level set <p or from 
integration point x Qp for the rigid body

• Loop over time: while fixed-point iteration || — /]J+ 1  ll/ll/fcll > t o l e r a n c e

- Compute an intermediate velocity field u *  by advancing the unified ‘one- 
phase’ momentum equation as follows

L  dv = ~ L  (Conv<“>n+i + +f *+1{x)) dv

where the convective terms are computed using the Adams-Bashforth 
formula

- Compute the new pressure to satisfy the incompressible constraint with 
Neumann boundary condition

/Jn'SI \ P ( x ) T l )  J a  At

- Apply velocity correction

IS+ldv=Lutdv-Li^rVvTUv
- Evaluate the rigidity foi’ee /

1. Projecting the velocity field into a HVF

< X \  = p(uS1)
2. Updating the immersed rigid body force as

j?n+1   j;n+l   p(x)  (Q, n+l\
J k+1 Jk ~  V \ u k+l) u k+l)

- Evaluate indicator function by convecting level sets/particles using

- Update the rigid body location, the indicator function X%+\, density

Update velocity u n+2, density p( x ) n+2 the next time step
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N um erical Exam ples
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Chapter 7 

M ultiphase fluid

In this chapter, a list of benchmark problems will be presented in order to demon
strate the robustness and applicability of the multiphase flow solver. These problems 
include the prototypical dam break problem, some bubble dynamics simulations, the 
three-phase water mixing problem and the splash of a droplet.

7.1 Classical dam break problem

The dam problem is a well documented problem [15,125-129] which simulates the 
sudden collapse of a rectangular column of water onto a horizontal surface. The 
main characteristic of the problem is the simulation of the transient flow of two fluids 
separated by a sharp interface, where surface tension effects are disregarded. Since 
the fluid solver is immersed based, the physical properties of the two fluids across 
the sharp interface are smoothed. This problem has been studied at an experimental 
[125,126] and numerical [15,127-129] levels. For the calculations presented herein,

h<------------>■
A

1

water air
1  9

II*
\

V

Y
a column

L *

t

h ------------------------------------------- - ------------------------------------------ H

Figure 7.1: Schematic of the initial water column (t =  0) for the dam break problem 
(h = 1; a =  5).

the initially prescribed height of the water column is h =  1  and the base length is 
a = 5. The fluid properties (water and air will be referred by the subscripts w and 
a, respectively) are listed in Table 7.1 below.

Figure 7.2 displays a series of snapshots of the free surface position as a function 
of time. The predicted heights and the surge front location of the collapsed water are
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1 -

0.5  -

0  __________ i__________  i__________ i__________i__________ i__________ i__________ i__________ i__________i
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5  3 3.5  4 4.5 5

(a) t  =  0.0

0.5

4.52.5

(b) t  =  1.25
3.50.5

0.5

0.5 3.52.5

t = 2.5
4.5

(c)
i i i i i i i i r

1 -

(d) t  =  3.0

Figure 7.2: Comparison of the predicted free surfaces at different time steps, ob
tained for a mesh of 512 x 128 cells, (a) t=  0.0; (b) t = 1.25; (c) t = 2.5; (d) t = 
3. The material parameters are as follows: water density pw =  1000, air density 
pa =  1 , water viscosity pw =  1 0 -3, air viscosity p,a =  1 0 -5.
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water density air density water viscosity air viscosity
pw =  1 0 0 0 P a  =  1 ft, =  1 0 -3 P a  =  10- 5

Table 7.1: Physical properties of water and air for the classical dam break problem.

plotted against the dimensionless time r  =  t \Jh/g as defined in [125]. In Figure 7.3. 
very good agreement is displayed between the numerical simulation and the latest 
experimental result [120] and other numerical results available in the literature. For 
comparison purposes, an alternative Finite Volume solution (Tony [129]) is shown. 
With mesh refinement, the presented results converge extremely well to the latest 
experimental data.
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(a): surge front position
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(b): water column height

Figure 7.3: Comparison of the surge front location and the water column height with 
experimental data and numerical results. The material parameters are as follows:
water density pt 
P a  =  10- 5 .

1 0 0 0 . air density pa =  1 , water viscosity p.w =  1 0  , air viscosity
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7.2 Bubble rising in a partially filled container
The second problem is a circular bubble rising in a partially filled container. A 
bubble made up of a fluid phase termed ‘fluid 2 ’ rises in a container partially filled 
with another fluid phase termed ‘fluid 1’, as shown in Figure 7.4. The two-fluid 
system has a density ratio of 2 : 1. Initially, the perfectly circular bubble with a 
diameter of D , is immersed inside a container filled ‘fluid 1 ’ with depth equal to 
2.5D, leaving an empty layer of height D above in the container. The centre of the 
bubble is located at depth D below the free surface. The Reynolds number (Re) 
and the Weber number (We) are defined in Reference [15] as

Re = Pl^ D- ■, We = E lif?!. (7 .1 )
1/1 ' 7

where pi(p2 ) is the density for of ‘fluid l ’(‘fluid 2 ;), g is the gravitational acceleration, 
D is the diameter of the bubble fluid 2, ^1 (^2 ) is the kinematic viscosity of ‘fluid 
1’(‘fluid 2’) and 7  is the surface tension coefficient. In the following, two cases are 
considered. In what follows, case 1 does not consider the surface tension effect whilst 
case 2 considers the effect of surface tension. The computational domain is defined 
by a rectangle =  [0.12 x 0.14]. The time sequence of the rising bubble is shown in

fluid 1

D =  0.04

o
fluid 2

fluid 1

a — 0 . 1 2  m

Figure 7.4: Schematic diagram of a two-dimensional container partially filled with 
fluid 1  and 2 .

Test case 1 Pl/P2 Vl/V2 Re We
1 2  : 1 2  : 1 2 0 0 0

2 2  : 1 2  : 1 2 0 0 1 0

Table 7.2: Dimensionless physical properties of two fluids for the test case of a 
bubble rising in a partially filled container.

Figure 7.5 (without surface tension) and Figure 7.6 (with surface tension). As it can 
be observed, a good agreement is shown with the results predicted by Reference [15].
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Figure 7.5: Time evolution of fluid 2 rising in a partially filled container. ( R e  =  200. 
W e  =  0 ). Left: Reference solution [15], right: proposed method.
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Figure 7.6: Time evolution of fluid 2  rising in a partially Oiled container. [ R e  =  200. 
W e  =  10) Left: Reference solution [15], right: proposed method.
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7.3 Bubble rising in a fully filled container

In this third example, we consider a bubble rising in a fully filled container. This 
quantitative validation for a two-phase problem is proposed in [130]. The initial 
configuration consists of a circular bubble of radius r =  0.25 centred at [0.5,0.5] in 
a rectangular domain fl =  [1 x 2]. The density of the bubble is smaller than that 
of the surrounding fluid (p2 < pi). The non-slip boundary condition (u  =  0) is 
used at the top and bottom boundaries, whereas the free slip condition u  • n  = 0  

is imposed on the vertical walls (being n  the outward unit normal). Computations 
were conducted until t =  3. In order to benchmark the numerical solution, a series

U X  —  U y  —  0

<M

0.5 I fluid 2-0,2

U x  —  U y  —  0

Figure 7.7: Initial configuration and boundary conditions for the test cases.

Test case Pi P2 Mi M2 9 7 Re E0 P1 /P2 M1 /M2

Case 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0.98 24.5 35 1 0 1 0 1 0

Case 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 . 1 0.98 1.96 35 125 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

Table 7.3: Dimensionless physical property of two fluids for the test case of a bubble 
rising in a fully filled container.

of physical magnitudes of interest are introduced [130], including the centre of mass 
of the bubble, its mean rising velocity and the so-called circularity of the bubble (to 
be defined below).
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- Centre of mass: The position of the mass is used to track the translation of 
the bubble as a function of time, and is defined as

fn x  dv
= 7  , • (7.2)

Jn2 dv

- Circularity: The so-called ‘degree of circularity’ of the evolving bubble can 
be defined as

Pa perimeter of the area-equivalent circle 7rDa
Pi perimeter of the bubble Pi

where Pa denotes the perimeter of a circular bubble with diameter Da. which 
has an area equal to that of a deformed bubble with perimeter Pi. For the 
initial circular bubble, the circularity is equal to one and it then decreases as 
deformation of the bubble increases.

- R ising or term inal velocity  defined as

L u  dv
U c = r ~ ^ r -  (7-4)Jn2 dv

The above is the mean velocity with which a bubble is rising or moving is a 
particularly interesting parameter because it measures not only the behaviour 
of the interface tracking algorithm but also the quality of the overall solution.

Three different of codes are compared with the proposed method. The TP2D 
(Transport Phenomena in 2D) code is a FEM based incompressible flow solver with 
the Level Set method describing the interface, developed in the Technical University
of Dortmund [131]. The FreeLIFE (Free-Surface Library of Finite Element) soft
ware is a FEM based incompressible flow solver developed in EPFL Lausanne [130]. 
The MooNMD (Mathematics and object oriented Numerics in MagDeburg) is a 
FEM based incompressible solver using the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 
approach developed in Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg [132].

Case 1: The solution for test case 1 in comparison with the other three open- 
source FEM based softwares (FreeLIFE, MooNMD, TP2d) is presented in Figure 
7.8. The bubble, being initially circular, is stretched horizontally and first develops 
a dimple as it rises, but after some time proceeds to assume a more stable ellipsoidal 
shape.

No significant differences can be observed from the proposed FV based solver and 
the other reference FEM solvers. However, Reference [16] stated that commercial 
software, such as Comsol Multiphysics [133] and Ansys Fluent [134] did not show 
strong convergence towards the reference solution, especially in the case of measuring 
the circularity magnitude, as shown in Figure 7.9.
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a) FreeLIFE (b) MooNMD (c) T P2d (d) Proposed m ethod

Figure 7.8: Comparison of the predicted free surfaces, from referenced codes and 
presented method, with the finest mesh size 160 x 320.

» Comsol 20x40 » Fluent 40x80
— Comsol 40*80 — Fluent 80x160
— Comsol 60x120 — Fluent 160x320

•  Comsol 80x160 Fluent 320x640
Reference sol 0.98 — Reference sol.

=  0.96

r= 0 94

'a) Comsol Multiphysics [133] (b) Ansys Fluent [134]

Figure 7.9: Quantitative comparison of the circularity for commercial softwares, 
Comsol Multiphysics and Ansys Fluent, reproduced from [16]
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Proposed method, meshsize 40 x 8(3 
■Proposed method, meshsize 80 x 160 
Proposed method, meshsize 160 x 320 
TU Dortmund (TP2D)
EPFL Lausanne (FreeLIFE)
Uni Magdebug (MooNMD)

1 1.5 2

(a) Centre of the mass

0.05 -

Proposed method, meshsize 40 x 80 
Proposed method, meshsize 80 x 160 
Proposed method, meshsize 160 x 320 
TU Dortmund (TP2D)
EPFL Lausanne (FreeLIFE)
Uni Magdebug (MooNMD)

I 1.5

(h) Rising velocity
2.5

Proposed method, meshsize 40 x 80 
Proposed method, meshsize 80 x 160 
Proposed method, meshsize 160 x 320 
TU Dortmund (TP2D)
EPFL Lausanne (FreeLIFE)
Uni Magdebug (MooNMD)

G

1 1.5
(c) Circularity

Figure 7.10: Q uantitative comparison for the centre of mass, circularity and rise 
velocity for the bubble rising problem of case 1. The simulation is performed with 
three levels of refinement, 40 x 80. 80 x 160 and 160 x 320.
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C ase  2 : Figure 7.11 shows the final shape of the bubble on a three set of 
mesh refinement. Although the bubble in both test cases rises with approximately 
the same speed, the decrease in surface tension causes this bubble to assume a more 
lion-convex shape and develop thin filaments, which might eventually break off. The 
result of the six different codes1 is taken from Reference [130], as shown in Figure 
7.11. There is no agreement with respect to the thin filamentary regions. The TP2D 
and FreeLIFE codes show a break up of the bubble while CFX, Comsol, MooNMD 
and the proposed method show that the long thin trailing filaments remain intact.

f t f t .. 
w

A

C
l

f t

CFX Comsol Fluent TP2D FreeLIFE MooNMD

(a) Six different codes, reproduced from [130]

40 x 80 
80 x 160 
160 x 320

0.6

0.4

0.2

0 0.5
(b) Proposed m ethod

Figure 7.11: Numerical simulations of a two-dimensional rising bubble for six differ
ent codes and presented method. The simulation is performed with three levels of 
refinement: 40 x 80, 80 x 160 and 160 x 320.

!CFX are com m ercial CFD  software

l i b r a r y
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Proposed method, meshsize 40 x 80 
Proposed method, meshsize 80 x 160

TU Dortmund (TP2D)
EPFL Lausanne (FreeLIFE)
Uni Magdebug (MooNMD)
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Proposed method, meshsize 160 x 320
 TU Dortmund (TP2D)
— — EPFL Lausanne (FreeLIFE)

Uni Magdebug (MooNMD)
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(b) Rising velocity
2.5

— j—  Proposed method, meshsize 40 x 80 
—© — Proposed method, meshsize 80 x 160 
—^ — Proposed method, meshsize 160 x 320
 TU Dortmund (TP2D)
 EPFL Lausanne (FreeLIFE)

Uni Magdebug (MooNMD)

0 0.5 1.5

(c) Circularity
2.5

Figure 7.12: Q uantitative comparison for the centre of mass, circularity and rise
velocity for the bubble rising problem of case 2. The simulation is performed with 
three levels of refinement: 40 x 80, 80 x 160 and 160 x 320.
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7.4 Dam break w ith m ixing processes on a web 
bed

Three phase flow problems are rarely solved using the Level Set method [97], because 
the classical Level Set method can only represent two phases. The multiple level set 
technique makes the multi-phase flow simulation possible. The first case considered 
is a dam break with multiple phases interacting and mixing. This problem has 
been studied by means of experimental methods [135] and the Smoothed-Particle 
Hydrodynamics (SPH) method [17,136-138].

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7.13, which includes a water tank 
operated from the downstream channel by a gate. Water with a depth of 0.015m is 
blocked with a gate. The downstream channel contains a PEO (polyethylene-oxide) 
solution. According to the experiment [135], the solution’s viscosity is 0.9835 x 10- 6  

m2/s and has a density close to that of the water. In the experiment, the vertical

air rigid wall uy =  1.5 m/s 1

4
^ 0.015 m

k water

PEO solutions

0.380 m

Figure 7.13: Geometry of the three-phase dam break problem.

gate is removed at a constant velocity of uy =  1.5 m/s. The fluid is then free to fall 
under the gravitational force. The gate must be removed gradually in the numerical 
simulation, and it has a significant effect on the results [17] .

The rectangular computational domain is set to be =  [1 x 0.2] with a compu
tational mesh size of 320 x 64 and time step At  =  3 x 10_4 s. Figure 7.14 compares 
the numerical and experimental configuration after t =  0.13 s. The comparisons 
show that the numerical simulation appropriately illustrates the relevant features 
of the process at different stages. The gate has been pulled up gradually, similarly 
to the experiments. As the figure shows, the gradual removal of the gate causes a 
reserve flow at the crest of the wave. The SPH results are also shown in Figure 7.15 
for comparison. These results illustrate the ability of this method to simulate the 
flow features and the mixing process in a multiphase dam break system.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of the proposed numerical results (left) and experimental 
results for the dam break with mixing processes on a wet bed (right). It involves 
three phases flows and a rigid wall removed gradually.

L-.r.

Figure 7.15: Comparison of the numerical and experimental results using SPH [17].
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7.5 Impact of a liquid on a thin layer
The liquid impact is a very popular problem involving strong deformation of liquid 
surfaces. The present example concentrates on the early times of droplet impact 
on a thin liquid layer. The liquid rises around the impact point through a circular, 
approximately vertical and expanding sheet, called a ‘corolla’. Figure 7.5 shows the 
initial conditions for the simulation. Liquid and gas are referred by the subscripts

gas
.95 m/sy ~

liquidx H = 0.15.D

Figure 7.16: The initial conditions for a droplet splashing on a thin liquid layer.

I and s , respectively. pi/pg =  500, pi/pg =  20. The droplet diameter D =  6  mm. 
Here the Weber and Reynolds numbers for the liquid are [139,140]

We = ^  Re = EHhR. (7 .5)
7  P l

The surface tension Weber number is chosen to be We  =  8000 where 7  =  0.065 
N/m, and the density is pi = 103 kg/m3. The drop parameter and thin layers 
H /D  =  0.15, with a drop velocity uy =  —8.95 m/s.

A similar problem has been studied via experimental methods [141-145] and 
numerical simulations [139,140,146] using the Volume Of Fluid method modelling 
the two phases. Although it is a two phase flow problem, the liquid drop and the 
liquid layer on the bottom of the tank is treated as two different fluids with the 
same material property using the multiple Level Set technique, in order to identify 
the pseudo interface after merging.

The computational domain is set to be 36 x 12 mm with a mesh grid of 270 x 
90. The droplet is launched above the liquid layer with a height of 6  mm. Good 
agreement with the results shown in Josserand and Zaleski [140] using the Volume 
Of Fluid are displayed in Figure 7.17.
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(a) P resen t results, for R e  =  1000 (b) Josserand and Zaleski [140], for Re =
1000

t h /
(c) P resent results, for R e — 100 (d) Josserand and Zaleski [140], for R e  =  100

(e) Present results, for R e  =  40 (f) Josserand and Zaleski [140], for Re =  40

Figure 7.17: Comparison result of the liquid impact on a thin layer, with three- 
phases flow and simulation mesh size for 270 x 90.



Chapter 8 

Flexible solid

The aim of this chapter is to present a series of benchmark problems to test the 
unified ‘one-phase’ framework for FSI problems. The single-phase FSI problem has 
already been handled by classical Immersed Boundary Methods and, therefore, the 
examples in this chapter will be chosen for different density ratio and hydrody
namic multiphase coupled problems, in order to show the strength of the proposed 
methodology.

8.1 One flapping membrane

Let the channel be an idealised two-dimensional channel £1 = [4 x 1.61], which we will 
consider to be filled with an incompressible Newtonian viscous fluid with viscosity 
p = 1 and density pf = 100. A leaflet is inserted into the channel, as seen in 
Figure 8.1. The top and bottom boundaries of the channel are fixed, a pulsatile non- 
reversible inflow is applied at the left hand boundary using a time-varying amplitude 
A(t) =  5(sin(27rt +  1-1)). The constitutive model of the leaflet is an incompressible 
neo-Hookean material model with shear modulus of G =  2.0 x 107. Three cases with 
different structure densities ps =  50,100, 200 will be simulated. Because there are 
no inertial or buoyancy effects, the results of different cases are fairly similar. The

2

u
oo 0.0212

u(t)

u

Figure 8.1: Geometry and boundary conditions for an idealised leaflet valve

107
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series of diagrams in Figure 8.2 show the time evolution for the pulsatile flow and 
the deformation of the membrane using a 160 x 80 mesh discretisation for the fluid 
and 4025 solid integration points for the membrane. These results show that this 
m ethod is able to successfully model the inclusion of highly deformable structures 
into the fluid with large density ratio without the need to resort to an expensive 
implicit time-stepping algorithm. The present methodology allows for a very simple 
and robust treatm ent of the structure.

(g) (h)

Figure 8.2: Time evolution of a flexible membrane under pulsatile flow and stream 
lines of the fluid. Fluid viscosity p  — 1 , shear modulus of G  =  2.0 x 1 0 ', 4025 solid 
integration points, mesh size 160 x 80.
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2.8
0 —  density ratio  1 : 2 

— density ratio  1 : 1 
- 0 — density ratio 2 : 1

2.6

2.4

2.2

1.5 20 0.5

— density ratio 1 : 2
— density ratio 1 : 1 

- 0 — density ratio 2 : 1

0.9

20.5 1.50

Figure 8.3: x — and y — components of the bottom left point of the membrane (cm) 
with different density ratio 1 : 2, 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 .  Fluid viscosity p = 1, shear 
modulus of G = 2 . 0  x 1 0 7, 4025 solid integration points, mesh size 160 x 80.
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8.2 D am  break w ith  elastic  beam

A water column of width a  = 14.6 cm and height 2a is placed in the left corner of 
a tank of size 4a x 1.5a. A rectangular incompressible obstacle, with width b =  1.2 
enr, height yfe, Young’s modulus 2Y = ltl' g/cm /s2, ps = 2.5 g/cm 2 and Poisson ra
tio 0.5, is fixed at the bottom of the tank. There is no current experimental results 
available for this problem, but a similar problem with a free surface flow has been 
investigated using a monolithic FSI model [6 ]. partitioned FSI method [147]. Par
ticle Finite Element Method (PFEM) 118] and Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics 
(SPH) model [149]. The time history of the displacement of the beam is compared

air

water
column

Figure 8.4: Schematic of the dam break with elastic beam

in Figure 8.5 for the various methods. When the fluid hits the obstacle, the left 
upper corner of the beam first deflects to the left and while the water rises, it moves 
to the right. It obtains its maximum deflection when the water passes the top and 
is fully attached to the left side of the structure. The impact of the fluid causes the 
beam to oscillate. This simulation is run for a mesh size 256 x 160. It is shown that

-Q — Proposed met hod 61 x 10 
— Proposed method 128 x 80 
— Proposed method 250 x 100 

- ) —  PFEM 
-̂ C-SPM 

FEM
c
o

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.60
time (s)

Figure 8.5: History of the x —displacement of the upper left corner of the elastic 
beam.

around f =  0.2 s, the beam reaches its maximum deflection. The snapshots of the 
simulation are shown in Figure 8 . 6  and 8.7.
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(e): t = 0.3 s (f): t = 0.35 s

Figure 8 .6 : Time evolution of the interaction between a wave hitting an elastic 
wall and streamlines of the fluid. Water density pw = 1 . 0  x 103 g/cm2, air density 
P a  = 1.0 x 1.0 g/cm2, structure density ps = 2.5 x 103 g/cm2, water viscosity 
pw — 10- 2  Pa s, air viscosity f t a — 10~ 5 Pa s, Young's modulus E  — 10' g/cm /s2, 
mesh size 256 x 160, 4025 solid integration points.
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MH

(e): t  =  0.3 s (f): t  =  0.35 s

Figure 8.7: Time evolution of the interaction between a wave hitting an elastic 
wall and vorticity field of the fluid, vorticity contours ( — 1 0  <  uj <  10). W ater 
density p w  =  1 . 0  x 1 0 3 g /cm 2, air density p a =  1 . 0  x 1 . 0  g /cm 2, structure density 
p s -  2.5 x 103 g /cm 2, water viscosity p w =  10“ 2 Pa s, air viscosity p a — 10- 5  Pa s, 
Young’s modulus E  — 10' g /c m /s2, mesh size 256 x 160. 4025 integration points.
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8.3 E lastic  beam  under tim e-d ep en d en t w ater pres
sure effects

This problem is similar to the previous one, and it was first analysed by [150] using 
available experimental and numerical data. It has been used as a validation FSI test, 
particularly for SPH simulations. In the experiment, an elastic gate, clamped at the 
top end and free at the bottom  one, interacts with a mass of water initially confined 
in a free-surface tank behind the gate (see Figure 8 .8 ). The flexible gate, 5 mm thick, 
is made of rubber with a density fo 1 1 0 0  kg /m 3 density and an assumed constant 
10 MPa Young modulus. The comparison between snapshots from the experimental

A
E
'-*•
o

M

Figure 8 .8 : Schematic of the tank and of the elastic gate.

results and the present method results are illustrated in Figure 8.10. In Figure 8.9, a 
qualitative comparison is shown. It can be observed th a t the maximum deformation 
occurs near the free end of the gate. The results m atch well with the experiment by 
Antoci [150]. The gate reaches its maximum deformation at time t, =  0.15 s. Small 
differences which are seen after the water hits the left wall.

0.005 m 
<

air air

E
CN
O

Av
■1

rigid wall

elastic wall

0.1 m

water column 
0.079 m

0.24 m
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0.06
-£>— Presented 
-j—  Exp. Antoci 
-)jC SPH. Antoci 
^ — SPH. Ashkan

0.05

0.04

0.03

■g 0.02

c 0 . 0 1

0

0.15 0.30.05 0.1 0.2 0.25 0.35
time (s)

Figure 8.9: Comparison of the horizontal displacement of the free end of the gate, 
water density p w  =  1 . 0  x 1 0 3 kg /m 3, air density p n — 1 x 1 . 0  kg /m 3, structure density 
p s =  1.1 x 103 kg/m 3, water viscosity p w =  10 ~3Pa s, air viscosity p a =  10“ ’Pa s. 
Young's modulus E  — 10 MPa, mesh side 288 x 160, 4025 solid particles.

Figure 8 .1 0 : Comparison of the numerical and experimental results, every 0.08 sec. 
water density p w — 1 . 0  x 1 0 3 kg/m , air density p a =  1 x 1 . 0  kg /m 3, structure density 
p s =  1.1 x 103 kg /m 3, water viscosity p.w =  10 ~ 3 Pa s, air viscosity p a - 10“° Pa s, 
Young’s modulus E  =  10 MPa, mesh side 288 x 160, 4025 solid integration points.
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Rigid body

The interaction of a rigid body with water waves is a very interesting hydrodynamic 
problem. A series of numerical solutions for the coupling of a rigid body with a 
one-phase fluid and a multiphase fluid is presented to show the capabilities of the 
computational methodology proposed in this thesis.

Two numerical examples are illustrated for a fixed rigid body, flow over a cylinder 
and entry/exit of a cylinder into water. The rigid velocity is given. Three examples 
are presented for rigid motion without constraints. The first problem is the terminal 
velocity of a free falling rigid cylinder. This case is similar to flow over a cylinder, 
where the terminal velocity depends on the correct calculation of the drag forces. 
The second problem is the fluttering of a rigid body in the fluid. Unlike the previous 
laminar flow case, rotations and translations can be observed. The last case shown 
is the release of a rigid ball into water.

9.1 Flow over cylinder

The problem of the flow over cylinder has been numerically studied by [18]. Here 
the same parameters as those in [18] are employed. The underlying geometry is a 
pipe shown in Figure 9.1. The kinematic viscosity is taken as v =  0.001 with a 
density p =  1. The parabolic inflow profile is prescribed as

u
( W y i O A l - y )  \ T 

=  (  0 .4 P  y' .0 )  (9.1)

The maximum velocity is chosen to be U =  1.5, so that the parabolic profile results 
in a mean velocity Umecm =  1. The Reynolds number can be evaluated as

Re =  =  10() 
v

The fluid is discretised using the Marker-and-Cell method in a sequence of meshes 
1 1 0 - 2l x 41 • 2Z cells for Tth run, i — 0,1,2,3. The finest computational mesh is set 
to be 880 x 328, where A x  =  2.5 x 1 0 -3, A y  =  1.3 x 1 0 - 3  and At = 3.125 x 1 0 - 4

115
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The drag and lift forces are easily calculated using the immersed rigid body force 

0.2

C4
O

u = 0

Figure 9.1: Geometry and boundary conditions flow around cylinder.

Fd =  -  f  • ex d v \  Fl = -  I f  • ey d v . (9.2)

where f  is the immersed rigid body force and ex =  [1,0]T, ey = [0,1]T . The 
dimensionless drag and lift, coefficients are calculated as

Cn — U2 L^  mean
Fd , Cl =

IJ2 Lmean
f l . (9.3)

For Reynolds number R e  =  100, the flow turns into a time-periodic behaviour with 
vortex shedding behind the cylinder. The flow vector field is visualised in Figure
9.2 with vorticity in Z — direction given by ( — <-~J1) and a velocity magnitudedy dy

of y j u 2 +  u 2, showing the periodic Karman vortex shedding. Table 9.1 and Figure

(a) Velocity vorticity

m m
(b) Velocity magnitude

Figure 9.2: Velocity profile for R e  =  1 0 0 , mesh size 800 x 312. The cylinder is 
described by a Level Set function.

9.3 show the information about the drag and lift coefficients. The computation on 
the coarsest mesh (110,41) does not show a periodic Karman vortex because of the 
numerical diffusion, which will be listed for the comparison.
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run A t Meshsize Geometry description
1 1.3 x 1 ( ) - 3 (220.82) Level Set 5.1168 1.1842
2 6.25 x 10" 4 (440.164) Level Set 3.6496 1.0864
3 3.125 x IQ- 4 (880.328) Level Set 3.1337 1.0138
Ref. 133120 nodes Boundary fitted mesh 3.1884 0.9830

Table 9.1: Comparison of the Lift coefficient C l  and drag coefficient C d  with the 
B oundary F itted  M ethod [18], where C d  is the average drag coefficient and C l is 
the maximum lift coefficient.

2

1.5

1

0.5 

0

-0.5

6.25 6.3 6.35 6.4
(a) Lift coefficient C l

6.5 

6

5.5

5

4.5

4

3.5

3 
6 .

Figure 9.3: Lift coefficient C l  and drag coefficient C o  with respect to tim e £, com
pared with the Boundary F itted  M ethod [18] with 133120 nodes. The cylinder is 
described by a Level Set function.

 B o u n d a ry  f i t ted  m e th o d  w i th  133120 nodes
— Pr o p o s e d  m e th o d ,  meshsize: 220 x 82
— Pr o p o s e d  m e th o d ,  meshsize: 440 x 164

P ro p o s e d  m e th o d ,  meshsize: 880 x 328

$  #  $  *

6.4 6.5 6 . 6

(b) Drag coefficient C p

6.7

 B o u n d a ry  f i t ted  m e th o d  w ith  133120 nodes
—  P ro p o s e d  m e th o d ,  meshsize: 220 x 82
- ^ 3 ^ -  P ro p o se d  m e th o d ,  m eshsize: 440 x 164 

'P ro p o s e d  m e th o d ,  meshsize: 880 x 328
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9.2 E n tr y /e x it  o f  a cylinder in water

The problem of a cylinder impacting on water has been numerically studied in 
[151 153]. In this example, the same param eters as those in [152, 153] are used: 
a circular cylinder of radius /? =  1 is placed in air and the distance of its centre 
to the air-water interface is H  — 1.25. The gravity’s acceleration is set to be 
g  — (0 . —I ) 7 and the cylinder is given a constant downward velocity u y =  — 1 at the 
T  =  Uyt / H  =  0 with /  the time in the calculation. The computational domain is set 
to be Q  =  [107? x 24/?]. For the exit from water problem, the same parameters are 
used as those for the entry problem, except the cylinder starts its upward motion 
from a height of H  =  —1.25 below the stationary water surface with a constant 
upward velocity u y =  0.39. The mesh grid is set to 400 x 240 for the whole domain

CcS
n

A>
a ih_x>

r =i j

U y  - —1.25
H= 1.25

9
w a t e r

K

H—1.25
u „  =  0.39

40 R

Figure 9.4: Geometry description for the cylinder water entry/exit problems

and the rigid cylinder is described by a Level Set function where the centre of the 
cylinder moves with the prescribed speed. A series of snapshots are shown in Figure 
9.5. For the entry problem impacts the air-water interface, two jets are generated 
along the left and right side of the cylinder. Several vortices shed from the shear 
layers along the surface of the cylinder interact with the air-water interface. The 
results are very similar to [152,153].

9.3 Terminal velocity  of a free falling rigid cylin
der

A series of numerical examples of a rigid cylinder or disks with diameter 2 a  falling in 
a channel with dimensions 8 L  x 2 L  filled with an incompressible Newtonian viscous 
fluid under the action of a horizontal body force are presented. See Figure 9.7 for 
a description of the geometry. The physical param eters for this set of examples are 
as follows: gravitational acceleration g  =  9.81 m /s2; fluid dynamic viscosity // =  1 
dyne/cm 2 (0.1 Pa s); fluid density P f  =  1 g /cm 3; L  =  2 cm; a  =  1/4 cm. These
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(a) t = 0 . 0

(d) t =  0 . 6

(j) t = 3.0

(b) t =  0 . 2

(e) t = 0 . 8

(h) t = 2 . 0

(c) t = 0.4

m k

(f) t = 1 . 0

(i) t = 2.5

(k) t = 3.5 (1) t = 4.0

(g) t  = 1.5

Figure 9.5: Water impact problem: the air-water interface position (solid black 
line) and vorticity contours ( — 2 0  < uj < 2 0 ), g = — 1 , constant velocity u y =  — 1 , 
meshgrid 400 x 240, the rigid cylinder is described by the Level Set r  =  1 .
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(a) t =  0 . 0

(d) t =  0 . 6

(g) t  = 1.5

(j) t = 3.0

(b) t 0. 2

(e) t = 0. 8

(h) t =  2 . 0

(k) t 3.5

(c) t = 0.4

(f) t = 1 . 0

(i) t =  2.5

m

(1) t = 4.0

Figure 9.6: Water exit problem: the air-water interface position (solid black line) 
and vorticity contours (—10 < uj < 10), g = — 1, constant velocity u y =  0.39. 
meshgrid 400 x 240, the rigid cylinder is described by the Level Set with a radius 
r =  1 .
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run At  (nx,ny) Rigid indicator
1 1.8 x NT3 (18,24) Level Set
2 4.4 x 10“ 4 (36,48) Level Set
3 2 . 2  x 1 0 “ 4 (72,96) Level Set
4 1 . 1  x 1 (T4 (192,144) Level Set
5 2.76 x 10" 5 (384,288) Level Set

Table 9.2: A list of simulation cases for the simulation of free falling rigid cylinder.

values lead to a Reynolds number Re = 14.6. The rigid solid is initially placed at 
the geometric centre of the channel and is modelled using a Level Sets. The cylinder 
has a density of ps =  1 2 0 0  g/cm3.

u  = 0 u  =  0

u  • n  =  0

Figure 9.7: Geometry and boundary conditions for a rigid falling cylinder in a 
channel (dimensions in cm).

For a rigid cylinder, the solution for the terminal velocity U in the direction of 
the gravitational force is given by [154]:

U = (ps -  pf) gq‘ 
4/i

In | -  0.9157 +  1.7244 ( | '-) 2 - 1.7302 (!)' (9.4)

In contrast with other researchers [5,66], the rigid body is modelled using a 
Level Set function. The effect of gravity is applied to both fluid and the rigid body, 
properly capturing the hydrostatic pressure profile. The fluid is discretised using 
the Marker-and-Cell method in a sequence of meshes 12 • 2l x 9 • 2l cells for z-th run, 
i = 1 , 2 ,3,4,5.

The evolution of the velocity of the cylinder can be observed in Figure 9.8. 
Oscillation can be observed for the coarsen meshes and due to the numerical errors 
of constructing the indicator function. Considered another case, the cylinder forced 
to move with the constant speed u  =  (0, —0,0365) in order to study the conservation 
of the area over time. On average the mass of the coarse grid is overestimated. As 
a result, the terminal velocity is overestimated as well.
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Figure 9.8: Free falling rigid cylinder. From left to right: (a) streamlines of the 
velocity field, (b) close view of the streamlines, (c) velocity contour. Mesh size 
384 x 288, the cylinder is described by the Level Set.

mesh 18 x 24 
mesh 3G x 48 
mesh 72 x 96 

- e -  mesh 144 x 192 
X  mesh 288 x 384 

 Theoretical speed

Ball velocity vs time under mesh refinement

0.5
times (s)

Figure 9.9: Velocity history of a free falling rigid cylinder with a diameter ratio 
£ =  !(</ =  2fl’ r =  ? . L = 2)-
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0 0.5 1 1.5
times (s)

Figure 9.10: Area of the cylinder if moving the cylinder passively wtih its theoretical 
term inal speed, the theoretical area n r 2 =  1.9635 x 10- 5

9.4 R igid b od y  fluttering

In this example, we consider a rectangular domain 15 x 40. discretised with a series 
of Cartesian meshes, the finest, of which is composed of 240 x 640 cells, filled with 
a Newtonian viscous fluid of viscosity // =  1 0 - 5  and density p  =  103. A rigid 
rectangle of size 5 x 0.5 is rotated clockwise an angle of 7t / 3  and translated such 
th a t its geometrical centre is at position (3.4665,35.96) with respect to the bottom  
left corner of the fluid domain (see Figure 9.11). The rigid solid has a density 1.5 
times th a t of the fluid and is discretised using 5760 integration points. The to tal 
run-tim e for the case with the finest mesh is 1 hour using a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2  

Duo CPU. In Figure 9.12a and 9.12b we can observe convergence of the evolution 
over time of the position and velocity of the bottom  left corner of the rectangle for a 
series of discretisation. In Figure 9.13, in a series of snapshots of the solution, it can 
be observed how the rigid solid sinks and flutters as it creates vortices in its wake.

Area of the cylinder under mesh refinement

mesh 18 x 24 
mesh 3G x 48 
mesh 72 x 96 

~ 0 — mesh 144 x 192 
\ f  — mesh 288 x 384

Figure 9.11: Geometry of the rigid body fluttering problem.
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30  40  50  60  70
v e l o c i ty

— !-------------1-------------1--------------i------------

60 x 160 g r id :  v e l o c i t y  in X 

120 x 320 g r id :  v e lo c i ty  in X 

4 210 x 640 g r id :  v e l o c i t y  in X

P o s i t i o n
 1 1 1---------

60 x 160 g r id :  p o s i t i o n  in X 

120 x 320 g r id :  p o s i t i o n  in X

< 240 x 640 g r id :  p o s i t i o n  in X

60 x 160 g r id :  p o s i t i o n  in Y 

a  120 x 320 g r id :  p o s i t i o n  in Y

t> 240 x 640 g r id :  p o s i t i o n  in Y

- 0.05  -

Figure 9.12: (a) Evolution with respect to time of the x and y position of the bottom 
left corner of the rigid rectangle for a series of mesh discretisation; (b) Corresponding 
x-velocity of the same point with respect to time for a series of meshes.
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Figure 9.13: Snapshots of the solution for the problem of a rigid solid sinking and 
tumbling in a viscous fluid and vorticity contours ( — 1 0  < uo < 1 0 ), mesh size 
240 x 640, 5760 particles, fluid viscosity // =  10- °, fluid density 103, rigid body 
density 1.5 x 103
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9.5 Impact of a free falling cylinder on water

This problem is similar to the entry/exit problem of a cylinder in water, but in this 
case the cylinder is driven by its own gravitational force. A rigid cylinder with radius 
of 0 . 1  m is dropped into a rectangular container of dimensions of 2  x 1 . 2  m half filled 
with water. The left and right walls are set to be slip boundary, while the top and 
bottom walls are set be non-slip boundary. The gravitational acceleration g =  9.8 
m /s2. The rigid is initially placed at the height of 0.2 m above the stationary water 
surface, and released at time t — 0. The total simulation time is 13 s. The cylinder 
first accelerates due to gravity and is slowed down by the drag caused by air first 
and then with water. The maximum downward velocity reached is —1.0999 m/s at 
time 0.15 s. Upon impact, the cylinder bounces back up with a maximum upward 
velocity of 0.3370 m/s, as it can be observed in Figure 9.14.

0.5

^  -0.5

-1.5

time
(a): whole view

0.5

velocity 
g = —9.8m2/s

-0.5

^ -1.5 
-2

-2.5
0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.70.4

time
(b): close up view

Figure 9.14: Evolution of the vertical component of the velocity with time, of a free- 
falling rigid cylinder of radius 0 . 1  m into a half filled tank of dimensions of 2  x 1 . 2  

m.
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(b) t  =  0.2 s (c) t  =  0.4 s

(e) t  =  0.8 s (f) t  =  1.0 s

« V

(g) t  =  1.5 s (h) £ =  2.0 s (i) t  =  2.5 s

w

(j) £ =  3.0 s (k) t  =  3.5 s (1) t  =  4.0 s

Figure 9.15: Impact of a free-falling cylinder in water. The air-water interface 
position (solid black line) and vorticity contours (—10 <  u  <  10)
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions and future work

10.1 Conclusions

This thesis has presented a computational framework for the efficient computation 
of incompressible multiphase flows in conjunction with rigid body and flexible body 
interaction problems. This novel framework provides great flexibility and enables 
the modelling of multiple deformable and rigid bodies interacting with the fluid into 
a single-phase formulation.

10.1.1 On the m athem atical m odelling

Prom a continuum modelling point of view, the proposed ‘one-phase’ framework 
has been shown to be equivalent to boundary fitted methods. Other immersed 
methodologies, such as the ‘one-fluid’ multiphase flow or the classical immersed 
boundary method, can be viewed as a special case of the proposed framework. 
Specifically, two main contributions on the mathematical modelling side have been 
made.

The first contribution is the consideration of the rigid body as a continuum, 
namely ‘a rigid continuum’, where the differential and variational forms of the gov
erning equations have been presented. By making use of any of the four options (sec
tion 2.1.5) used to describe the rigid kinematics constraints, the system of governing 
equations is closed. The kinematic constraints are enforced via Lagrange multipliers 
that mimic the behaviour of a stress tensor, in a similar manner to the treatment 
of the incompressible kinematics constraint. The formulation for the description 
of the rigid continuum dynamics is presented without the explicit computation the 
Lagrange multipliers. One of the disadvantages of the rigid continuum approach is 
that the mass and the moment of inertia tensor are known in engineering purposed 
calculations, rather than the body’s shape and its mass distribution.

The second contribution is the development of a multiple phase interaction com
putational framework by using a ‘one-phase’ fully Eulerian description with the help 
of indicator functions in order to describe the multiple phases, rather than by using
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the more classical Dirac delta distribution approach [4]. The different regions of 
the continuum are differentiated by an indicator function, where the fluid, the de
formable solid and the rigid body phases differ only in the definition of the Cauchy 
stress tensor.

10.1.2 On the numerical m ethodology

Prom the computational point of view, the framework offers a great flexibility with 
four key contributions.

First, it hybrids an Eulerian Level Set method with a Lagrangian material par
ticle based method, and presents a computational algorithm for the representation, 
evolution and compatibility of the multiple phases.

Second, the inertia term is treated implicitly, which allows for the consideration 
of large density ratio problems by solving an non-constant diffusion Poisson equation, 
often encountered in hydrodynamics problems.

Third, the immersed deformable structure force field is derived from the spatial 
integration of the structure’s deviatoric Cauchy stress tensor excluding volumetric 
effects.

Finally, an iterative procedure has been proposed for the modelling of a rigid 
body phase, where the immersed rigid force is updated dynamically within the 
residual of the set of discrete equations. A linear least square projection procedure 
is proposed for the rigid velocity projection. This method is capable of dealing 
with arbitrary rigid motions without resorting to the use of the classical Lagrangian 
mechanics description of the rigid body.

10.1.3 On the com puter im plem entation

From the computer implementation standpoint, the critical computing routines have 
been implemented in FORTRAN and the overall structure of the code is organised 
in MatLab. The anisotropic Poisson solver is speeded up by using the geometric 
multigrid solver included in the Hypre library [106].

10.1.4 On the engineering applications

In terms of applicability and reliability, a wide range of benchmark and applications 
have been presented in the examples chapters, including bubble dynamics, hydro
dynamics, three-phase flows, haemodynamics, fluid-structure interaction with free 
surfaces, aerodynamics and complex fluid-rigid coupling with free surfaces. These 
problems are included in order to prove the robustness and flexibility of the proposed 
computational methodology.
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10.2 Future work

Future research lines have been opened-up after the developments presented in this 
thesis. A few directions are pointed out:

• E xtension  into three-dim ensional sim ulations. For realistic engineering 
applications, the framework should be extended to three dimensional scenar
ios. There is nothing in the methodology that precludes a straightforward 
extension to three-dimensional simulations, the only consideration being an 
efficient implementation and the corresponding computational cost. The com
putational speed of the extended algorithm will certainly benefit from the use 
of a fast Marker-And-Cell discretisation.

• Fully Eulerian based form ulation. At the moment, the background mesh 
computations are Eulerian. The multiphase flow interfaces are captured by a 
Level Set method and the rigid body can be modelled either by a Level Set or a 
Lagrangian based method. The flexible body described in a Lagrangian fashion 
can be also modelled in an Eulerian manner. The inverse of the deformation 
gradient can be transported in an Eulerian way as follows

d(y y ) + u . v ( v x ) = o ( io. i )
C/ L

• Parallelisation. Due to the semi-explicit nature of the scheme, the exist
ing computational programme is ideal for parallelisation (the implicit Poisson 
solver, in fact, has been coded in parallel). Computation of interaction forces 
is also a candidate for massive parallelisation using advanced architectures, 
such as GPGPU.

• Fully explicit form ulation. The method is semi-explicit due to the implicit 
resolution of the incompressibility constraint. The most time consuming part 
is the solution of the anisotropic Poisson equation within each sub-iteration. 
Alternatively, a fully explicit formulation by means of an artificial compress
ibility approach can be developed in the case of small density ratio problems, 
of particular interest in the field of biomechanics.

• Foully im plicit form ulation. The fluid Cauchy stress is evaluated explicitly 
and the structure Cauchy stress is calculated implicitly by a fixed point iter
ation. Both stresses in the fluid and the structure can be evaluated implicitly 
via a Newton’s method.

• M ulti-body dynam ics. The proposed fluid-rigid body interaction is limited 
to rigid bodies without contact. By introducing new constraints to describe the 
interaction of multiple rigid bodies, multi-body dynamics with fluid interaction 
can be performed. Typical applications include wave-power generators.
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A daptive m esh refinement w ith  an Octree structure. An octree is a 
data structure in which each internal node has exactly eight children. The 
partition three-dimensional space could be used for adaptive mesh refinement.

C onstitu tive m odels. So far just a few constitutive models have been used 
within the present formulation, including an isotropic Neo-Hookean model. 
Other material models can also be considered, including visco-elasticity and 
visco-plasticity.

Free surface m odel. In some coastal engineering simulations involving air, 
water and a structure, the influence of the air can be regarded as a constant 
atmospheric pressure on the free surface. In these cases, a free surface model 
can be implemented into the fluid solver, which will largely reduce the com
putational domain and the condition number of the global Poisson problem.
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A ppendix A  

Linear algebra

This appendix reviews some fundamentals of linear algebra which are employed in 
this thesis. The use of a Cartesian coordinate system is sufficient for applications in 
this thesis. A more in-depth explanation can be found in [28].

A. 1 Vectors

Let ei, e 2 and e 3 denote the three base vectors in the Cartesian space, any given 
vector u  can be expressed as a linear combination of these vectors as

3

u
i = l

= Y ^ Uieii u =[Ul,U2,U3]T. (A.l)

If Einstein convention is used, whereby repetition of an index automatically implies 
its summation, the above equation can be written as

u  =  UiCi. (A.2 )

A. 1.1 Inner product, norm, orthogonality and cross product

The inner, dot or scalar product of two arbitrary vectors is defined by

u  ■ v  =  u Tv  =  UiVi. (A.3)

Then,
||'lt|| = y / u  • U  (A.4)

defines the Euclidean norm, magnitude or length of a vector u  and, moreover u  is 
said to be a unit vector if

INI =  !• (A.5)
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A vector u  is said to be orthogonal to a vector v if

u  • v = 0 . (A.6 )

The vector or cross product of two vectors u  and v is a new vector u  x v which is 
defined as

’  U2V3 -  U3V2 " 0 - u 3 u 2 ’ Vi "
U  X V — U3V1-  UiV3

o

C
O

3

V2

.  U iV 2 -  U2V1 _ —u 2 u \  0 . v 3 .

This equation can be written as

u  x v — uv.  (A.8 )

where u  is the skew-symmetric matrix associated with the vector u  and is defined 
as

"  0 u3 U2
u  — U3 0 -Ui

.  - u 2 Ui 0

A .2 Second order tensors

Any second order tensor is a linear transformation from U into U; that is, L  : U — > 
U where U denotes a vector space. It maps a vector u  into another vector v  such as

v = L u , (A.10)

In particular,
Oil = 0 ; I u  = ix, (A.1 1 )

where 0 represents the zero tensor and I  denotes the identity tensor.

A .2.1 Sym m etric and skew symmetric tensors

An arbitrary second order tensor L  can be conveniently decomposed into

L  =  sym(L) + skew (L). (A.12)

Their symmetric and skew symmetric parts are denoted by

sym(L) =  +  L T)\ skew(L) = ^ (L  -  L T). (A.13)
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A .2.2 Tensor product

The tensor product of two vectors u  and v  is denoted by u  <g) v  and is defined as

u<g)v = u v T. (A.14)

Such resulting second order tensor maps an arbitrary vector w  into the vector (w  • 
v )u  as

(u eg) v )w  =  (w ■ v)u.  (A.15)

This is also known as a dyadic process.

A .2.3 Trace, Inner Product and Euclidean Norm

The trace of the tensor u  <g> v  is defined by

tr(u Cg v) =  u  • v. (A.16)

For a generic second order tensor L , its trace is defined as the summation of the 
diagonal terms of its matrix representation, that is

tr L  = La. (A.17)

The inner product of two second order tensors, T : X, is described as

T: L  = t r{Tt L)  =  tr(TZ,t ) = (A. 18)

The Euclidean or Frobenius norm of a second order tensor L  is then defined by

||£|| = Vl Tl  = f £  L%
\ i , j =1

A .2.4 Spectral D ecom position

Given a second order tensor L, a non-zero vector n  is said to be an eigenvector of 
L  associated with the eigenvalue oo if

L n  = ujn. (A.20)

Let I  be a symmetric second order tensor, then it admits the representation

3

L  =  '^2 n a (g> n a. (A.21)
Ot=1

Here, ( n i ,  7 2 2 , 7 1 3 }  are eigenvectors of L , which can also be used as an alternative 
Cartesian base and \uj\ , u/2 , ^ 3 } denotes the set of corresponding eigenvalues. The

(A.19)
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above expression is called the spectral decomposition of L.



A ppendix B 

Com parison of convection schem es

This Appendix addresses some of the methods available for solving transient con
vection problems, typically for the Level Set Eq. (3.33). The Level Set equation is, 
in general, a nonlinear advection equation, as the velocity field u  and the level set 
4> are interrelated. If u  is independent of 0, then the Level Set equation is a linear 
hyperbolic equation with time-space-varying velocity field. A brief introduction of 
Finite Volume based methods [82] as well as a characteristic line based method [155] 
is presented in this Appendix.

B .l  Spatial and tem poral discretisation

B . l . l  R unge-K utta tim e integrator for tem poral discretisa
tion

In the case of transient problems, the temporal discretisation involves the integration 
of the time-derivative terms over a time step At.  The spatial domain can initially 
be discretised to produce a semi-discrete form as follows

- g f  = F W ) ) -  (B.l)

Runge-Kutta methods are multistage methods that make use of the solution (ftn at 
time tn to compute the solution </>n + 1  at tn+1. This is achieved by computing a
number of intermediate values of the time derivative of the unknown 0 , within the
interval At = tn+1 — tn. If we define the forward Euler operator Ch as Ch<f>n =  
4>n + A tF(cj)n), the two-stage Runge-Kutta scheme would be described as follows 
refer to Figure B.l.

- Step 1 : Solve forward for 0 1 =  Ch<f>n

- Step 2 : Solve forward for 0 n + 1  =  <̂/>n +
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<pn + \(Ch(pl ) Ch(f)

x

Figure B.l: Two-stage Runge-Kutta method

B .l .2 Finite Volume for spatial discretisation

To derive the Finite Volume spatial discretisation of the Level Set equation, we first 
re-write the Level Set equation in an integral form:

[  ?$-dv + [  V • (u<t>) dv = 0. (B.2)
Jn Jn

Appplication of the Gauss divergence theorem yields

f  157 dv + /  F* da = °> (B-3)Jn ut  Jqsi

which represents the conservation of a scalar (j) transport equation, where F# = (j)u n  
is the flux of the Level Set function.

Within the framework of the Finite Volume scheme, Q can be regarded as a 
control volume. The convective components of the numerical fluxes, are obtained as 
a first order upwind scheme or via the second order QUICK scheme. As time and 
space are discretised independently, this approach is called ’method of lines’ [156]. 
First order upwind
In the particular one-dimensional setting, and for the linear advection equation 
(B.3), the so-called numerical upwind flux as stated by the Godunov method [82] is 
defined as

— ~ 4>p), (B.4)

where (f)p and 4>e is a face value and its east neighbour values, respectively. 
Quadratic U pstream  Interpolation for Convective K inem atics
The Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinematics (QUICK) [100] 
uses a three-point upstream-weighted quadratic interpolation for the numerical flux 
cell face values. The face value of (j) is obtained from a quadratic function passing 
through two bracketing nodes (on each side of the face) and a node on the upstream 
side.

For face e in figure B.2 and assuming the flow is from left to right, the face value 
(pe can be written as :
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Figure B.2 : The Quadratic upstream interpolation

' Sd
s c +  s d 4 > p  + s c +  s d 4>e + (1 - 0 ) Su + 2 Sc 

Su + Sc (f>p +
Sc 

Su + Sc
(ftw (B.5)

where 0  =  1  in the above equation results in a central second-order interpolation 
while ip = 0 yields a second-order upwind scheme. The traditional QUICK scheme 
is obtained by setting -0 = 1 / 8  [82].

B.2 Semi-Lagrangian M ethod

Equation (3.33) can alternatively be solved in space-time using a numerical method 
inspired in the method of characteristics [156]. This method is called ‘semi-Lagrangian’ 
[157] because once the characteristic curve is identified, the path-integration is car
ried in a Lagrangian manner (following the same particle). This scheme is known 
for allowing large time stepping.

4>(x, tn+ )

Ax — f tn u(s)ds

Characteristic path 
(nonlinear in general)

4>(x — A x , tn)

Figure B.3: Illustrate of the characteristic line 

As the advection equation is homogeneous,

<p(x, tn+1) =  (p(x — A x ,  tn). (B.6 )

Notice that once A x  is computed, <p(x — A x , t n) requires evaluation. In general,
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spatial interpolation is required to obtain <j>{x — A x , tn). 
Equation (B.6) can also be written as

(p(x,tn+1) = (ft u(s) , t* € [tn, £n+1]^ . (B.7)

B.2.1 First order and second order semi-Lagrangian m ethod

The first order semi-Lagrangian method is the simplest of them all and it is uncon
ditional stable. That is the reason why the semi-Lagrangian method is widely used 
in numerical weather prediction for large CFL numbers [155]. It updates the value 
of <f) at location x  by sampling (j) where the fluid at x  was located in the previous 
time step. The first order semi-Lagrangian method is comprised of the following

O j j o

o

\

u(Xij)

° 5 j
O

l x* =
*  X-

fCf j X

(a) 1st order (b) 2nd order

Figure B.4: First order and second order semi-Lagrangian method

steps:

- Find the interpolation point by x ^  =  x^j — Atu ( x i j , tn+1).

- Then interpolation (f^ f1 = <f)n(x 1).

Unfortunately, the first order semi-Lagrangian introduces undesired numerical dis
sipation. To achieve second order accuracy in time, the linear backward tracing 
scheme is replaced by a more accurate second-order Runge-Kutta scheme, as de
scribed with the following steps

- Find the first interpolation point by = Xij — A tu ( x i j1tn+l).

- Find the intermediate interpolation point x* =  Xl'3+x{ ) .

- The 2nd order accurate interpolation point x ^  = Xij — Atu (x* ,tn+1/2).

- Then interpolation (f)^1 =  (f)n(x2).
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B .2 .2 Back and Forth Error C om pensation and Correction

Here we review the Back and Forth Error Compensation and Correction method 
(BFECC) by Dupont T, Liu Y [158]. This approach can improve the accuracy of 
the Level Set resolution, which is proven to be second order accurate both in space 
and time. The non zero curvature of the interface will result in uneven gradients 
of the Level Set function which can introduce extra numerical error. The Level Set 
function 0 first move forward in time and then backward. The difference between 
the back and forth Level Set is used to compensate the error.

0  A 3 : 0 2  = r + (0 n -  0 ? ) / 2  4: 0 ” + 1  = U4Z

2: 0? = £ft10"+1 1: 0"+1 = c h <t>n

Figure B.5: Back and Forth Error Compensation and Correction (BFECC)

For a given 0n at time level £n, we have the following algorithm. If the first order 
semi-Lagrangian scheme is written as <f>(x,tn+i) = C(4>{x,tn)) in short, then the 
BFECC is given by

- Solve forward for 0 n + 1  =  £h<J>n-

- Solve backward for 0J = £&1 0n+1-

- Let 02 =  + (0n -  0 J )/2.

- Solve forward for 0n + 1  using 0n + 1  =  >Ĉ 0J.

B.3 Num erical study

B.3.1 Convergence tests

In order to illustrate the performance of the different convection schemes, we convect 
a two-dimensional sine hill defined as

|  j ( l+ s in ( 4 7 r(a; -  |)))(1  +  sin(4 7 r(j/-  §))) 0.25 < x ,y  < 0.75 ^  ^

using a constant velocity field u  =  (4,3)r . The problem is discretised over the 
domain [0 , 3] x [0 , 2.5] and four algorithms are tested for convergence. As shown in 
Figure B.6 , first-order semi-Lagrangian method exhibits a first order convergence, 
whereas the rest exhibit the expected second order convergence.
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(b) Second-order semi-Lagrangian(a) F irst-order sem i-Lagrangian

(c) B FEC C  sem i-Lagrangian (d) Two stage R unge-K utta with QUICK

Figure B.6: Comparison of the convergence rate for different convective schemes.

E r ro r  iu L ( I ! ). £-'(11) a n d  L '
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B .3 .2  Q ualita t ive  te s ts

To address the performance of Level Set m ethod, several authors have examined the 
passive advection of a patch of fluid by a given velocity field. Two test have emerged 
as the most popular ones.

Test 1: Vortical flow

This is the vortical flow introduced by Rider and Kothe [19] and is a common 
benchm ark problem for the Level Set M ethod. VOF method and particle based 
methods. In this problem, the velocity field is defined by the steam function: —

1 / i t  sin2( n x )  sin2( 7 n / ) ,  which gives an almost vortical flow in an enclosed domain, as 
shown in Figure B.7.

(a) Velocity Stream line (b) In itia l s ta te (c) Final s ta te

Figure B.7: The advection test case introduced by Rider and Kothe [19]. The 
circular blob near the top is deformed in a vortical flow held. The domain is given 
by Q  =  [0,1] x [0,1]. The underformed blob is circular, with a radius of 0.15 and is 
initially located at 0.75,0.75, with mesh size 100 x 100.

Test 2: R o ta tion  of a Zalesak disk

The second test is th a t of the rotation of disk known as ZalesakT disk, which is 
introduced in [20]. A circular blob, with a rectangular cutting thorough the circle, 
is ro tated with a fluid velocity (See Figure B.8b). The domain is set to be Q =
[01] x [01]. The constant vorticity velocity field is given by u  =  (7t/314)(0.5 — y ) \  v  =  

(7t/314)(x — 0.5). So th a t the disk completes one revolution every 628 time units.

B .4  C onclusions

We have tested four different discretisation schemes for the convection equation of 
the Level Set. Except for the 1st order semi-Lagrangian method, the rest three 
schemes (Second order semi-Lagrangian m ethod, BEFCC semi-Lagrangian method 
and the two stage R unge-kutta with QUICK) all exhibit second order convergence.
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(a) Velocity Stream line (b) Initial sta te  (c) Final sta te

Figure B.8: The advection test case introduced by Zalesak [20]. The disk is initially 
located at 0.5, 0.5, with mesh size 100 x 100.
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One-dim ensional tem poral stability  
and error analysis

This appendix is devoted to the stability and truncation error analysis of the one
dimensional linear equation by the consideration of different space-time discretisa
tion schemes. In spite of the restriction to a one-dimensional linear analysis, useful 
insight will be gained, which can be applicable to higher dimensional problems.

C .l Temporal stability
Let us first consider the study of temporal stability for time-integration methods. 
Only explicit methods will be considered, all conditionally stable. Let us consider 
the modal equation

f - A » ,  (€ ..)

where A denotes a typical complex eigenvalue. Eq. C.l is analysed for three dif
ferent discretisation techniques, namely, forward Euler, two-stage-Runge-Kutta and 
backward forward error compensation and correction (BFECC) methods. Applying 
Taylor expansion to Eq. C.l, we arrive at

\ 2 \ f 2  \ 3A t 3
qn+i =  qn + xAtqn + — Z ~ q n +  + — ^ — Qn + 0 { A ti )qn. (C.2)

Z u

Forward Euler

Application of the forward Euler scheme to Eq. C.l yields:

qn+i =  (1 +  A t\)q n, (C.3)

where (1 + At A) is typically known as the numerical amplification factor. In order
for the numerical solution to remain bounded, the following condition should be 
fulfilled

|l +  A t A | g l ,  (C.4)
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The complex expantion of AtX = x + yi into above Eq. (C.4) , yields

(x + l)2 +  y2 A 1. (C.5)

Two stage R unge-K utta

A similar procedure as that followed above is performed. For the two stage Runge- 
Kutta time integration scheme (Figure. B.l), it yields,

q*+1 =  (1 +  A t\)q n
q"+1 = \{qn + 1 + AtA)<f (C.6)
qn+1 =  | ( qn +  (1 + AtX)2qn) = (1 + AtX  +  \ A t2X2)qn.

In order for the numerical solution to remain bounded, the following condition should 
be fulfilled

|(1 +  AtA + -A t2A2)| ^  1 (C.7)

Substituting AtX  =  x + yi into above Eq. (C.7), yields

^1 +  x  + ^ x 2 -  i y -  (xy -by)2 ^  1 (C.8)

Back and forth error com pensation and correction (BFEC C )

For the backward forward error compensation and correction (BFECC) scheme (Fig
ure B.5), we obtain:

= (l + AtX)qn
91 =  (1 -  A*A)if+1
92 = q n +  (Qn -  9i) ( ’
qn+i =  (i + AtX)q2.

Thus,

q"+1 =  ( l  +  AtX +  ^ A t2X2 + ^ ^ X 3)  qn. (C.10)

In order for the numerical solution to remain bounded, the following condition should 
be fulfilled

|(1 +  AtX +  -A t2A2 + -  At3A3)| <; 1. (C .ll)
z  z

Substituting At A =  x +  yi into above Eq. (C .ll), yields, yields

( l  + x + ^ x 2 - ^ y 2 + ^ x 3 - ^ x y 2̂  +  (xy  +  y +  ^ x 2y -  ^ y 3̂ j g  1. (C.12)

The stability regions of Eqs. (C.5), (C.8) and (C.12) are illustrated in Figure 
C.l, where the x and y axis represent the real and imaginary parts.
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Forward Euler 
RK 2 
BFECC

Figure C.l: Stability regions for the ordinary differential equation using different 
numerical schemes, where x  is the real part of AAt  and y  is the imaginary part of 
\ A t .

C.2 T runcation  error

Let ns consider the one-dimensional advection equation

§ +u!=°>  ( ° i3) 
where q  is a scalar variable and u  is the speed with which it is advected.

In order to analyse the truncation error of Eq. (C.13), a o n e  s t e p  e r r o r  is 
introduced. This o n e  s t e p  e r r o r  indicates the amount of error introduced in a single 
time step

o n e  s t e p  e r r o r  — A f ( q n ) — q n + 1 , (0.14)

where q n + l  and q n represent the true solution evaluated at time t n+1 and t n . The 
l o c a l  t r u n c a t i o n  e r r o r  is defined by dividing the o n e  s t e p  e r r o r  by A t  as

T" = h (N(qn) ~ (,nT (C.15)
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Tem poral d iscretisation w ith forward Euler and first order upwind spatial 
discretisation

resulting in a first order scheme.

First order semi-Lagrangian m ethod

Assuming A t < A x/u , we consider the starting point of the characteristic trajectory 
that ends at grid point Xi in the interval [xi-1 , Xi]. Linear interpolation between 
and q™ at point Xi — Atu  gives

Application of the space-time discretisation scheme to Eq. (C.13) yields

(C.16)

The local truncation error is

(C.17)

Recalling the Taylor series expansion for gjli, q”

(C.18)

(C.19)

and the consideration of Eq. (C.13), the local truncation error is

(C.20)

where A = u ^ -  is called Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL) number1. And therefore

Tn =  0 (  Ax) (c.:(C.21)

(C.22)

Or alternatively

(C.23)

The variable A x  is removed with this CFL number.
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Qi = qn{x i-i + A x  -  uAt) tn+ 1

:---------------------—r------------------- ------------
1 1 / / 1 4 1  + I

trace back/ / u /
+ . /  t »(Ax  — u A t) 'uA t

z —l 2 2 + 1

Figure C.2: Illustration of tje one-dimensional semi-Lagrangian method.

which coincides with a forward Euler in time and a one-sided finite difference in 
space. The local truncation error is then the same as above

u A x ^  f  d2q t /ri/A 3 3>
r"  =  — (1 -  A) +  0 (A t  ) +  0 {A x  ), (C.24)

which proves, as expected, that the method is first order.

Temporal d iscretisation using a BFEC C  and first order upwind spatial 
discretisation

Let us recall the upwind discretisation scheme in Eq. (C.16) defined above

q?+1 = ( l - X K  + M t v  (C.25)

The BFECC method (introduced in the previous Appendix B.2.2) can be written 
as:
First a step forward in time

q"+1 =  (1 -  A + Aq'l -  1, (C.26)

then by a step backward in time

i" +1 =  ( l -  A )^ +  A C i, (C.27)

followed by a correction of the original data using the estimated error

?r =  9? -  -  9?) =  9," -  1a(1 -  A)(gJV, -  2 q? + (C.2 8 )

by a step forward in time using the error corrected data

?"+1 =  ( 1 - A ) 4 T  +  Aff_i. (C.29)
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After applying the above steps, the final numerical solution is evaluated as

(C.30)
1 T l - 2A_r A ”  2A ' )  <li+1- 

Therefore, the local truncation error is

1
A t

Q i +1 =  ( ~ P 2 +  §A3 ) q U  +  ( p  +  2 A 2 -  § A 3) e  1 
+ (1 -  | A2 -  | A3) q" +  (-IA  + A2 -  p 3) q^v

= A  (4n+1 -  «?+1) ■ (°-31)

71+1Let us recall the Taylor series for qJL2, Q i - u Q i+ 1 and Q

^ q\ U o a , ( d2q \ n A A x2 f  d3q \ n SAx3 i /ri/A 4>
^  = ^ ^ t ) i 2 A x + W d i — - { 9 ^ ) i —  + ° iA ^  (C'32a)

a , ( d2q \ n A x2 ( d3q \ n A x3 i A 4,
«■-' - f  -  I s  j  ^  H s p A  —  -  U ?  j ,  —  +  0 ( A *  >' ( a 3 2 b |

<***>
,n+i - „ n ^ ( 9 g Y  A . ,  / 92< ?y  At2 / d3<A" At3 4,

* A t +  U u  w ) t ^ + ° { A t 1  ( a 3 2 d )

After some algebraic modifications, we arrive of the following expression for the local 
truncation error

' " - ^ ( 8)"|-5 +  ; ?  +  3 » +  0 ( A i ’ >- ( C 3 3 >

And therefore
r"  = 0(A f2), (C.34)

which proves that it is a second order scheme.

Temporal d iscretisation using a tw o-stage R unge-K utta and spatial dis
cretisation w ith  the Q U IC K  schem e

The QUICK spatial discretisation of the flux is given by

g f e - 2  — 7qi-i +  3 qi +  3^+i). (C.35)

The two-stage Runge-Kutta method is

i" +1 =  9? -  |(9?-2 -  7?r_i +  3-?? +  3<2,"+1), (C.36a)

4”+1 =  -  ^ ( i ”-2 -  7«L! +  39? +  3 9 ^ ) , (C.36b)
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„ n + l    n   \  ( A „n    14A n  _i_ 8 —55A „n
" i ~  Vi ''R 1 2 8 ^ - 4  128 " i - 3  ' 128 " i - 2

I — 56+36A n n  _i_ 24 ti i 24—18A n  _i_ —9A n \
' 128 " i - 1  ' 128Vi 128 * u + l ' 1 2 8 ^ + 2 / ’

After some simplification, the local truncation error is

T" =  h  “ 9r+1) •

Recalling the Taylor series for ^n_4, ^n_3, q?_2, q?_v q?+1, q™+2 and q?+1

d q \ n f  d2q \ n 16Ax2 f  d3q \ n 64A x3 t f 4,
I s J , “ * + I s i J ,  - S -  — + ° ' ^ >

n f  d q \ n ( d2q \ n 4A x2 f  d3q \ n 8A x3 . 4,
- isj, HffJ, — - Is?J, — +

Employing the above, we arrive at

r"  =  At2 ( J f  )  (If(A)) + 0 (A t3),

where //(A) is a polynomial in the CFL number A. Therefore,

r"  =  0 (A t2), 

and the method is second order accurate.

(C.37)

(C.38)

(C.39a)

(C.39b)

(C.39c)

(C.39d)

(C.39e)

(C.39f)

(C.39g)

(C.40)

(C.41)
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